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A B S T R A C T 
The presert work leal r: w i th the sediments! ogical study 
of Gondwana r^cfcs f ' f . rarbor ' ferous t1** t». Tr lass ic ) o f Pawkola 
T«t^>an1 c a J - f i e l ds. Th s th ick c l as t i c sequence emprises 
f i ve series r a r ^ l v , Ta lch i r , Rarakar, $anig >nj, r>archet and 
pahadeva. The Tal ch* r ser ies i f comoo*^1 of nou' %r Beds, 
sandstones, shal **«* an4 represerts a a lae ia l environment. ""he 
rost of th. series consist ing trixed asftectbl age of p^bHv, very 
coarse to very f i r e grained rard stones, c lays , earboraceous shales 
anl coal *n v^r i~us p r o n o r t i T P and are wholly f)>jvi a t n * wh'rh 
at tim^f, a§-sociat»d w ' th rrarshos and lakes, 
The debrt «= fo r Tatchir sediments was transported over 
a high gradient palaeoelpe frorn t h# «outh >f the t asir. by 
t u r b i d i y and t rac t i ve current? produced by m*>J tlnr$ of i c e - l o t * 
f r o n t . The ice- 'obe f r o n t was o s c i l l a t i n g during Talch i r rer iod 
a« evidenced by the pre^erce of noulder Beds, sfcndrtoret and 
shales. The Ta lch i r *>eds in genera l , renresert outwash, r<»v»rk©d 
eutwash, f l u v i o - g l ac ia l and gl acio-1 acustrine facie?,. 
The Lower narakar sediments derived t h e i r mater ia l from 
south south-west bv High qradlent low *inuou«ity ftr©a^» which 
deposited oceasiora1 l y cro*'-b*»dded, th ic^ bedded, massive, 
oebbly, very coarse, coarse and occasional ly f i ne ^rair^d sandstone 
i r thi<r area. The tex tura l oa t t e r r of these sard stores ind i ra tes 
ch ie f l y the charnol log f a d e s . The" -pe r Rarakar c las t i c? were 
tuppl ied frorr the «e©uth-wtst by Jew q red ie r t , r* -ierate siru'nj?* *y 
stream*" which de ^s i t ed rM f l y sheet l i k e s t r a t a , d ^ i r a t e d by 
- J ? » 
r tpo le mark* and c l imb in i r i ^n le » ark % consist ing cf f i n e , 
v«»ry f i r e , «-'lty *and«tones, s i l t s t o r e c , rhales, r (rb^rac^"->us 
shales and coal in t h i s area. r?r.-ir s i i * analysis -uITS ft 
mainly channel f i ' l , point and c^arnel bar, f l ood p la in and also 
marsh fac ies f o r these sediments. 
The "ani-janj d<>bri«s was tran«sported almost from west " f 
th#» bas i r In wore or le«*p high gradient streams whirb foread 
massive, thick bedded, ©ccaRiorally cros*- ! - t ided, pobbly, v*>ry 
coarse graire-^ sandstone* end al *•/? clay beds* T*»xtural character 
analysis ch ie f l y i r d i ca te channel l o q , channel f i U r acU s v*Mch 
are occasional ly a f -o r ia fed w i th f lood ' l a i n f a c i e i 
The* e las t ics of Mpr^er narchet section (exposed only) 
were transported by !*•*# qradi«r t , «-o'eratw s^nuouslty streams 
which spread coarse tn f i n e , very f i ne grained sandstones, s i l t y 
sandstones and s!1*ston*»s d"winat^d by r ipp le trarks of various 
M r d * , in t h i « area. Those s«ndston*»s a re occasional ly crosf-
bedded. Toxtural characters i r d eat t channel and po in t bar 
fac ies fo r these sediN-«nts. 
The debris of Mahad^va * * r i e s was transported from the 
south of the basin by r,oderate sinuousity r i v e r s wv&irh spread 
mainly th ic* bedded, massive, cross-bedded and coarse grained 
sandstones, f iratn *iae character*- ind icate channel loo, and channel 
f i l l f ac ies . 
The stream or syst^ros of streams which cr^ss. >d t*>« area 
und#r study were ti»ctonical 1 y cont ro l led c*rd in a br^ad • ay were 
- I 3 * -
flowing t*^ ' 'H? n- r f K aH <» *t , to join the TMby*; o**>-
&vncllne« T^e s e d ^ e r t s of th i t basin -ver*8 'nrfad on faulted 
Arch*»an b ^ w e n t . The b<*sir of deposition "as c<-r tinu^u^ly 
sao/iing and the source er«« war c r t l ru^d l t n e r s i s t a? high 
land f^r surnlyinq the ' eb r i s . 
These seUments ¥»er© sanV ard p r ^ e r v e d by trough 
faul t inq in Arrh<?ar r^cks, perhaps durinq th« rr«*t ceous period 
or lorq before Himalayas r roqeny which caused the tension. 
The '«»avy i r ' re ra l cons t i tuents in the saadstores of t h i s 
basin are z i r c ^ r , toupr«lin®, . jamet, opaques, ep idote , a c t i r o l l t e , 
s t a u r ^ l i 4 * , r u t i ^ e , t i t r i t ^ , a p a t i t e , r c r a i i t e and casr«?te*it»» 
Thr**> colours"4 v<riPtie«: ^ r z i r e r v i z , nirfr, c^lourl«*s£ 
and brovft r r i den t i f i ed in t h l r ba«in. Tal chir sodiwents cor ta i r 
«nly two v a r i e t i e s v ^ i . , nirV and colour les? , whorea« q©ravar 
sedim<»n*s ar*> *dv r r t e r i s ~ * by the nresprce of all the«-e v a r i e t i e s . 
The r ?t of th^ s e r i e s contain predominant amount of colourless 
va r i e ty , ^ r ^ n i t i c tourmalire (red and brown) predominate O V T 
otvs«r v r i e t i e s throughout 4r the bas in , whereas blue end qreen 
(green var ie ty of neqmatite) v a r i e t i e s occur In very sr>all 
f r a c t i o r . ~a lchi r sediments are very r ich in -jjfrnet. Colourless 
and pink v a r i e t i e s of gdrnet are ore«ent more or les<5 in equal 
amount in almost «»ll the sediments of thi ^ bas in , f*#d garnet if 
p rese r t in very small f r -c t io r in Talchlr and qarafcer seiiments 
o r l y . 
Decree of r">uMre««r o* z l r c ^ r , tourmalire ard qarr^ t 
*hov e tha t angular q r a i r s dorlr ate over the otTier i r *»v»ry sample 
I 4 , -
of each «;eri^s, except the nanehet. The av«*r»q» oerrentage 
s t the «erl*s 1 *»ve1 of argul ar zi rcor and tourwallre decreases 
upward in t he b^s in . The average oerctntag* at the sar ins level 
of perfect euhedr* of zircon and t o u n a l i r © also *-»crea?<»s 
upward in the Lasln . M the se r ies l»v«l , the average p«rcertage 
of, tou ma? i r e end garnet c r y s t a l s with ir elusions decrease* 
whereas, zircon crystal*! with ir e lusions increases upward in the 
bas in . Oamet c ry s t a l s with inc lus ions gradually fecreas'* &nd 
f ina l ly d* ©a* <">eer unto the 'Ranigarj t i v e s . 
<**raired, s+r<?in-f r ee , afgular t" s<^ argul ar quartz ar*> 
si'-rt ccrm.nr. c amly a r t i e r and rounded quart? ere f urd in 
very s ra l l f rac t ion . Tr elusions of z i rcon, tourmaline, l i q u i i 
end a i r bubbles are v**ry conercn ir these quar tz , Tnelusion? of 
r-fca, ocaques, garnet and fe l spar are seen in very ra*« c<"ses. 
Quartz free from inclusion* a re 1 n eburdarce. 
r*>l soar 1 <• subordinate t quartz *r amount. Tt C" r« l s ' i 
of o r thoc lase , i r l c ro f l lne , pi agioclese ar-» n e r t h i t e in or^er of 
abundance, T the average a t the se r i e s and a] so at the basin 
level potasH-fe! spar exceeds t u e soda-fel «par. 
in ord«»r of abundance rock fragment o* g ran i t e* , g r a n i t e . 
gne isses , q u a r t z i t e s , s c h i s t s , p h y l l i t e s ard film ?,ar-*st©n«s are 
founi in these sandstones. I t v r i t i c and gneit-sic fragmerts are 
runded wd domirate ver the other fragments. 
Quartz, fe lspar and rock fragments r a t i o indica te* 
that th#se sandstones ere r-iner log ica l ly Immature ard in ^er-eral, 
- t * t -
rang* fror> f <--] epatM c-1 ithwrcfce, f e l 6f>athic-l i *hareri te to 
art*** wadre aM arkose. 
At t^o sr t r f«* l pve! , the average ^erc^ntagp o f , z i r con , 
Tur re t , f*»1s"ar ar-* roc1 f raiments shows a rore or 1 es« 
s i g n * ' i c ^ r f decrease wNir^a*, to , I P a ! I r e , opaque* ardl quartz 
ircreases Riqn*f i can t l y upwards l r the bas in . This pa r t i cu l a r 
pat tern of d i s t r l ^ t i o f of l i g h t ard h«*avy mineral as'-erob1 age 
in t h i s basin i r g e n e r t l , r e f l e c t s change* through the geolondeal 
time i r the retrography, p o s i t i o n , and degree of tectonlsr! of 
the source area. 
The ht^vy mi rera l assemblage, nature of qua r t * , pereertaie 
of fe lspar end type of the t^cV fragments * suggest a rource area 
of q r ^ r i t i c composition an 1 ^ tamorph i c rocks, pal €»o cur rent 
studies indicate t h * t t i e c l a s t i c mater ia l had b*en derived f ro» 
the Archean complex, vnich at present day are exposed between 
Jeypore an-* fbindwara ard in t u l ^ c o r r i s t the g ran i tes , - j r -T i te-
qrf»i?ses, schists ard other metamorphics. 
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CHAPTisK I 
fhe term Gondwana was first introduced by Kedlicott 
(see Holland, 1926,p.78) and published for the first time la 
1676 In a record by Keistoantel (Bee.IX.f»t.2.p.28). This name 
is derived from a great and ancient tribe the Gonds, still 
living in villages of M.P. Mostly the eomplete and typical 
sequences of Gondwana rocks are found and composed of chiefly 
sandstones and shales with abundant plant remains* these rooks 
are wholly fiuvltilc in origin and preserved in the Arehean 
rocks b? trough faulting. 
the eoaX in these rocks bad attracted the attention of 
Geologists and was responsible for the inception of Geological 
Survey of India in 1651. these plant bearing sediments are 
divided into series under the local names, the oldest and best 
are known as Talchir, Damuda, Panchet, Mahadeva, ftajmahal and 
Jabalpur Series, the Isolated Gondwana basins are widely 
distributed In India and hare a peculiar pattern and systematic 
distribution. The best known and typical Gondwana sediments are 
found in Damudar and Godawarl basins. Xhe thickest deposit of 
about 10,000 feet is reported from the lover and Upper Gondwana 
rocks in the Hanlganj and Satpura basins respectively. 
fr^Ylouj wort' 
A study, chiefly limited on coal and a cursory study on 
fauna and flora, mapping and establishment of geological succession 
of the Gondwana deposits was completed in the late 19th century. 
vjoite a number of persona nave studied these coal bearing 
strata and notable amongst them ares Hedlicott, (1660)$ Oldham, 
(1860-61)1 forces, (1872)$ Mallet, (187$~8°>$ King9d377)| Ball, 
(1873-80;; Flsstmental, (1879-80>j Verdenburg and Greiabasn, 
(1879-80); Jones, (1387)$ Jowset, (192?/J Fox, (1930-3**)$ Gee, 
(1932)$ and Bpath (1933)* 
Sedimentologleal stadias of the Gondwana rooks in detail 
began in tne mid of thirty, Boy and Bberme (1936) were the f irst 
to study the heavy minerals of Jharia coal-field. Among others, 
who studied the heavy mineral suites of these ssdiments in 
different areas are &ao, (195$-1957)$ arivaetava, (1961)| 
l a r a i l i , (1963, 1965)$ Mukfierjee and Sen, (196U$ Studies dealing 
with paleogeography, stratigraphy and petrologieal aspects vers 
made by Boy, (19M>)t Aaden, (19»*9)$ Jacob, (1952,1958)$ Bode, 
(1953»)$ Balasnndraa, (195$) and Ahnad, (1955.1958,1959,1960, 
196la,l96^). 
A detailed sedlaentologleal study of the Gondvana rocks 
in different parts of India acquired momentum only in the late 
f i f t i e s and prominent workers among them are G&nju and tfrivas-
tata, (1959); Banerjee,(1960)| Ganguli, (1960); rtiyogi, (1961, 
1963,196** and 1966); Ulyogi and Sanyal , (1962)$ oaxena, 
(1963)$ Smith, (1963); Sengnpta(1966a)$ Iarai l i , (1966,1967, 
1968, 1971)$ Mahadeva and Bamdas, (1966); Jlvan, (1968)$ Ghosh 
and Basa, (1969)$ Kutty, (1969)$ and Senna and Vijayan, (1969). 
3 
Alw. ?t prtatnfc atuAT' 
The stratigraphic successions and aappingof Haakola 
and Tatapani coal-field were completed by C.ii.Griesbach in 
1873-79* Complete and detailed sediaentologlcal Investigation 
of tins Gondwana sediments in this area have not baan dona so far* 
The present study includes a detailed sedlmentologleal investigation 
from the point of paleogeography and palcoeurrent pattern, 
environs nt and mechanism of deposition, and petrography of light 
and heavy minerals. 
imrironi of %m Arts* 
This area i s situated between Kanhar and Ker rivers in 
the northeast portion Jf fiurguja district in Madhya Pradesh* This 
area l i e s roughly between latitude 23°30 , 23°55 and longitude 
82°50 , 8W°. This area may be considered as a secluded basin 
because i t i s surrounded on the three sides by Archeans massive 
h i l l s rising to 3,500 to W,000 feet above the ground level , and 
on one side i t i s thickly forested* The sain rivers are Xanhar, 
Ker and M h^an, which are flowing northward to join the ion river* 
lone of these rivers are navigable* 
Access* into this area i s not easy* All the railway 
terminals surrounding the area are at a distance of VO to 60 
Biles and the road-bos servicu station nearest to f ield situated 
at a distance of 35 miles* The author covered the area on foot 
and sometimes in bullock- carts* This region i s crossed by a 
solitary non-metalled road which i s opened for vehicles and carts 
in fair weather* 
4 
'foe majority of inhabitants la Dravldian aborglnals. Jhe 
•09t dominant caste* being the Good*, Goal**, Pana, Kaura, Qroanst 
ftajwars. Karwas, Kharwars and Bhumjls, while among the other 
aborginal tribes dhulnyas, Chores, Chasla, Munda*, Jaealaa and 
dentals art aiao represented. Practically, the entire population 
la dependant on agriculture. Mora parsons ara taking to cultiva-
tion bat large tracts ara still covered as unclaimed jungle. 
Most of the people ara basically animal huntara and do 
not hesitate to devour tna flaah of animal wnieh they kill by 
poisonous apeara. Xhe inhabitants of this ragion ara of low 
socio-economic status* Most of them are alcoholic and also consume 
contraband items like Chars*. Bhang and Oanja. They ara care-free 
and dance on druw boating around the halo of fire undar the 
offact of narcotics. 
The fauna of this field include tigor, panther, leopards, 
bear, bison, wild boffaloas, dogs, cats, awince and many varieties 
of dear. Ibis interesting field is a paradise for tiger huntsre. 
•small and vary poisonous liaarda (Klrchl), which have burrowing 
.iabita some times scan crawling from one place to another and 
oauae three to four deaths annually. Uromastle toe liaarda are 
also found in this jungle. 31g snakes of the family Boa are 
occasionally spot wed in the dense jungle. Fairs of crocodiles may 
be seen in pools formed by topographic control. Big black poisonoui 
scorplans are most coma on in this area. The clusters of vultures 
are seen flying from one place to another in search of food. The 
singing of birds are ^ite soothing to the ears. 
Tne chief trees are aa.l(ahoraa robuatua)« which abounds 
5 
•vary where. but owing to great distance from the railway line 
at they present are of l i t t ie value. Ibe principal Jong la products 
other than timber are lac and catechu. An extensive trade in 
Jungle products Is carried by means of pac/v-bullocks. 
wfftlvgy 9f tfti H W 
Xne elast ic sequence of Gondwana rocks directly l i e over 
Arefceans basement. fhc Aroheans basement chiefly consists of three 
types of rocks. 
(1) Oldest gneisses 
(2) Crystalline schist 
(3) Granitic rocks 
Qfaflat gHf4lf«l» 
7he gneisses are porphyritie and contain here and there 
bands of hornblende which sometimes passes into hornblende gneiss* 
Ihe gneisses are *ome time crossed by pink vein of pegmatitie and 
epldote roots and usually form low hil ls* 
grntftAAifle aslUat* 
Xhe south of the field is occupied by quartsitle and 
micaceous schists wita occasional presence of patches of hornblende 
and garnetiferous schists* Further in the south it is only mica 
schists. In the north of the field the rocks mainly include mica 
schistsv sometimes chlorltlc schists and quartzites. Isolated 
granite hills of lntroduded character are seen, iieef of quarts 
traverse mostly in *-W direction are found in these schists* In 
the south of Xatapani, eehists are faulted against the gneisses 
D 
and Gondvana sediments. Ihe Schists form lov lying hills. 
granltlr. rwh' 
These rooks occupy the major part of Arohean basement. 
These rocks fora long strip of 3 to K alias vide in the north 
and south of the field. Isolated detached masses of granites 
and valns of pegmatite occur in tha gneisses. Granites cittin* 
tha schists for a longer distance can be 9m*m. Isolated patches 
of schists are found la between the granitic terrain probably 
left oat during granitic intrusion, These granites may be of 
Intrusive eharacterC Oreisbaeh, 1679). Dykes and reins of 
hornblende traverse the granite and fora the high ridges. She 
granite fora sharp elevated ridges over the evenly denuded surface 
of massive gneisses. 
nnnritfini rtmfci* 
Isolated and detached patches of Talchir and uncertain 
sandstones are found resting over older aetaaorphlcs outside 
the field and also at high level, indicating probable former 
extension of Gondvana sediments, the Gondvana rocks were 
preserved by denudation through subsidence that resulted from 
trough faulting. Natural contact of Gondvana formations with 
Arehean rocka is found east of Tatapanl and Kandla villages* 
yjlghlJ $exini 
Talchir sediments constitute the lower series of Gondvana 
rocks and cover the entire ATchean basement of this basin. The 
Xalchir recks are exposed only where the contact of Gondvana 
sediments is natural vith the arehean rocks. The Talchi* beds 
7 
are Irregular and fill up the hallows of eetaaorphlc rocks. The 
ro«k» in the talchir Series start with a Boulder Bad followed 
by sandstones and shales* Xhe Boulder Bads aostly occur la tb« 
lower part of ths section and consist of boulders, pebbles and 
cobbles of various kinds of granite, granlte-gneises, ouartslte 
and other kind of rocks which are set In various proportions of 
fins sandi silt and clay. Occasionally, very big boulders of 
granites of elongated shape standing perfectly upright In the 
green clay are »—n» 
Ths sandstones aostly occur in the middle and the upper 
part of the section and arc homogenous in textore, massive or 
veil bedded* They are pale-greenish and grey in colour* Sometime 
the sandstones contain worn boulders and pebbles, and aay pass 
Into pebbly sandstones* At places cross-beddings nay also be 
noticed in these sandstones* 
The shales occupy aostly the upper portion of stratlgraphle 
column and are blalsh-green or olive green in colour* the shales 
are broken Into minute angular fragments or Into needle like shape* 
The order of occurrence and thickness of boulder beds*, sandstones 
and shales Is variable In each section* 
ftlfaW wirlti* 
Xhe term Barakar is derived fros the Barakar river in the 
HanlganJ district Bihar, where typical Barakar sequence is exposed* 
the Barakar rocks are composed of pebbly sandstones* ^vtj coarse 
and coarse sandstones, silts tone and shales with wry thin coal 
seeas* Mostly the pebbly sandstones overlie the green olay or 
oroas-bedded sandstones of Xalchlr Series* a slight discordance 
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W M aoaatlaaa notad batwasn Talchir and Barakar rocka. Barakar 
rocka oftan tranagraaaad orar tha uaaran Arehaan floor* 
Tii« aandatonaa ara graylan vblta and brown In colour. Tea 
pabbly aandatonaa contain angular fragaanta of aataaorphic rocks. 
Tha sllty aandatonaa and alltatonaa ara tain baddad and aloacaoua, 
oftan containing oarbonaeaoua aattar and low grada coal. Tha 
sandstone anow erosa-badding, aoouring and filling. Hicacaoua 
•lltatona and clay snow rlppla Barks, climbing rippl* laalna* and 
sun crack polygons* Shales and clay a ara blaa and black in colour. 
The coal baa little aoonoaic importance because of lta poor quality, 
nagligibla thicknaaa and tba laolatad position of tha coal-field* 
aanlaanl Sariaai 
The ftaalganj rocka ara highly felepathic and composed of 
pebbly aandatonaa• 'vary coarse aandatonaa and eoaraa aandatonaa 
which ara altarnating with flna sandstonesa alltatonaa and 
occasionally clay bads. Tha bada ara massive tblok baddad, and 
generally show crude baddlng pianos. These bada ara in conformity 
with flna units of Barakar Series. Aandatonaa and sbalas ara 
occasionally highly farraginous and contain nodulas of iron ora. 
occuring and filling and cross-beddings ara aoaatiaas saan. Tha 
rooks ara brown, gray and also whita in colour. Thay diffar 
conspicuously froa tha type area in tha absanea of coal aeasures* 
Pabehet rocka ara also praaant in tha Haakola and Tatapanl 
coal-fiald and ara covered aoatly by a oil and denae Jungle* Only 
tha uppar part of Panchat stratlgraphic section is azposad in 
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Tatapani coal-field. The rooks con*itt of massire and thick-
bedded to wall bedded* coarse to fins grained ai l ty and clayey 
sandstones* The rooks art cross-bedded md ripple marked. The 
sandstones and clays are mostly rod in colour. the bods are 
occasionally capped by Mahadera sandstones* 
HlbmftfYl wtTltfll 
The rocks art composed of gritty and rory coarse sandstones* 
the sandstones aro low dipping, covering a wide area and over* 
lapping the lover Oondwana and the Archean rooks* The bods aro 
abundantly oross-bedded, thick, massive to well bedded. The 
sandstones ore highly ferruginous and contain layers of the rod 
hematite. The sandstones have remarkable uniformity in texture, 
structure and llthology for alios and alios* Too Mahadera 
sandstones form a plateau in the ftaakola coal-field. It Is nearly 
surrounded by copious outburst of basle rooks which appear on 
too surface as huge dikes and groat intrusive shoots spreading 
for al ios over older strata. 
The low rldgos of me tamorphics, which aro separating 
the aaakola-Tatapanl coal-fields from too Biaraapur coal-field, 
aro covered by Isolated thin patches of gritty, coarse, reddish-
brown Mahadera sandstones* These sandstones aro evidently the 
remains of vast extent of Mahadeva rooks which ones covered a 
wide area and extending over to other coal-fields. 
Fault*i 
Sediments of this basin bad suffered from faulting and 
the intrusion of dolerlte had taken place along the fault planes. 
id 
Most of toe faults ars oidsr tnan the igneous Intrusions in the 
Damudar Talley (Kriahnan» 1960,p.2ti2). Generally tat pocks art 
lev dipping bat show high inclination near the fsalts, fas not 
springs «re generally connected with these faults. 
Ins Gondwana basins of India are commonly bounded on ons 
or both sides by faults. Ibsss basins had survived fro* dsnudatiot 
by trough faulting which wars perhaps subsequent to the dsposition 
of those sediments. the ago of faulting is a eontrorsrsial issus. 
Oldham (1901vp«30>31> suggested that the Gondvana sediments wars 
deposited on faultsd Archean cliffs in tfon Valley. Xhc most 
reasonable and sound arguments ars put forward by Ahmad (195^, 
1960 and 1961). (1) that there vers no evidences that the faulting 
wars oontemporansous with the dsposition of the Permian, Irisesio 
and Jurassic rooks or even perhaps in lower Cretaceous beds. 
(2) That the aimalayan Orogeny had caused a tension across the 
width of peninsular superficial layer, where the faults wars 
already in existence, these faults In the Archean complex became 
deep and active by this orogeny.(3) the Gondwana sediments which 
wsrs dsposltsd on faultsd Archean basement wars faultsd by tension 
which was prevailing long before Himalaya Orogeny. 
the strikes of these faults and of Gondwana basins are 
mostly controlled by the strikes of gneisses and schists of 
Archean rocks on which the Gondwana rocks wsrs deposited. The 
strikes of faults of Damudar Valley and Palamau coal-field ars 
almost *-w. Majority of the strikes of the faults of ftamkola and 
tatapanl coal-fields are more or Xmu9 allngcd to average K«w 
Arenean strike. 
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CHAPTER II 
Methods and techniques used In the sediaentological 
studies of the Gondwana sediments chiefly include palaeocurrent 
analysis, heavy mineral separation ami mechanical analysis of 
sandstones. A review of the various methods and techniques la 
the present study are given as follows. 
Preferred orientation and lubrication of pebbles with 
respect to the direction of flow of the transporting agency had 
been the object of study by different workers* The commonly held 
•lew Is that the longer axes of the pebbles usually lie parallel 
to the direction of current and that they dip upstream (Backer, 
1393 ; Johnston, 1922} Wadell, 1936 and Kruabein, 19M>, 19**2). 
In some eases the long axes of pebbles are known to dip downstream 
(Pettijohn, 1957,p.78-60). Modern glaciers also, show the A-axes 
of elongate particles to be dominantly parallel ta Ice movement 
(Bell, 1888, p.3M| Hichter, 1936b,p.25| Okka, 1955,p.Mf and 
Uoppe, 1953). 
The Influence of shape, (Osulynski, 1963,P*105| L*ne and 
Oarlaon, 195**)t sphericity, roundness of particles, bed roughness, 
Inclination of the sediaentlng surface,(Sehlee, 1957 and Johonsen, 
1963) have effect on the fabric. Thus the particles of bladed 
shape tend to orient parallel to the current whereas roller shaps 
particles generally lie perpendicular to the current direction. 
ifTlf¥ of, X 1 U fahrjgi 
Miller (1884,p.175), appears to have been the first to 
i^ 
observe the preferred orientation of pebblea and cobbles in 
t i l l s . Hell (l888yp.JM) noted the preferred orientation of 
fragments la glacial ice . itichter (1933.1936 and 1936b) used 
t i l l fabrics to infer direction of loo movement.. In north. 
America Krumbein (1939,p.682-685), Holaea (19*^ 1>; Si l ter and 
Chapman (1955)I Wright (1957,1962,p.89-93)» Hmrrieon (1957b)| 
Orarenor and Mencley (1958,p.722-726), KaeCUntoek (l958,Fig.2,3 
and h)$ MacClintock and Xeraaame (1960)| Flint (1961,Fig.3 and $) 
and Naif and Kiler (1962,P.101-103) hare studied the t i l l fabrici. 
foe studies of Holms and Harrison are the aogt coapreheneire 
and are entirely devoted to t i l l fabrlct. 
In Europe following Hichter's studies, Daward (19^5)I 
Klv«kas<19»*6, cited In Hyyppa, 19^8,p.1l0)j Holder (1>f8,Fig.l); 
lundqvist C 19^8,19^9fp.335-3k7t 1951fp.77-81)$ Hjrjrpp* d9**8tp. 
1Q9-111)| Vlrkkals (19*1tP»22-23t 1960,p. 170-17211961 ,Fig.2)| 
most of which hare specified the A-exia orientation of elongate 
particles. 
Httftrt ?f ataflr* 
ttichter (1932) plotted the orientation of the long axes 
of the pebbles In terms of compass direction and ased the orienta-
tion of the modal group as en Index of direction of loo movement. 
Btiraebek (1933) appeared to be too first to deacribe a metnod 
for specifying pebble orientation. Kaltarherberg (1936»p»33) 
described special"pebble compass" that permits too orientation 
of any plana of pebble and is mry time saving* Krumbein and 
Petti John (I938,p.268-27|f) have osad * frame to mark pebbles in 
•a. * | 
Id 
tht fitId 90 that its orientation could bt reconstructed and 
determined in tht laboratory* fcrumbein (1939) alto D M described 
a photo-electric method for determining atxlmusi projection plant 
of pebbles. Karlatroa (1952,p.i*92-i*93) hat described a tiapit 
equipment that aeaaura both inclination and orientation of ptbblt 
In tht fit Id. aohaall and Bannatt (1961) bad dtterlbtd an axio-
aeter for orientation of ptbblta and cobble*, The author could 
not apply tht abort ttchnlques because of tht faet that area under 
atudy v u accteeible with great difficulty and It vat not pot libit 
to bring tht large number of ptbblta and cobbles from tht field 
to tht laboratory for reorientation. 
About tht selection of thapt and slst of ptbblta and 
eobolee, opinion dlfrtrt at to what else and thapt will givt tore 
aatlafaotory requite (Cailleux, 19*»5» *oita» 19521 l*nt and 
Carlton 195^1 Brintaan, 1955* Harriaont1957| Sehltt, 1957 tad 
Dsulyntki,l963). An irregularly thaptd ptbblta hart a mora complex 
rtlation to tht trantporting forces, while pebbles and cobbles of 
disc, rod and blade shapes are better indicators of trantporting 
forcts responsible for their orientation (Harrison.1957). Hence 
tht author has utilised only rod and disc like fragments bttvttn 
5 am. to l5ta. for ourrtnt direction analysis. 
The outcrop enclosing about 100*200 pebbles vat selected 
for ptbblt orientation measurements. Its faet vat cleared with 
fine brut hat and tht pebbles and cobblts vert taken oat from 
•atrix by chisel with tht caution that tht impression left in tht 
matrix may not bt disturbed. These pebbles and cobbles were 
1 ,-*r 
f i t ted back into tbs matrix cavity after Barking their long and 
abort axes by * toft panoil or chalk. The aaimuth and inclination 
vat noted by a ellnosjstsr~eoapass after joining tbeee marks by 
a aoala. • caution was follow*d to recognise the principle 
surface of accumulation otherwise It may load to misinterpretation 
of tha true direction of imbrication. 
The number of pebblee measured par sample raried widely* 
Many Investigators bare uaed 100 pebblee per sample, otbere as 
many as WOO or mors, lUehter (I936a,p.20tf) has used atleaat 100 
pebblee par sample* Harrison (1957b,p.275) baa suggested that 
as few as 75 pebblsa may be sufficient to establish tha direction 
of prefer rod orientation. Holmes (19^1 #p* 1308) baa concluded 
that 50 pebblee are sufficient to define a preferred orientation* 
After considering tbs above figurea of pebbles and cobbles count, 
the author selected 100-200 rod and diss like fragments from 
various local i t ies of lalchir Boulder Bed and other formations 
for determining tbs oorrant direction. 
ftfTafW vf grQll-wtdaiflg lUtiLUll 
Henry Clifton Sorby (1853) appears to bars besn tils 
f i r s t to automatically msasurs cross-beddings, although he had 
neither publlsbsd a current ross nor plotted his measurements 
on a map* 
Otbere who bare measured oroae-beddings and hare presented 
their data In a ourrsnt ross are! Knlgnt, (1929)} Jungst,(l93S)§ 
agatson, (195W$ Edwards, (1955>1 Dott, Cl955>l tanner, (1955.1959)| 
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whitaker, (1955)$ Italian, 0956)$ Crook; (1?5/>l Potuijohn,(1957)$ 
Gradsinski, (1959)$ Xiwo», (1959)} B*ss#tt and Wallon, (1960)$ 
Mikkoia, (1960)| Ball and Dimly, (1961)$ Masfelin, (196D| 
Heirer, (1960$ Potter and Pryor, (196l)| Power, (1961)» Allan, 
(1962) and stevort, (1962). a one of the workers who hare 
measured too cross-baddings and published mapa include, ftdby mad 
Baas, (1925)! Knigbt, (1929)$ Brinkmaan, (1933)$ ^oicba, (1938)$ 
Malta, (1*0); Allan, (19W$ Wilson, (1953)$ Jonas, (195V)| 
Pottar and Olaon, (195V)I Grali, (1955)$ X-ovall, (1955)$ ?annor» 
(1955)$ Potter and S l e w , (1956)$ McDowell, (1957)$ aosnak, 
(1957)$ 3oblee, (1957)$ Haablin, (I958v1961a)$ Hopkins, (1958)$ 
Hiokelsen, (1958)$ Po11atier, (1958,1960); Pottar and Glass, 
(1958)$ Dauljmski and Gradsinakl, (1960)$ Pahrig, (1961)$ 
Frasler and Osanlk, (1961)$ GreensBitn, (1961a)$ Hasfclin and 
Harnar, (1961)$ Haha, (1961 )$ Poole, (1961 ) | MaoKensle and 
Ejran, (1962)$ McBride and Bajes, (1962)$ Pottar (1962a,1962b, 
1962o)$ Xeakel, (1962)$ Ganju and Srlvastara, (1959)$ Israili , 
(1966,1968) and aany others. 
MjtoofloXogr' 
Ihe oorarad field area vat dirided into square mile 
grids for sampling r.ore evenly on the outer ope, which facilitated 
tabulation and prooossinc of the data (Pottar and Pettijohn,l963, 
p.253)' In aona ease* tne eyen sampling was not possible beeauae 
of either the rooks are not exposed or are without oroas-beddings. 
Most of tha rocks ftoiit which art exposed and not 
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shoving cross-bedding Inclinations were scrapped away enough by 
the rook hanaer in order to expose tvo surfaces showing tha 
eross-beddings as horizontal Unas and tha other surface ihowing 
tha trua direction of inclination of foreaets. The true inclina-
tion of these foreaeta beds giTS cor-act direction of palaeo-
ourrent. In aany caaea tha rocks are exposed along tha a-b planes 
(Pottar and Pettljohn, Loc.Cit,,p.70) of croaa-beading and tha 
measurement a along this plans give tha correct data of palaeocurrent 
In aome easas tha apparent dips of foreaeta bads are exposed. Tha 
asiautha and dips from apparent foreaeta vara recorded and tha 
true palaaocurrent was determined from tha technique of Bucher 
(19M*tp.195-196) on a atareonet. 
At oany places tha outcrops vara abundantly cross-bedded 
and It was found to ba a waste of time to me as are a l l tha cross-
beddings beoauae tha addition of acre data can not appreciably 
alter tha currant pattern. In this case twenty or twenty-fire 
measurements par out crop wm taken as suggested by Farkas(1960t 
p.M+9) and Pottar and Pettijohn (Loo«Clt«p«79)» In some easas 
where tha outcrop ia poorly cross-bedded a l l available aeasureaents 
wara taken* Only one reading of asiautb and dip was taken froa 
one cross -bedded sadlaantary unit (Pottar and Olson, 195**» Table. 3) 
In general tha approach to croaa-bedding sampling was 
followed as was dona by Pottar and Qleon(Loc.Cit.) and Pottar and 
Slaver (1956). The adjustment of oroaa-bedding inclination for 
regional dip was not considered where the trua bedding dip was 
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2° Uenner, 1955»P»2^72). In ease vfain the true bedding dip was 
mort than 8° the t i l t correction v y applied. (Fisher, 1938, 
Potter and Pettijobn, loc*Cit.p.259). 3Jbi* eolation involves 
the rotation of t i l t ed bed about l te present strike back to l te 
original position which i s assumed to be horisontal. 
*aleoourrent data of different sedimentary unite in each 
grid were grouped became the paleoeurrcnt eye tea seemed to be 
very etable through time and the problem of etratigrapnie control 
of earrent pattern was Ignored (Pelietier, 1958)* Xbo aslauthe 
were grouped into elaee interval of 20°. Ihe asiaatbe of the 
vector moan were obtained in each case by algebraic sunBation of 
einee and eoainee of the Individual aslauthe* Variability or 
scatter was represented in each oase by the length of the resultant 
Tec tor (iO, and concentration of the data was calculated in terms 
of the "consistency Matlo", L « h/ n x 100, where ft « V2 • W2 and 
V, being algebraic sua of the cosines of the angles) w, the 
algebraic earn of the sines, and n« total number of observations 
(iteiche, 19389 Pe l i e t i er , Loe.Clt.; Potter end Pettijohn, loc.Cit.)* 
fhe rector mean for these date were plotted at the grid 
centre* The arrow represents the current directions end indicates 
only the generalise trends of paleocurrents in the grid* Zbey 
stand neither for the actual locations nor for the true directions 
of the aaimuth measured* 
tttvftrttl of MtlTY HeMffiA ^•PSi>fttivO» 
Xhe oeavy mineral frequencies in the different grade and 
eisee of the seme sample were not alike (Steurt, 19271 Hawkers end 
dymthe, 1931 and ftuboy, 1933.P.3-29). In the present study heavy 
l J 
mineral separation was dons froa 0.0625*0.125 and 0.250 am* slssd 
•amplei, obtained froa mechanical also analysis of tbaaa sediments* 
A saall fraction (10 to 20 gas*) of tha sample was heated 
with diluta hydrochloric acid along with a littla stannous chloride 
to remove tba iron oxide if present. The heavy minerals were 
separated froa light minerals by using broaofora and mounted en 
the elides following the technique outlined by Kruabeln and 
Pettijohn (1938»p.3^3-361). 
COOfltiA^I 
fleet (192o,p*505*516) mounted the entire heavy realdu* 
and counted all the grains* Kruaboln and PettiJohn(Loc.0it.,p.V7l) 
reeoaaended that for researeh work the entire residue or a care-
fully quartered portion be mounted, which aay contain at least 
300 grains* Dryden (1931) and Mutton (1950) have suggested that 
300 grains were quite sufflelent to give the required results* 
It is obvious from the diagram of Dryden (Kruabeln and 
Pettljohn* Loc.oit.,p.W72) that the accuracy increases ftf slowly 
after the sharp bends of the curves are passed and their nearly 
straight parts reached* It is clear from the diagram that a 
minimum of 300 or MX) grains are sufficient to give the eatiafac-
tory result for tale work* 
Method of .nmolln^t 
In general the method of sampling was followed in the field 
after the technique of Kruabeln and Petti John (Loc.Cit.,p.13-16). 
leathered and altered representatives were avoided* fhe samples 
were collected mostly from a eoaplete and typical stratlgraphlc 
sequence* A total of 116 samples were collected* 
1 r 
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frtBtftUM of aiapli for ifflfauUfiaA &fl**Tiii» 
Ihe Arkosic samples, selected for the ilit analysis are 
mostly loot*, The sample v u first broken into snail fragments 
by a small wooden hammer and then gently pressed with a robber 
pestle. Xhe pebbles were separated fromaand-sised elastics by 
band picking and by passing the material through a U- mm. slere. 
The material was then passed sereral times through a Jonas sample 
splitter to obtain a homogenous representative sample. 
Samples of Mahadera and Kanlganj series are mostly 
eemented with ferruginous material, dueb samples were digested 
with 10# stannous chloride and \%$ Hydrochloric meld in order to 
dissolve the ferruginous contents. 
The samples were weighed and placed in a dish with a/100 
sodium oxalate solution and allowed to soak too lumps for dis-
aggregation. Too lumps were gently treated with a rubber pestle. 
when the lumps began to disaggregate with the rubber pas tie, water 
was added and the process was continued with the precaution that 
the grains and heavy minerals may not bo broken and that none of 
the primary constituents be removed till all the grains vers clear 
and no more aggregate was detectable. A drop of material was 
placed oa a slide and was examined under a microscope, when each 
grain stood as an individual, dispersion was supposed to bo 
completed. The material was then poured through 230 mesh sieve 
and the liquid was collected in a beaker* Zhe residue in sieve 
was washed with a gentle stream of distilled water and was dried 
by placing the sieve in a thermostat. A.b.T.M.(American Society fo 
Testing Materials) sieves were used for mechanical analysis* The 
l i m i were placed on* abort another and too sieve column vat 
obtained by arranging the coarsest sieve at tht top and finest 
at the bottom. The material vaa poured into the top sieve. The 
sieve column was placed in a HO-Tap automatic alert shaking machine 
for about 10 minutes. After shaking, each glare vaa emptied in 
turn on a large sheet of gloss/ paper, each labelled with corres-
ponding sieve opening
 t the slere materiel on the glossy paper was 
transferred to the pan for weighing. The weight of each slere 
fraction of sample was recorded, and the weight percentage and 
cumulative percentages were calculated from these values for 
plotting cumulative curves* 
The liquid collected in the beaker was poured into a 
graduated cylinder and distilled water was added to bring the 
volume exactly to 1,000 c.o. The suspended material was well 
shaken by a stirring rod. Agitation was continued till the material 
collected at the bottom of the ressel was well distributed through* 
out the liquid by suspension* As soon as the agitation was comple-
ted, time was noted. Exactly one minutes 56 seconds later the 
pipette was inserted to a depth of 20 cm* and a 20 c.c. of sample 
was withdrawn with a uniform suction and was transferred to a 50 c*< 
beaker* *t the expiration of next Interval, according to time 
Interval of table 16 (Krumbein and Pettijohn I<oo.Clt*,p.l66) 
another pipette sample was taken with respect to new level of 
suspension* The beakers were evaporated to dryanu in a thermo-
stat at a temperature of 100°C. The weight of the residue In each 
beaker was determined after making correction for dissolved sodium 
oxalate* The volume of the pipette, 20 c.c. is 1/50 of the rolume 
suspension, so the residue weight was multiplied by 50 so as to 
( j J . 
maka trie resalta in U m of tha original TOIUM, Ihaaa wights 
wera than conrartad Into tha etunilatira parcantagaa of each 
••Apia. 
• . * . * • * . * 
duraa in 
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Some of the representative rock samples of the Qo.ndwana 
formation hare boon studied under the microscope to determine 
their mlneralogla variation, textaral characteristic and pedo-
genesis. Light and hoary minerals are studied separately. A 
total of 30,763 heavy mineral grains from representative samples 
hare been identified. Percentage of degree of roundness9 crystals 
containing inclusions, broken and perfect crystals of sircon, 
tourmaline and garnet are calculated. Xhelr geological signifi-
cance has been discussed In various chapters. ULgbt minerals of 
these sediments are Identified In MJ thin sections. Almost all 
the light and beary minerals of these sediments hare been identi-
fied In detail to determine 1 
a) Distribution pattern of light and heavy minerals In 
the sediments of this basin. 
b) Mineral composition and nature of the source rocks. 
e) Tectonic history of the source and depositional area. 
She distinctive constituents composing the heavy and light 
minerals of these sediments are sireon, tourmaline, garnet, opaques, 
epldote, actinolite, staurollte, quarts, felspar, rock fragments 
and mica. In accordance with the standard practice, calculation 
of heavy minerals In the present studies Is based on the per* 
centage of occurrence by number. Xbe data are recomputed after 
excluding the micaceous species. All the opaques ( such as 
magnetite, hematite and llmenlte) minerals are placed In one 
category. A series of histograms are plotted In order to show 
; 
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graphically the rang* of relative amount of heavy mineral* (Figs. 
2 to 10). A general distribution of heavy minerals for Talchir, 
Barakar, Eaniganj, Panehet and Mahadeva Series baa been shown in 
Fig.1. 
fftgrr j^.it n j j 
Grain slaa and mineralogy! 
There are considerable difference* in the heavy mineral 
asseniblages from a ample to sample In the grain sise a* veil as 
mineral species* In fine grained sandstones aireon is usually 
abundant. Xhis may he doe to the faot that the original sise of 
grains is small and these grains can be transported easily along 
with the fine elasticst therefore, the aoundance of sircon in these 
sediments may he sainly due to sorting and not due to sircon rich 
area(see aittenhouse, 19^3| Van Andel, \99* and Poole, 1958). 
Minerals vith poor or no cleavage are more common in coarse sise, 
such as staurolite, garnet and kyanite etc. fhe selection of a 
particular sise fraction has, therefore, a decided effect in varia-
tion of the heavy mineral suites. The writer, therefore, has selec-
ted three sise fractions of 0 . 250,0.125 and 0.0625 **u In order to 
obtain best results. the description of the various heavy mineral 
suites is as followsi 
j&i£figns 
On the basis of the colour, three coloured varieties of 
sircon vis, pink, colourless and brown are identified in these 
sediments. Photomicrographs of perfect and broken crystals and 
degree of roundness of sircon from Talchir to Jfabadeva representa-
tive samples are shown in Pis. 1,2,^,5 and 10. m systematic 
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Fig. 8 — Percentage occurrence by number of heavy minerals of various size 
grades of Raniganj rocks in Tatapani coal-field,'a*,'b' and'c'show the percentage 
of heavy minerals for size grades 00625,0125 and 0250 mm respectively, 'd* 
shows the average percentage of heavy minerals for the size grades 00625, 
0-125and 0250 mm / e ' s h o w s average percentage of heavy minerals in Rani -
ganj rocks 
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TOblo 1- Foroontago of colourlooo. ©Ink and brown 
varlotlot of «lrcon aad total •iroono 
prooont in MSBIO* frafi Talchir to Mabmdm 
J Col. I 0.7 9 . * 3.1 * • * 12.8 2.9 6.5 
HtiUBBf* | Pin.f 3*0 2.1 3.3 0 . * V.7 0,2 0.2 
,# | B T . 15 .3 6*1 2.3 3.8 7.6 0.2 1.1 
1 2 r . ft 9.0 17.6 8.7 8.8 25.1 3*3 7.8 
| * £ * f t 7-1 7-2 7-3 7 * M 7-6 7-7 
FAflCBSX 
J Col. I 2.0 7*5 2.0 3.5 
| ? i n . # - - 0.5 -
| Br. ft 1.0 2.1 • 0.2 
| ar. ft 3.0 9.6 2*5 3*7 
|*J£M6-1 6«2 6-3 6 * 
Sttlffi. 
| Col. ft 2.9 3.0 2.8 1.1 2.1 W i 7.5 2.2 1.7 
RA*I0AKX | Pin. ft 5.6 9.1 3.5 1.2 10.0 6.9 V.7 11.3 9.8 
| Br. ft 2.0 t . 3 1*5 0.6 - 1.7 0.5 • - 2.2 
| Zr. #10.5 16A 7.8 2.9 12.1 12*7 12.7 13*5 13.7 
1 So*, ft 5-1 5-3 %-7 5-11 5-18 5-21 5-22 5-25 5-3^ 
fib 
| Col. I 0.7 5 I i - 1.5 1.V 0.7 2*3 V.1 
| Pitt, ft 0.8 2.7 - 1.1 2.6 0.3 0.6 1.6 
maS). !**• i0*9 u* • t#1 °*7 0#7 3#1 1*2 
BBftJUB. j z r . ft 2*t V.8 - 3.7 t . 7 1.7 6.0 6.9 
t Bo!*1 ^  ^ *•** *#* **•* l**M M>7 **"*° 
BARAKA1 |c«I.ft13.5 9.7 5.6 1^.7 W * 2.9 * . 0 2.6 
^cSS?* { W » . • 0.7 10.2 3** *•.© 20.7 3*5 2.0 0.03 
FlBLD) . S r < f 9 # 0 1 1 # 0 1 ^ 6 1 8 # 1 7#l> 1 # 3 2 # a 1 A 
2r. 123.2 30.9 23.6 36.8 32.5 7.7 8.2 V.O 
JMUHAMUI (TAUPAJI) 
! 8 M . ft 2-2 2-6 2-7 2-10 2-13 2-15 2-16 2-17 B»» 
• , « , « I Col. ft 0.3 0.6 1.3 2.8 . 1.1 1.8 -
<f*f4PABX ft f i n . ft 0.3 1.6 0.9 3.5 0.7 0.1 1.7 -
COAL- * 
Br, ft - . • . • 0.8 2.5 -
Br. ft 0.6 2.2 2.2 6*3 0.7 2.0 6.0 -
I it?*1 *-* >** 3-17 3-32 3- * >3* 3*3 3^* 
FHJJ» 
smim* 
FIELD) 
Z4U82B f 6 o l * i 2*5 1.9 2.6 1.2 5*9 0.6 0.V 
(RAIQtOLA f %c35Z JMU*. ft 2.5 2.0 2.3 0.8 ^.9 0.8 • 
• S T . ft - • 0.2 • 
j Zr. ft 5.0 3.9 5.1 2.0 10.8 1.V 0.% 
t SOB. ft 1-1 1-2 1 * 1*5 1-9 1*10 1-11 
Bo-
33 
fable 2- Pereentaft in average of alreon at the eeriee Ural. 
Series 
ih t edm 
Panebet 
altHfill ,lJ 
Barakar 
Xalehir 
1 fatepaal f ield! Haskala f ield! ArerafS * 
12.7 
V.6 
10.5 
3«7 
*.0 
12.7 
W.6 
10.5 
19.8 12.2 
2*5 1*2 
fable 3* Pereentaa* in average «f slreon at series level 
la 0.250f 0.125 sad 0.625 •• •• *TS4* else*. 
Saris* ft 0.250 « a. I 0.125 ft •• ft 0.625 ft*. 
Mahadeva 
Panebet 
RanicanJ 
Barakar Tatapsnl 
Barakar Bankols 
f elenlr Zetapenl 
fSlehlr Beftkola 
«• 
-
6.7 
0.7 
1.2 
0.5 
0.7 
m 
• 
3.3 
1.0 
6.6 
0.t 
0.6 
• 
-
19.1 
6A 
V9.2 
5*1 
10.6 
Sable li* Pereentage in averaje of eoloturleea, pink and Bream 
•arletiee of slreoa at the aeries level. 
Series ft Celour less ft Pink ft Brem 
Panobet 
Barakftr Xatapani 
Talohlr Xatapani 
Taleblr Raftkela 
7.1 
3.7 
2.9 
1A 
7.1 
1.0 
2.1 
1.9 
0.1 
6.2 
1.2 
5.6 
1.1 
1k9 
3.7 
0.8 
1.V 
1.1 
8.1 
Q.k 
0.^3 
39 
cbangee ara noted la tba aaount of «lrcon froa baaa to top of 
each aeries ( labia 1). Average percentage of siroon of each 
series was recorded in tabla 2* It la oovious froa tabla 2 that 
sircon conatituted tha lowaat fraction (3«2$) of the heavy alneral 
assemblage In Xalobir sediaents. There la a gradual decrease la 
tha amount of tha air eon froa tha Barakar to Fanchat aeries (12.20 
to U.,6>>. Zircon crystals ara found la aaximum aaoant la 0*0625 aa. 
alaa grada (labia 3). 
The Talchir sediments contain tba lowaat aaount of siroon 
than tba overlying rocks froa Barakar to Mabadara. Ibla lowaat 
aaouat of slrooa la directly related to tba alaaral coapoaltloa 
of tba source area. Tba sourca area appaara to be relatirely rich 
In garnet than sircon. Pink and eolourlaas varietiee ara important 
In Talchir aedlaenta. The brown variety la generally absent or 
poorly represented (Tabla 1). Tba averaga percentages of pink and 
colourless rarietlee of this »9T1M9 ara recorded In tabla k for 
Raakola and Tatapanl coal-fields. Tba aaoant of sircon In tba 
Xalchir aadlaanta varies greatly froa coal-field to coal-field and 
froa aaaple to saaple (OAjt to 7.2$)• In Tatapanl coal-field It la 
very low as compared to Baakola coal-field. This variation In tba 
aaount of alrooo aay possibly be due to tba changes la velocity and 
viscosity of transporting agency (Tabla 1). 
Tba aaxlaua aaoant of sircon hare been found la tba Barakar 
sediaents. It constitutes about 12*2 percent of tba heavy suites 
(Tabla 2)* Pink,colourless and brown varieties of sircon ara 
present alaoat In equal aaoonta In both the coal-fields. Average 
40 
percentage or etch coloured variety at the series level is shown 
in table If* la Aaffkola and latapani coal-field* the anount of 
slreon found in the Barakar aedimenta is 20.8 peroent and 3.7 
paroant of tha total rooks respectively. 
In HanlganJ aedimenta tha pink coloured slreon la dominant 
over tha eolourleee and brown one*. Their average percentage in 
this eerlee la ehown In table -k. On tha average an increase In 
tha pink variety by 2*8 paroant and a decrease by 1.3 percent and 
3.2 paroant In eolourlaaa and brown alroon la noted aa compared 
i 
with percentage composition of alroon In Barakar eediaente* These 
ebangea In the percentage of alroon are directly ralatad to the 
alnaral composition of the aource area whloh night have supplied 
the material for ttanlganj aadlneatation. Zircon on the average 
eonatltutes 10*5 percent of the heavy mineral* of thla earlea. Ibe 
peroentage of alroon varlee in vw*vy aample and it range* from 
2.9 peroent to 16.8 percent (labia 1.). 
Panehet sediment* are charactariaed by the preaenoe of 
eolourlaaa alroon whoaa average peroentage la 3*7 percent. Pink 
and brown •arletiee are alao represented In very minor amounts and 
their average pereentagea are 0*1 percent and 0.8 peroent respective 
ly (Table h)f Indicating a variation in the aource area which baa 
alao been eupported by the paleoeurrent studies of theae eadiaanta. 
In general their peroentage varies froa 2.5 peroent to 9*5 peroent 
(Table 1.). 
i 
Mahadeva sediments have a predoalnanca of eolourleaa slreon 
which la aa high aa 7*1 peroent* In eoeWarislon to i ts percentage 
ooopoaltion in the rocke of other series1 in these ooal-fialda this 
I 
4x 
T*lat is aaxiaua. ?inlt and brown Yarlatlas ara prtstttt in laaaar 
quantltlat mounting to 1.9 paroant ana 3.7 paroant raapactlTaly 
(labia k), Zircon oonttltutaa 12.7 p#rc»at of too total baarjr 
alaarala proaont in thaaa rocka (labia 2). lalchlr Sarlaa alao 
contain colourla§» alreon in a •ignifioant aaount. It aaana that 
Talcblr and Hanadara Hmrti bad darirad tbair elaatia dabrla froa 
a aatariai baring aora or laaa alallar ainaral eoapoaitlon. falao-
ourrant atudlaa alao confirm tba abora observation* (fig. 13). 
four aoloured varieties of tourmaline namely red, brown, blua 
and graan ara idantiflad in tbia baaln and tbair photomicrographs 
ara shown in Pis.1,3,5 «nd 6. lib systematic variations in tba par* 
eantaga of touraalina ara notad froa tba basa to tba top of aaeb 
aarlaa (labia 5). fbare la an Inoraaaa in tba ararago paraantaga of 
touraalina of aaofa aarlaa froa lalohlr to Panchet roeka (Tabla 6). 
Brown and rad varieties (granitio touraalina, see Krynine, I9»f6 ) 
have atratlgrapble iaportanea and pradoainata over tba othar varle-
tlaa throughout in thia baaln* Blua and graan (graan touraalina of 
pagaatlta, Krynine, ioc.Clt.) varieties ara found in a rwy saall 
fraction and ara poorly rapraaantad or mostly abaant (labia 5)» tour-
maline aryatala ara found in 0*250 aa. aiaa in aaxlaam aaount 
(labia 7>. 
Tourmaline la found in lowest aaount (3*3£> in lalebir 
&*rl*a than tba othar aarlaa (labia 6). These rock* hart predominant 
amount of red-brown varieties and tbair average paraantaga ara W.7 
and 2.0 for liamkola and fatapani coal-fields respectively (labia 3). 
Blua and graan varieties ara praaant in rary amall aaount 
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labia 6* Paraantafa in awraga °t tourmmllM at tna •artaa lafal* 
ftarlas 
Maaadata 
Faaeaat 
BanlganJ 
Barakar 
Talehlr 
1 TaUpanl f laldl BamkoU tlaldft 
7.6 
25A 
21.0 
23.0 
2*0 
«• 
m 
m 
19.8 
»*.7 
Avaraft $ 
7.6 
25A 
21.0 
21*t 
3*3 
Tabla 7- PtmnUgt In areraft of taufaaUna at tna sarlaa laval 
In 0.25090.125 and 0.625 •* •• aTada tlaaa* 
Sarlas 
Maaadm 
Panebat 
BanlganJ 
1 0*250 »<•• 
Barakar1 Xatapanl 
Barakar ft artful a 
Xalanlr Xatapanl 
Xalanlr Baakola 
4» 
-
26.8 
2J.0 
30.2 
0.3 
3*3 
ft 0,125 • » . * 
an-
-
2V.0 
18.7 
29.0 
1.6 
3.5 
0*625 nv» 
* 
-
9.5 
1t.6 
3.9 
2.2 
\ . \ 
labia 8- Paraantaga la avaraga of rad-brovn varlatlaa of 
touraallna at taa sarlaa laral. 
darla* I Xatapanl flaldfctaakola flaldf Ararat* % 
Nahadtva 6*9 - 6.9 
Panabat 2V.3 - 2*f.3 
BanlganJ 19.7 . 19*7 
Barakar 18 A 22*1 20*2 
lalahlr 2.0 W*7 3.3 
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labia $• Pareantafa la avarafa of bla4 Iwitty of toaraallaa 
at tha aariat laval 
aarlaa ftatapanl flaid | Raakola flalaj Ararat X 
Mabadtra 
Panahat 
Ranlganj 
Barakar 
talohlr 
0.7 
1*1 
1.2 
0.9 
0.05 
• 
-
«* 
1«3 
0.2 
0.7 
1.1 
1.2 
1.1 
0.1 
labia 10* Paraantafa IA avarafa of grata rarlaty of toaraaUna 
aft tha aarlaa laral. 
aarlaa I Tatapanl flald I Baakola flaldl ArtrafO % 
Mahadara - - • 
Panefeot - • 
BanlganJ 0.1 • 0.1 
Barakar • 0.1 0.1 
talahlr 0*07 - 0.0| 
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and their avarage peroantaga is as low aa 0.1 and 0.03 (labia 9 and 
10)* Distribution of tourmalin© cr/itaJa is Irregular in these 
sediments and rariaa from 0.6 parosnt to 7.0 percent (labia $)• 
Barakar sediments contain 21 .W paroant of tourmaline out of 
which 202 paroant of tourmalin* belong to rod and brown Tariatiss 
(Tabla 6 and 8). Blue and green varieties are present in a small 
amount and ara 1*1 percent and 0.1 paroant (Tabla 9 and 10) respec-
tively. The percentage of tourmalina in each representative sampla 
is quits variable and ranges from V.1 to 5B«1 paroant (Tabla 5) of 
tba total heavy minarals present in these rooks. 
There is no significant obanga in tba average percentage 
of tourmalina prasant in Barakar and Aanlganj sediments* All tba 
four rariatiss constituted 21 paroant of heavy minaral sultss 
(Tabla 6). Psreantaga of red-brown, blua and graan varieties of 
tourmalina in thasa rooks yariss from 10.9 paroant to 38*1 paroant 
(Tabla 5>. 
In tba Panobst sadimants tba amount of rad-brown and blua 
tourmalina vary from 9.W percent to M . 6 paroant (Tabla 5)» thair 
average paroontags in tbasa sediments is 2$.W paroant (Tabla 6). 
In thasa sadimants tba graan variety of tourmalina is absent 
(labia 5 and 10). 
In Habadeva sadimants 6*9 paroant of rad-brown and 0.7 par-
oant of blua tourmalina is noted (Tabla 8 and 9). Green variety 
of tourmalina is almost absent ( labia $ and 10). In these sedi-
ments tba amount of tourmalina varies frjok 1.1 to 18.0 paroant and 
7*6 paroant on tba average (Tabla 5 and 6 ) . 
Qfljrneti 
On tba toasla of tba colour, three varieties of garnet,pink, 
oolourlass and rad ara identified in these sadimants and their 
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photoalcrograpbs ara shown la PI* ,8 to 11. Pink and odourless 
•arlatlea ar« equally present. Bed garnet forms v*rj small frac-
tion and la present only 1A Xalchlr ana Barakar aadlaanta» vberaaa 
It la totally abaent froa tba remaining avttw (Tabla 11). Tba 
arerage percentage of garnet of aaoh aariat la recorded la tabla 
12* It la arldant froa tola tabla that rocka of laloblr Aarlta i n 
•ary ricb In gar oat, and thaaa ara gradually reduced In tha peroea-
taga froa Barakar to Mahadera aadlaanta* 
Xalchlr aadlaanta ara vary rich In garnat and contain 
6V.7 paroant of tba total beary mineral raaidua (Tabla 12)* Colour-
iaaa and pink varieties of garnat ara 32*3 pareant and 33*6 par* 
cant (Tabla 13) In thaaa aadlaanta* Had garnat la praaant only 
In a minor aaoant (3*8jO* Tba distribution of garnat In aach bads 
la ir egular, and rangaa froa 31A to 85.0 paroant (Tabla 11) of 
tba total baarias. The garnat nava baan aaparatad froa tba aaaplaa 
of 0.2$0t 0,1251 and 0*625 ••• aiaa. Ifc la not ad that tba aaoant 
of garnat rary according to tba aiaa of tba aadlaanta* In tba 
coarser aadlaanta tha aaoant of garnat Is aora aa coaparad to aaall 
grain alaad aadlaanta (Tabla 1W). 
Tba Barakar aadlaanta contain 15.7 paroant of garnat In tba 
heavies (Tabla 12). Colourless and pink varieties ara coanoa and 
ara 7*8 paroant and 7*5 paraant raapectlvely. Bad garnat la found 
In r%Tf l i t t la quantity or mostly absent (Tablas 11 and 13)* Iroa 
tba base to tba top of Barakar aadlaanta* tha garnat percentage la 
1 
not tba sane and rarlaa froa 1.6 percent to 50*5 paroant (Tabla 11)* 
Tha garnat In tba Banlganj aadlaanta rary froa 1*1 paroant 
to 5*6 paroant and 2A paroant on the arerage (Tabla 12)* Tba 
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Kblo 11- PtfOonUft of colour!••». pink sad rod ftfiitiM of 
curat* mad total garooU pro»ont In tte uapl** fro« 
faUhlr to Nahadm foote* 
MUUDXTA 
mm. 
I 
f!AK3Uf 
8JS8ZJ0* I 
RAHIGASJ 
amim. 
(TATAPASI 
CQAL-
FISLD) 
S2BIB3. j 
(RAHKOLA 
ftfliftn 
rum) 
sans* 
TATngffTH j (XAXAPA4I 
COAL- j 
8 S U B * j 
tAUMZR j (JUMOU 
CQlt- j 
*XB£&) 
S » I K . 
Col. I 
Pin. i 
Br* I 
fcr« 
Col* I 
|PU» 1 
Or. 1 
Saa.l 
18t 
jOOx*! 
jwT* ! 
! » • * 
Col.l 
Fla*< 
pod* I 
JW* ! 
BflB*' 
Sol* 4 
Ha* I 
l O d . j 
8r. \ 
ton. 
ICOl * ! 
Bod* 1 
pHP* i 
BOjB* 1 
Col.l 
FfA* 1 
wF* 1 
M B * 1 
i0*3 
! • 
1 0*3 
1 7-t 
}o*5 
19*7 
110*2 
16-1 
I 1*5 
I 2*0 
»3.5 
15-1 
H 8 * 8 
\ 21.8 
t 0*t 
I M . O 
1 *» *» 
» 1 . f 
I 0.6 
I 2*5 
I 2-2 
0.3 
0*3 
< • 
0*6 
7-2 
0*8 
0*9 
1.5 
8-2 
t * 0 
1*6 
5.6 
5-3 
«• 
V-8 
2*1 
5*9 
8.0 
2-8 
I 23A 2**8 
I 52*6 31*1 
1 2*6 1*2 
1 78*8 56.3 
1 3-3 
1 3.9 
3-15 
8*8 
\ 21*8 32*8 
1
 25*8 23*3 
I 51*5 82*5 
) 1-1 1-2 
m 
0*2 
0*2 
7-3 
0*5 
0*5 
1.0 
6-3 
m 
m 
-
5-7 
m 
-
• 
-
7-4 
-
— 
-
6 A 
0*8 
2*6 
3 ^ 
0*8 - 0*5 
0*fc * 
1.2 * 0*5 
7'5 7* 7-7 
0*6 0*2 0*6 0*1 0*6 
0*8 0*9 1A 1*6 1*6 
1*% 1.1 2*0 1*7 2.2 
0A 0*8 
0.7 Z*$ 
1.1 3^1 
5-11 5-18 5-21 5-22 5-25 5-31 5-35 5-M) 
12*$ 
0*9 
13«* 
2*9 31*3 15*8 0*6 
3*3 0.7 31*3 8.9 
* 3-V 0*1 
6*2 32.0 50*5 1.8 
W-22 *-2fc V-30 t+M V-V7 **-5© 
1.5 
V.2 
0*1 
M 
2-7 
0.8 3*9 W l 1 3 * * t * 1 
1 A 29*7 1.0 10*0 0*8 
- 0*3 0.2 - 1*0 
2.2 33*9 5.3 23*8 5*7 
2-10 2-13 2-15 2-16 2-17 
M T * 9 * 9 * M 26.6" 2*.6 3,6 
21*8 1V.1 26.0 W».0 30.026.2 
2*5 0 A 1*9 3*t 2*9 1.6 
60*0 M .^% 73*0 88*0 82*5 31A 
3-17 3-32 3 - * 3*39 3-*3 3-»* 
1* 3.8 V*3 Pk* 6*7 
M>*2 ¥1*2 27.5 3 ^ 5 55*9 
29*7 32*1 38.0 25.8 22A 
81.5 76.9 6 9 ^ 6 6 . 9 85*0 
1«* 1-5 1-9 M O 1-11 
4; o 
Table 12* Percentage la average of garnet at the series level. 
Series | tatapanl field | Kaakola field} Average * 
Manadeva 
Panebet 
itanlganj 
Barakar 
Talchlr 
OA 
3.2 
2.V 
20.6 
59.2 
4 » 
-
-
10,9 
70,3 
O.h 
3.2 
2A 
t?.7 
6^.7 
Table 13- Percentage in average of colourless, pink and 
red rarietles of garnet at the aeries level. 
j rH s 
Series f Colourless I Pink 0 fted 
I I f 
Kanadeva 0.27 0*12 
Fanchot 0A0 2 .SO 
ManlganJ 1*00 1.M) 
Barakar 7.B0 7*50 0.35 
faleblr 32.30 33*6 0 3.80 
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labia 1W- Parcanta«a la avaragt of garnat at too aarlat Ural 
la 0.250,0.125 and 0*625 •»• *rad» slit. 
8«riat 1 
Mafcadara 
Panohet 
RanIrani 
Barakar latapanl 
Barakar fiaakola 
Xalehlr Zataaanl 
Talchir Raakola 
0.250 am. 
• 
-
3.1 
22.5 
12.0 
61.8 
70A 
ft 0*125 « . 
«• 
•» 
2.7 
20A 
1^.7 
51.2 
76.3 
1 0.625 m. 
<• 
-
2.1 
18.9 
5.9 
73-2 
71.8 
labia 15* Pareantaga in atarafa of opaqaaa at tha aarlat laral. 
s%vimi» 
Mahaofcta 
Panehat 
Ranlganl 
Barakar 
lalehlr 
ft Tatapani flaid ft Eaakola flaid I Afaraft J 
70.8 . 70.8 
V2.1 - V2.1 
57.* * 5 7 ^ 
33*0 38.6 35.8 
8.0 16.9 12A 
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pink and colourless varieties constitute 2*6 percent and 0 A per-
ctnt respectively (labia 13)* Eed garnet la not present la these 
sediments* Upward In the section* pink variety gradually daeraaaaa 
and finally dlaappaara (labia 11). Percentage of garnet In tna 
representative eaaplea Tarlaa from 0.5 percent to 9*7 percent. 
Qarnet la poorly present and rarlaa from 0.2 pareant to 
0*8 pareant and 0 A pareant on tna ararage In Mahadeva sediments 
(fables 11 and 12). Colourless and pink varieties are eomaon and 
are 0.27 percent and 0.12 percent respectively. Bed coloured 
variety Is almost absent (Table 13)• 
ftptaitir 
All the opaques alnerala are grouped Into one class they 
Include hematite, magnetite and llmenlte (Pie. k,5 and 7>* fbe 
average percentage of the opaques of each series la recorded In 
table 15* It la clear from table 15 that the percentage of opaques 
increases from lalchir to EanlganJ and Mahadeva sediments. 
Mahadeva sediments contain the highest quantity of opaques 
than rocks of all other series* So systematic changes In the 
percentage of opaques from baae to top In lalchir, Barakar and 
Ranlganj sediments are noted (table 16). Opaques Increase In their 
percentage from base to top In the bade of Panoset and Mahadeva 
Series (Table 16). Their percentage In the representative samples 
from each series varies greatly* 
moldotai 
The mineral epldote Is found only In the falehir sediments, 
(Pis.8 and 10) and constitutes 8*0 pareant of the heavy minerals* 
(fable 17)* She distribution of epldote In falehir bads Is 
irregular and varies froa 0.7 percent to 19.2 percent. A general 
increaee in the percentage of apldota upward In the Talchir aedlaente 
of Tatapani coal-field la observed (labia 18). Xta amount Tar lea 
with the grain else of the aedlaente. Ita frequency la aore in 
aedlua grained eediaents than in the fine and eoarae grained sedi-
•ante • 
A«tlwUfrf« 
The alneral aetinolite la found In Talchlr, Panohet and 
Mahadera aedlaente only (PI*. 8 and 11 )• It la aba ant from Talchir 
aedlaente of Kaakola coal-field. In Tatapani coal-field the Low«r 
Talchir aedlmenta contain a algnifloant anount of aetinolite* On 
the arerage 2.5 percent of aetinolite la observed in theae rocka 
(Table 17)* 
On the average Panohet sediment* contain 8.8 percent af 
aetinolite (Table 17)* There is a decreaae in the percentage of 
aetinolite froa 16.if percent at the base to 3.2 percent at the top 
(Table 18). 
In the Mahadera aedinenta aetinolite is poorly represented 
and preaant only in a few samples. It varies froo 0*3 percent to 
1*2 percent and 0.7 percent on the average (Table 17 and 18). It la 
scat eoaaon in 0.125 aa.aiae grade* 
Staorolltot 
It la preaant only in Panehet and Mahadera rocka (Pie.5,6 
and 7). On the average ataurolite constitutes 13A percent of the 
heavy alneral suite in Panohet rocka (Table 17). Mo systematic 
variation in the percentage of ataurolite ia observed in theae 
i 
aedlaente (Table 18)• It variea froo 6.W to 23*9 percent. 
5£ 
?a»U 16- Pereontaft of Opaqu«s prts«nt ia »w»pl«a frai 
Talohir to Mahadm rooks* 
MAHADSVA 
8JRI&. 
Opq.I £0.5 56*0 86*3 85A V9.7 89*3 78.5 
£-2 7-3 7-4 7-5 7-6 7-7 
PAifCHST 
SKRIS3. 
0pq .«21 .1 
am 
35.7 36.* 75.2 
5££M 6-1 6-2 6-3 6-* 
fUSIGAJU 
8 0 1 1 0 . 
Opq.M.2 51.9 5^.0 7VA 66.0 66.8 72.8 73*8 67.8 77A Mf.i 
? £ • • 5-1 5-3 5-7 5-11 5-18 5-21 5-22 5-25 5-31 5-35 5* 
WARSAW 
(XAIAPAHI 
CQiL-
FJOttl) 
ffBBIBt 
Qpq.MA M.3 *»9.8 22.6 1*9.6 25.3 36.7 77A 
W-8 V.22 W-2W 4-30 V-M Wt7 ^50 
BARAKAfi 
(BAKKOU 
CQAL-
FXUD) 
SWISS. 
Ow.d 29.9 
32"*l 2-2 
31.5 31*8 30.7 13.7 A .7 50A 5^.7 
2-6 2.7 2-10 2-13 2-15 2-16 2-17 
TA'-CHTH 
(TAIAPAHI 
COAL-
fifitM • 
opq.I 8.5 
ST* >3 
10.0 10.6 13.V 3*0 17.3 ^*6 6.4 
3-15 3-17 3-32 3 - » 3-39 3«*3 3-Mr 
IALCHIH 
COAL-
rxsu» 
Qpq.i 23.9 20.6 8.6 14.6 14.4 26.3 10.3 
* ! # » 1-1 1.2 1-4 1-5 1-9 1.10 1-11 
OKJ 
Tablo 17* Foroontago in avofago of opidoto, aetlnollto 
•taurolAto at tho forioa lovol. 
"SorBi 1 ipidott i AotinoUt. * 
Panobot 
Xalobir 8.0 
0.7 
8.8 
2.5 
mrrru: 
6.6 
1 3 * 
Zabl* 18* ForoontaftO of aetlnollto. atauroUto and opldoto 
prooont la Xalobir, Pancbat and Mabadova rooks. 
MAHADm 
SttXBS. 
FAHBIX 
SJBIA9. 
XA&CHIH | (XAXAPAftX 
COAI*. 
FXIU>) 
CIJBULJB}* 
XAXCHXE (HAJOC0U 
COAL-
FZBIA) 
snxs. 
8tra.l 
Aot. I 
8a*. ( 
M a 
I Sfera.! 
A«t. | 
I 8a*. ( 
\ So. 
| Aot. i 
| *pd. 4 
3a*. i 
Aot. i 
£pd. I 
s*a. \ 
I 12.6 5A 3*1 2.8 
I - 0.3 - -
| 7.1 7-a 7-3 7«* 
f 7.2 16.2 23.9 6 A 
I 16A 11.1 t . 6 3.2 
I 6-1 6-2 6-3 6-V 
I 2.6 1*.2 1^.1 1.9 
I 6.6 9*9 8.8 19.2 
\ 3-3 3-15 3-17 3-32 
1 2.9 7*0 3*5 t . 8 
\ 1-1 1-2 1 - * 1-5 
12.1* 
1.2 
7-5 
9.7 
2.2 7.6 
• * » 
7-6 7-7 
1.1 0.3 
7*0 19.0 
3 - * 3-39 3 * 3 
• 
1-9 
- 0.7 
1.10 1-11 
1.2 
1t.8 
3-U» 
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Xablo 19- Percantagaa In areraga of rutila, titanita, 
apatita, caasatarita and aonaalta at tha 
•arias laral. 
Haary 
A l l fc. 
a s i i iTT 
o?1^rjf-M-n J^TI ji-'Ti i,if J i t invv T,M»T l-
JUitUo. 0.20 0.30 0.20 0*95 1.20 
Xitaolta. 
Apatita* 
1.30 
0.30 
Caasatarita* 0.1** 
Monaxita 0,62 
0.3if 
O.32 
0.26 
0.72 
O.36 
0.16 
0.75 
Total. 2.56 1 . * 0.72 1.70 1.20 
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On the average 6,6 percent of staorolite In the Mahadeva 
sediments Is found. Its distribution is variable and ranges fro» 
2.2 parcant to 12.6 paroant (labia 17 and 18). 
Hutlle, titanita, apatite. monasite and casseterlte are 
observed la vary minor Amount In these sediments. Tslchlr and Bara-
kar rocks contain all these five heavy minerals. tianiganj aedijianta 
contain rutile, titanita and casseterlte only. Kutile and titanita 
ara alto noticed in Fanenet sediments where as the Mahadeva sedimenti 
contain rutile only. Arerage pereantagesof these minorals in each 
series are given In table 19* These minerals are plotted and 
referred as miscellaneous minerals in the form of histograms in 
order to show their relative quantity and variability in these 
sediments in Figs. 1 to 10. 
AUtraUoq af btivr wlntraA IAUM* 
Heavy minerals when separated from the parent rooks are 
subjected to a series of complex events daring erosion and trans-
portation before being incorporated in toe sedimentary deposits* 
Daring one or more cycles of erosion, transportation and deposition 
the survival of heavy minerals depend upon weathering, abrasion, 
selective sorting and intrastratal solution. These factors may 
make heavy minerals useless for reflecting the nature of their 
parent rocks (Flak, 1951tP«3^2 and Van Andel, 1959). 
Alteration gy wittering' 
The sediments of this basin are nttneralogieally immature and 
consist mainly Arkoses. The Arkose is formed by a rapid rate of 
erosion under high relief, quick transportation and active deposi-
tion (Pettljohn, 1957). Jnder high to moderate rate of erosion 
5vi 
transportation and deposition, the role of weathering la negligible 
and, therefore, heavy mineral* reflect the true composition of the 
source area (Van Andel, i<oc.Cit«)« 
Apatite
 v a mineral believed to hare rerjr l i t t l e resistance 
to weathering Uindovskl, 19W present in these samples, further 
strengthened the belief that the weathering had not affected the 
heavy minerals of this basin. 
AUgraUon fry ittghafliwA fltitrdoUvn' 
Russell (1939) and Van Andel (1950) studied the heavy 
alneral of Mississippi and Rhine river deposits and concluded 
that the affect of neohanlcal wear on sand and slit sised heavy 
minerals was negligible even In 600 to 1,000 alias of transportation 
In these rivers* Palaeogeographlc evidences Indicate that the 
distance of transportation of the clastic materials from the source 
area to the basin of deposition was not more than 600-700 kllmeters 
(Fig.13). 
Ihe effect of mechanical wear may be estimated by comparing 
heavy mineral hardness with the mineral abundance, and it Is elder 
from Fig*1«, that the hardest mineral zircon Is not in abundance* 
IBveryvhere it is associated with unstable and softer minerals* It 
is, therefore, clear that mechanical destruction process was not 
operative in altering the proportion of the heavy suites in this 
basin* 
The presence of apatite and large subrounded to subangalar 
fragments of felspars suggest that the lets stable heavy minerals 
were not lost through abrasion. Apatite is more susceptible to 
wear and tear than other less stable mineral auoh as hypersthene, 
5; 
epidote, and garnet (/rlese, 1931 and Xheil, 19M), 1 9 W . 
i 
Alteration by selective aortlnai 
The process of sorting la always das to inherent slsss and 
shapes of diffsrsnt htavy minsrals (Stanley, 1963b)* Xba affsot of 
spec if is gravity variation among heavy minerals is much lass impor-
tant. The process of selective sorting ooald not bs opsrativs in 
thass sediments in separating sireon from tourmaline (Fig.1) under 
the conditions of high rata of erosion, quick transportation and 
active deposition* 
«Uttra,U9n fry InfrrutiraUA sotauoji 
Xhs role of intrastratal solution also sseas to bs of very 
minor importance (Van Andelv Loe.Cit*)* Different degrees of altera-
tion and corroded relictsof less stable heavy minerals are absent 
from almost all the samplest it is, therefore9 evident that ths 
Intrastratal solution had not altered the heavy mineral assemblage 
of this basin* 
I'he assumption of ths author seems to be justified that the 
heavy minerals of this basin havs not been affected by these pro-
cesses* It is, therefore* concluded that the heavy mineral assem-
blage of this basin directly reflect the true petrography of ths 
parent rooks. 
* •• .* .* .* 
5 a 
> 
MAP SHOWING THE PROBABLE POSITION 
OF THE SOURCE AREA AND ITS 
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES. ARROWS 1,2,3 
AND 4 INDICATE THE DIRECTION OF 
TRANSPORTATION OF DEBRIS FOR TALCHIR, 
BARAKAR, RANIGANJ AND MAHADEVA 
ROCKS RESPECTIVELY FROM THE SOURCE 
AREA TO BASIN. 
20v 
Cuddapah and Delhi system 
Granite and Gneisses 
Granites and Gneisses 
(Mcta-sediments and Meta-lntrusive 
Unclassified Granites and Gneisses 
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ftoprossntatiTt sandstono saaplos collactad froa Tariout 
stratlgraphle sections haro boon studied to dotoraino their 
ainaraloglcal composition, tejctural maturity and proTonaneo* Ths 
alnsralogieal composition of WJ thin section* of sand*ton** i s 
doteralned by point counting analy**r. Fotash-folspar oounts i s 
Terlfled by staining of th* thin a act ion*. In gon*ralv dstrital 
quarts
 9 folspar and rock fragments ars sot in a *ar i c i t i c and 
ohlorltlo groundaass. Ths rooks of this basin art mainly arkosic 
in composition. 
Quarts and folspar aro tho aain constituent mineral* of 
the Qondvana sediment* and vary in amount froa sample to saapla. 
iwfca rtaJjiUtfi* 
Strained, strain-free and polycryatailine varieties of 
quarts ars ooanon. The proportion of strain-free and atrain*d 
varieties of quarts is in general acre or loss ths saas and thoir 
psreontago Tariss froa 15.6 to 30,6 in thoss »*dla*nt*. Ararag* 
parcantaga at ths aeriaa level is 21*8 (Tabl* 20). Polyorystalline 
quarts occurs In Tory small amount and Tariss froa 2.0 to 5.6 
psrosnt and on ths average, oonstitatss 3.6 psresnt of too total 
elastlos in thoss sediment*. 
Angular and aubangular quarts aro aoro common, soaotiass 
subrounded quarts in Tory small fraction may bo soon. Only ft* 
grains of quarts with autblgonie overgrowth and with psrfoot 
roundness ars also found* 
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quarts crystal* contain identifiable Mineral inclusions* 
which Include tourmaline* slroon and liquid and air babbles. In 
irery rare OUM aica, opaquea and garnet are seen* Quarts free 
froa iaelualona ara In abundance* 21M inclusions In quarta grains 
ara both regularly and irregularly arranged* 
Maxlaua aaount of rook fragaenta ara found in the taleblr 
eedlaents* thalr amount variae fro» 3*3 to 35.2 parcant and 18.1 
percent, on tna average at ttaa aarias level (labia 20). Fregeents 
of eoarsar siaa ara aore eoaaum and vary froa 0*26 to 3*70 aa* in 
aisa and 2A aa. on tna avaraga. Tna rook fragaanta of various 
kind of granites, aostly biotita and toaraallne<»grenlte, granite* 
gnaisaasf biotlte*gnelases, fiaa to ooarsa and aasslve quartaita, 
quarta-eloa aobiatsy phyllitaa and aandstonaa ara eoaaon (Pis* 12 to 
19)* **rge aiaad fragaanta of granltas and granite*gnelsses aostly 
rounded, doalnato over tna otbar rook fragaanta. ^uartslta fragaanti 
ara alao subrouaded to rounded* 
Felapar is next to quarts in aaount in the sediaents of tbis 
basin* 
In tna Talcbir Serlea tba falspar eontant varies froa 12.V 
to 27*U> parcant and 20.6 paroant on tna average (Table 20). It is 
much lass eoaaon in tha finar fraction*. Falsp&rs vary in sisa 
froa 0.15 to 2*60 aa., occasionally aa large aa 3*0 aa. also ara 
alao no tad, but grains batvaan 0.50 to 1.0 am also ara aore coaaton. 
b^t 
Felspars art mostly subrounded. bounded and angular felspars are 
alto occasionally seen. Orthoclasa if In maximum amount, followed 
by microcline. tfodio-plagioclaees are in subordinate amount. Some-
times sodle-plagloelasos and potash-felspars ara in equal proportion, 
on the otter hand their average at tha series laval indicates tbat 
potash-felspar exceeds tna sodic-plagioclaae. Orthoolaaa and 
plogloolaaa ara altered more than alcrocllna and pertfait*. 
Jll&U> 
Tha Talchlr Series consists of light greenish matrix which 
include clayey, chloritio and aaricitic pasta with datrital quarts 
and fa la par. Tha aaount of tna matrix •arias froa 7*9 to 2N-.8 
parcant In thasa rocks. On tha average the matrix In tha Talchlr 
rooks constitutes 15 percent of tha total balk* 
Cement t 
In ganeral tha Talchlr roeks ara poorly cemented and their 
elastics ara hold together mainly by calcium carbonate and also 
Interstitial argillaceous material. The binding material •arias 
from 10.8 to 26.8 percent. On the average, It constitutes 17*7 
percent of the total volume of the rocks (fable 20). 
tfttirti ralitatti* 
Strained and strain-free varieties of quarts vary from 21.1 
to 37*8 percent with an average of 29.8 percent of the total 
elastic material In tha Barakar sediments (Table 22)* Both the 
varieties of quarts are found more or less In equal quantity. The 
polycrystallin* variety varies from 0.$ to 3.2, and its average 
being 1.6 percent. 
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Angalar to subangular grains are more common. Small aaount 
of sharply angular and subrounded grains with a faw rounded grains 
of quarts Is occasionally scan In toast rook samples. 
Baslly ldantlflabia Inclusions In quarts crystals la order 
of preponderance are tourmaline, sircon, liquid and air bubbles* 
Barely mica and felspar Inclusions are Stan* Quarts free from 
Inclusions are mora then those which contain Inclusions, the 
arrangement of Inclusions In those quarts Is almost similar to that 
found In the Talehlr sandstones. 
floek Fragments! 
Book fragments arc roduoed In amount In the Barakar rocks 
than those of Taleblr sediments and range from 0.5 to 20.1 percent 
of the total rooks composition (labia 22). They constitute 5*7 
percent en the averaga In those sediments. disc of these fragments 
vary from 0.16 to 2*50 am. 
Many types of granite, mostly tourmallne-granlte, augon-
gneissest granite-gneisses. quartsltes and quarts-mioa-schists 
(Pis.20 to 26), are common as rooks fragments In these sediments. 
Granites, granite-gneisses and quartsltes are found In maximum 
amounts as rounded fragments. 
Falanart 
The Barakar Series contains felspar from 17.2 to 31.8 per-
cent. On the average the Barakar Series has 2M-.W percent of felspar 
(fable 22). Blse of felspar raries from 0.16 to 2.00 mm., the 
common slse ranges from 0.30 to 0.80 mm. Mostly the felspar grains 
are subrounded to rounded. Potash-felspar dominates orer other 
6 9 
felgpar*. goaetlaes weathering effect on felspar aoatly on 
ortnoclaee, aay b« aeen by their partial decoapoaition. 
XAtrixi 
The Barafcar aatrix la structureless and eonelsta of aioa-
flakes, quartst day and aaricita. It ranges la ita percentage 
froai 7*2 to 2k*h In this seriesv and 16.1 percent ia tha average 
of i t In thasa aadlmanta. 
Caaanti 
Tha rooks ara aoatly looaeiy cemented, and tha olaatlca 
of this aariaa ara bonded togathar eoaaonly by calcium earbonata 
and raraly by iron oxide and argillaceous mattar. Tha ecaent 
•ariaa froa 11.8 to 25,8 paroant. On too average tha binding 
material conatitutaa 17*5 pareant in eoapositlon of tha Barakar 
aadiaanta (Table 22). 
ttanlnial vtrlti 
9 W » 1 rtllltftUl* 
Quarta cry stale both a trained and atrain-free rarlatiaa 
ara praaent and range froa 18.1 to 36.3 pareant and 26.8 paroant 
on tha average (Table 2k). Strained variety a lightly dominate over 
tha atrain-free variety. Polyeryetalllno quart* varlea froa 0.7 
to 3*9 percent and their average percentage in theae aediaenta ia 
2*3 percent. 
Angular and eabangular graina are common, abarply angular 
and aubrounded graina nay be seen In very subordinate aaount. Few 
rounded graina are occasionally aaan In few saaples only. 
Easily identifiable and more common lneluaiona in quart a 
eryatala in order of preponderance are opaqaea, tourmaline and 
liroon. Kleaeeoua minerals are rarely seen. Quarts tr— froa 
lneluaiona are eoaaon. 
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Hggfc frtflifnfci* 
In the aaniganj sediments the rock fragments constitute 
1.0 to 25*2 percent of the total composition of the rooks. 0a 
the average this series contain 11.1 percent (fable 2%) of rook 
fragments. fbelr size ranges froa O.35 to 2.90 tan. and with an 
average of 1.?5 *». Granite, granite-gneisses, slates and phyllites, 
auscorite-quarts-schists and quartsites (Pis. 2? to 30} are the 
common rook fragments found In these sediments. Granite and 
granite-gneissic fragments are rounded and dominate oyer fragments 
of other rooks. 
fa la pari 
Felspar in the HanlganJ Series i s found in increased 
quantity than in the rooks of the Sarakar Series. Its percentage 
varies from 18.9 to 32.9. On the average in this series felspar 
constitutes 26.0 percent of the total exposit ion of these rooks 
Uable 2*0. i t s s i se varies froa 0.12 to 2.25 an-* 0,25 to 1.00 am. 
being the most common e lse . Mainly the felspars are subrounded,and 
sometimes angular to subangular. AlkeJUUfelsp&rs dominate over 
the soda-felspars in this series . Decomposition by weathering 
of orthoolase and plagloelase may occasionally be 99*a, 
Matrlxt 
In the Aanlganj Series matrix i s composed of s i l t and 
olay-slsed detrltal quarts, felspar and chloritic grains with 
inters t i t ia l clay. It varies froa bed to bed and ranges froa 
7.h to 18.0 percent with an average of 13.6 percent. 
Cmmmnt: 
the EanlganJ sediaents are mostly loose, and are cemented 
id 
together chiefly by iron oxide and also by argillaceous matter. 
The binding material vaflw from 9.8 to 21.1 percent. Ibe average 
amount of the cementing material in theee sediments is 1*f .1 par* 
cant (Table & ) • 
strained and strain-free varieties of quarts are present and 
range from 39A to 52*9 percent in amount. It constitutes 1*3*8 per-
cent on the average In these sediments If able 26). Strain-free 
quarts dominates over the strained variety. Polycrystalline quarts 
is present in rwy small amount and varies from 0.5 to 1.7 percent. 
Majority of quarts grains are subangular to subrounded. 
angular and rounded grains are occasionally seen (Pis. 31 and 32). 
Fev authigenic overgrowths and perfect roundness in quarts grains 
is seen only in one or two samples* 
Easily Identifiable and more common inclusions In quarts 
crystals in order of abundance are opaques, tourmaline and slrcon. 
In one sample staurolite Inclusions are also met with. Quarts free 
from inclusions are more common. Inclusions are arranged both on 
a aet pattern with a few exceptions where random arrangement is 
also observed. 
ftogfr ffrafiPtnfrg. 
Panchat sediment* nave rwy small fraction of rock fragmentst 
which vary both in their composition and frequency and on the 
average constitute 2*0 percent of the total elastics* Average size 
range is commonly small, occasionally rounded granite fragments are 
also found* 
falapari 
Panohat 3 ar iaa contains lowsst amount of ft Is par. Both 
alkali and soda-folspar ara praaaat. It Tariaa from 27*8 to 3^.7 por-
eant, and tba areraga baing 30*8 paroant (labia 26). In a l ia , tba 
folspar grains vary froa 0,10 M . to 1.70 am*, with 0.25 •»• to 
5*00 aa.9 tba ooaaon aisa. Iha grains ara subangular to subroundad. 
In the Panelist Ssrlss tba amount of tba matrix la vary lov 
and probably reflact tba winnowing action in tbaaa aadimanta. It 
eonsists aalnly of fina-grainad quarts9 earicita grains and also 
clay particles. In thaaa sedimenta i t rangas froa 2,7 to 8*3 par-
cant, and tha average paroantaga baing 5*2 parcant. 
Caaantt 
tha Pancabt rooks ara loosaly cemented and contain a lowar 
amount of binding material than tha sediaents of otbsr series. Tha 
olastlcs ara bald togathar aalnly by iron oxida. It varies froa 
5*3 to 1^.2 parcant. On tha areraga tha rooks of thaaa aariaa 
contain 9 A parcant of binding aatarlal (Tabla 26)• 
fttftrti mfatatti* 
In tneso sadiaants also both a trained and strain-froa 
varieties of quarts occur that rary froa 27.5 to W6.7 percent. On 
tha average it oonatitutaa 37*7 parcant of tha total clastic 
material. (labia 28). Strain-free variety dominates over strainsd 
variety. Polycrystalline quarts ranges froa 0.2 to 2 A parcant 
with an average of 1.1 parcant. 
fh© quarts grains ara subangular and subroundad. Few roundod 
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and sharply angular grains ara seen In a fev samples. 
Mora easily identifiable tnclas ions In quarts grains in 
i 
order of abundance ara opaques, liquid and air bubbles, slreon and 
tourmaline. quarts free from inc l i s Ions do«lnata over those which 
contain inclusions. 
fhe Hahadeva rooks contain sand-sisad rock fragments. fhair 
amount vary from 0*5 to 18*7 pareant. On the average these rooks 
contain 6*9 percent of rook fragments and their most common sisa is 
0.21 to 2.50 aw. Identified fragaants in ordar of preponderance 
include granite, granite-gneisses, farraginous quartsites, and 
quarts-schists (Pis. 33 and 3fc). £*o angular fragnants of sand-
stones and shales siost probably derived frost the underlying Panchot 
iSeries ara also aaan in one of the saaples. Granite fragments ara 
•ostiy found in larger sisa. Fragaants of granite, granite-gneisses 
and quartsites ara mostly rounded. 
7alapart 
In the rooks of Mahadeva Sarias the felspar content varies 
from 22*3 to 30A percent, and 26*5 percent oa the average (labia 
28). &ise of thaee felspar grains ranges from 0.15 to 2.00 mm. and 
thair most common sisa is 0.25 to 1.00 mm. Xhese grains ara sub* 
angular to subrounded* Both sodic and potassic varieties ara 
common, ttoma grains show alteration into sarioita. 
Jfalrjjp 
Xhe matrix of Hahadeva Series is composed of smaller grains 
of chloritet sarioita, clay, quarts and felspars. It varies from 
5.0 to 18.8 percent with an average of 10.1 percent. 
* o 
Caaanti 
Ihese rocks are loosely cemented and thair elastics art 
bonded together chiefly by iron oxide. It varies from 1+,1 to 17.2 
percent. On the average this series contain 13*1 percent of iron 
oxldt as binding material (TabIs 28). 
v l M l U l o i U W of flaftflgtanfll 
An excellent review of literature on the classification 
of the sandstones i s given by Klein (1963). The author ussd the 
elaasifioation proposed by Gilbert Cl95^> and MoBrida 0?63> for 
tha aandstona under study, because i t i s mora suited for mineralo-
gioally immature sediments. Ibe data of nodal analysss (lablas 21, 
23i25t27 and 29) ara plotcsd on a co-ordinate triangular graph 
paper. Tha co-ordinates used in this technique ara rook fragments— 
felspar— chart • quartsite • quarts (Figs. 11 and 12)* the 
representative saaples from the Xalchir to Mahadeva rooks art 
classif ied into rock types, which art shown in table 32* This 
table indicates that the Talchir rooks are chiefly composed of 
lithlo-arkoslo-vacke, felapathio-litharenite, felspathic-lithio-
vacke and also arkose, arkosic-vaoke and lithio-arkose. Barakar 
sediments include arkosle-vaeka, arkose, lithic-arkosie-waeke and 
felspathic-lithlc-waoke rook types* Saaples of the flanlganj Series 
chiefly l i e in ilthic-arkosio-vaoke, arkosio-wacke and also arkost 
and falspathie-lithic-vacko rook types. The Panebet sedlaents 
are chiefly eoaposed of arkose. the Mahadeva sedlaents are 
represented by arkose, arkosie-waeke and lithie-arkott-vaeka rock 
types* 
la general, the Gondvana rooks art composed of quite 
aineralogically immature sediments. 
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Tabic 21* Recalculated percentage of quarts, feldspar 
and rock fragments of Xalchir rooks after 
excluding aicaa, accessories, aatrlx and ceaent. 
1 1 rm—r 
Sanple f Quarts. I Feldspar. 
Ho. ft 
3«Ut 
3«*3 
3-39 
3-32 
3-15 
3-3 
1-11 
1-10 
1-5 
1-V 
1-2 
1-1 
36.2 
M.8 
36.2 
1*0.8 
29,7 
3^.7 
H8.5 
32.W 
56.5 
^3.5 
37.2 
H6.7 
Average M),3 
2fc.1 
38.5 
3^.1 
1*2.5 
31.1 
2»f.2 
20.8 
35.* 
»*0.9 
22.0 
29.6 
J f r a ^ n t s . j « * * 
39.0 99.3 
19.3 99.2 
29.5 99.8 
16.2 99*5 
38.8 99.6 
M.O 99.9 
6.1 99.1 
1*6.1 99.3 
7.7 99.6 
15.2 99.6 
»*0.5 99.7 
22.9 99*2 
32.2 26.9 
S3 
labia 23- Recalculated peroentago of quarts, foldapar 
and rock ftafaanta of Barakar rooks aftor 
excluding aleasf aoees scries, natrix and cement. 
Saaplol Quarts ft Jreldspar ft Book I Total 
Ho. J I I fragments| 
W-50 
W*7 
W-M 
*-30 
V-22 
W-4 
2-17 
2*16 
2-13 
2-10 
2-7 
2-2 
$0,8 
38.8 
53.8 
36.9 
5>+*o 
5**.9 
53*3 
60,0 
57.6 
53.0 
53.7 
1*6.1 
M.6 
28.8 
W3A 
If2.0 
WW,2 
3 9 . * 
V2.8 
36.7 
3*t«0 
V3.5 
W2A 
37.5 
6,9 
31.7 
2.3 
21.1 
1*6 
5A 
3.6 
2.5 
7.V 
2.8 
3.3 
15*8 
99.3 
99.3 
99.5 
100.0 
99.8 
99.7 
99.7 
99.2 
99.0 
99.3 
99.V 
9 9 * 
Average 51*0 39.5 9.5 
§3 
Table 25* Ba«alottlated percentage of quarta, feldspar 
and rook fragment* of Haniganj rooks after 
excluding micaa, aoeeesoriee, matrix and etaent. 
Sample! 
to. 4 
5-4V 
5-VO 
5-35 
5-31 
5-25 
5-22 
5-21 
5-18 
5-11 
5-7 
5-3 
5-1 
Quart*. 
W6.2 
5*.1 
^3.0 
*2.0 
5*K2 
29*3 
56.2 
3^.5 
*5.3 
29.W 
50A 
M>.8 
j Feldspar* 
35.3 
^2.6 
32.9 
hZ.h 
Mfr.3 
* • • • 
M>.0 
^5.1 
M>.8 
38A 
36.0 
30.0 
I Roeke I 
1 fragment*.8 
17.6 
3*1 
2*f.O 
1^.3 
1.3 
35.7 
3.6 
20.3 
7*7 
32.0 
13.5 
29.1 
Total 
99.1 
99.8 
99.9 
99.7 
99.8 
99.8 
99.8 
99.9 
99.8 
99.8 
99.9 
99.9 
Average »»3.9 39-5 15.9 
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Table 29- Recalculated percentage of quarts, feldepar 
and rock fragment* of Mefcadetm roeka after 
excluding Bleat| aoeeaaorlea, matrix and ceaent. 
Sample 86.1 
7-7 
7-6 
7*5 
7«* 
7-3 
7-2 
7-1 
-AYlfAii..- -
Quarts* 
56.8 
6^.5 
V7.7 
M.2 
61*6 
W6.9 
5V.6 
« > * . * 
1 Feldspar* 
VQ.7 
* . 9 
39.9 
32.7 
36.9 
33.0 
37.0 
tt.*t 
Book 
ft fragments! Total 
1.8 
-
11.9 
25.8 
0.6 
19.8 
7.9 
?tft 
99.3 
99.* 
99.5 
99.7 
99.1 
99.7 
99.5 
labia 30- Raoalculatad average percentage at the aarlaa 
level of (parts, feldspar and rook fragments 
aftar excluding micas, accessorise, matrix and 
cement* 
Series • . t 
Kahadevm 
P*nch*t 
RanlganJ 
Barakar 
lalohir 
Quarts 
53.3 
$7.*> 
*3.9 
51.0 
hO.l 
I Feldspar •Bock fragmented Total 
36 A 
39.8 
39.5 
39.5 
32.2 
9.6 99.3 
2*5 99.8 
15*9 99.2 
9.5 100.0 
26.9 99.* 
8ci 
Provenance 
Metaaorphic and igneous rock* were the chief rook groups 
that contributed the material toward* the formation of these 
sediments in the basin under study. Very minor amount of elastic 
material was aiao contributad by sedimentary rocks. 
Fragments of different typas of granite and granite-
gneisses are found in a l l the series exoept that of Panchet rooks. 
f he Talehlr rooks have not only pebbles and cobbles of various typos 
of granite but also abundant big boulders of about 10 foot in length. 
In the basal Barakar sediments pebble to cobble-slsed fragments of 
the above rock types are most common. KaniganJ sediments contain 
pebble and granule-slsed rook fragments of granitic composition. 
Sand-sised fragments of the afore-mentioned rook types are present 
in a l l the rooks series except in the Pencnet Series* Most of those 
rook fragments of varying sises are derived chiefly froa acid 
igneous rooks* 
Pink felspars of the olso of granules are very common in 
the Zalohlr* Barakar and ftaniganj sediments, whereas Kahadova rooks 
contain sand-sised grains, fhe felspar mainly consist of orthoclase, 
microclina, plagloolaso ( albito and ollgoelase) and perthite in 
order of abandance. On the average at the series and also at the 
basin level , potash-felspars oxeoed in quantity than soda-felspars. 
On the average felspars are found In subordinate amount to quarts at 
the series level (Table 31). Felspar i s more susceptible to meehaal-
cal wear and tear during transportation than quarts (Pettljohn, 
1?57a). Acid Igneous rooks contain quarts and felspar more or loss 
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Zablo 31- ••orago poroontago of quarts and feldspar 
at tho aortas lovol. 
Sariaa. I Quarts* ft Foldsparft total 
Mahadora 
Panehat 
RanlgaaJ 
Barakar 
Talohlr 
59.1 
58.6 
52.2 
$6.1 
55*2 
M>A 
M>.5 
1*7.0 
*3.* 
Mf.1 
99.5 
99.1 
99.2 
99.J 
99*3 
labia 32* Classlflad Qondvana sandstoaos Into rook typos. 
Sariaa I Folapbatloitttteletarkoooirolspatblo lUthlolarkoso 
ff l l thle larkoaoMaoko flitharanito ftarkoso | 
Luifiyu torta t t • • 
Mabadava - 2 3 V 
Panchat - *. \ 
Baitlganj 1 7 2 * 1 
Barakar 1 2 $ - i f 
Talohlr 2 ** 1 3 1 1 
Sis 
in similar amounts (ryrreli, 1962). Bulk of the rooks of this 
basin arc mainly arkose, arkose-wacke and lithic-arkose-vacke 
(labia 32), which indicate a source arsa composed of granitic 
i 
rooks (saa Pettijobn, 1957»p.322-330). Moreover tha nature and 
arrangement of such inclusions as aircon,tourmalin©, faIspar, 
liquid and air bubbles and equiaxial shape of quarts grains In 
these sediments reflect thair derivation froa sold Igneous rocks 
(seeMackie, 1896| OiUigan, 1920| Tyler, 193©| Keller and 
Ut t la f la ld , 1950| Bokaan, 1952 and Moorhouae, 196*0. 
Orergrowth and outgrowth over rounded sireon ara strong 
evidences for the aediaentarjr origin of tbe granites and granite-
gneisses that raauitad froa high grade aetaaorphiaa and grant! tat Ion 
of sediments (see Poldervaart, 1950,1956; *yatt, 195^1 Sekelaan and 
fculp, 1956 and *ckelaan and Poldervaart, 1957)* Zircons baring 
suoh characters could not ba traced In these sediment•• It i s , 
therefore, suggested that tha granite and granite-gneisses of tha 
source area ara probably of primary magmatic origin. 
In tha Talehir Boulder Bad soma igneous rock fragments of 
basic composition mainly dolerlte and greenstone ara also occasion-
ally seen, Indicating a alight contribution In tha formation of 
thaaa rocks. 
MfUa9TPftlfi_j3oJM» 
Pebbles and cobbles of quartsite, small pebbles and 
granules of slates and pnyllites ara most common In tbe Xalcbir 
sediments. Granules of s lates , pnyllites and quartslte ara common 
In the basal Barakars and ara rare In rianiganj sediments, iand-siaed 
fragments of quarts!te, s l a t s , phyllites and quarts-schist, ara 
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noted in these sedlaents. These fragments of different rook typos 
reflect « aotaaorpbio terrain, which contributed the debris In 
varying proportions to the down coming c 1Mtic material. 
Inclusions in the quarts of garnet, ataurollte and ale* 
are indicative for metamorphic origin of each quarts ( sot Moorhouse, 
Loc.Cit.,p.3^3). Occasionally quarts of elongated shape are noted 
which fclght have been derived froa quarts-rich schists (see Petti* 
john. Loo.Clt.). 
tptdlintnrr rwtnjt 
The source of sedimentary rocks can be known by occasional 
presence of sand-sised rock fragments of sandstones* In very few 
eases veil rounded quarts and quarts with abraded overgrowth are 
seen with the angular and eubangular quarts grains* Quarts with 
abraded overgrowth are aost probably derived froa quite nature 
arenltes• 
Occasional presence of mostly rounded sireon and touraallae 
Indicate their derivation froa older sedlaents (labia 33). 
tttaTT tUntrit MitiPtagft' 
Crystals of sircon, tourmaline and garnet containing inclu-
sions are calculated and recorded in table Jk* The results of table 
$* indicate that there Is no systeaatie variation In the amount of 
crystals vith inclusions froa the base to the top of each rock 
series. But the percentage of garnet vith inclusions decreases 
gradually froa the base upwards and finally disappears in the 
Ranlganj sedlaents. The average percentages at the series level 
of sireon, tourmaline and garnet containing inclusions are shown 
in tables 35,36 and 37. It Is clear froa these tables that la 
bj 
labia 33- ATaraga poroontafo of dograa of roundnaaa 
of slroont touraallno and garnat at too 
aarlea leval. 
Sariaa 
NAHAMtfA 
BSRJM* 
Zlroon 
fottraallna 
Haary fa barply {Angular f 
•InmUwniBiiirl L 
1.1 
1.2 
M.3 
6^.5 
Sttb-
infMlifi 
33*2 
20.5 
Sub-rounded 
& 
Sfc.O 
13-V 
PASCHJET 
Sfitttt. 
Zlroon 2*3 
rouraalina 10,8 
Qaraat. 
36.8 
W6.6 
»>9.2 
28.1 
X 
11A 
13*8 
1.7 ftAMIOAitf J Zlroon 
SflRUB. jfeuraallno 5*5 
JGarnat. W.1 
50.3 
58.9 
W3.6 
2»f.7 
30.V 
23.7 
touraallno ^.7 
22.7 
V.7 
28.2 
BARAKAR I Zircon 0.2 
(MAPAtfl £ 
COAL- ffoui 
FIBLD) 
&mim* lOarnat 0.9 
T 
69A 
69A 
76.1 
15*2 
23.5 
16.2 
Zlroon W.1 BARAKAR 
Q Q A ^ P Z S X O | » « * » » 3 ^ a » 2 0 . 0 
W9.6 
37.0 
39.6 
8.3 
37.0 
32.3 
1W.8 
2. 0 
5*9 
33.3 
5.5 
26A 
TALCHIR 
(TATAFA'fl 
CftAU 
FIELD). 
S E R U B . 
71.6 1»f.6 
30.5 35.7 
9.9 
33.3 
TALCHIR (BAMKOLA 
GOAL-
FISLD) . 
Zlroon 21.7 51*2 11.0 
[Tourmaline • 
i t . 2*3 **2.0 19.7 
15.9 
*«9 
S A 
Xabla 31*- Papoantaga of crystal* of zircon, tourmalin* and garnet 
containing lneloalona In pappaaantatlva saaplas fpoa 
Talchir to Mahadara rock*. 
ft ZP. U . 9 6.6 26.0 26.5 ^2.1 1S.0 27.0 
MAhADKVA ft Ir. 7.3 9*3 3.2 - 16.6 10.0 15.3 
ft Or. 
3MISS. 0 San. 
;fo. 7-1 7-2 7-^ 7 ^ 7-5 7-6 7-7 
PAMCHBX 
S £ R £ £ S . 
Zr. 37 A 16 A 15.3 M>.0 
IP. 35.1 12.2 3.1 15.7 
O P . - - - -
Saa. 
ifo. 6-1 6-2 6-1 6 A 
• AwmA«r y Zr. Vl.1 21.7 10A 6.8 17.2 8A 11.8 - 15.2 25.6 
j Or. WLT 8.6 17.6 5.1 15.3 - - -
] Saa. 
%t 5-1 5-^ 5-7 5-11 5-1? 5-21 5-22 5-25 5-11 5-\5 
ssairs. 
BABAXAR ft Z r . 32 .6 57.1 - 63 .6 - I f0 .0 2 7 . 0 $ t .O (lAXAPAitl § XT. Q t A 12.1 5 5 A 7.5 52.1 1»f.7 52.1 18.1 
COAL- ft Op. 3 6 A 10 .0 - 6 . 8 19 .9 **.5 29 .2 13*1 
FIIU» ft Saa. 
S M B . | *Q. W» W-8 >*-22 l»-2>» W-10 I M H **->*7 W-50 
BAEAKAK ft Z r . 5-5 23 .2 1»*.8 6 .2 11 .5 1.2 10 .5 11.3 
(HAMKOU ft T P . 31 .8 Mf .3 59.6 ^ 2 A »f5.C 5^.7 W . 9 7 .3 
COAi- ft Or. $6.1 37.0 &9.9 80.0 $ . 3 15.5 - 2.7 
VU.LD) ft San. 
miM* 0 &>- 2-2 2-6 2-7 2-10 2-11 2-1$ 2-16 2-17 
1ALCHIH ft Z r . - - - 35.2 50.2 28.5 1^.2 -
(XAXAPAJtt ft Xr . - - - - - - - -
COAU ft Op. 25 .9 2»f.2 1.5 5.1 2 .3 13.5 9 .8 8 .9 
FIKLD) 6 Saa. 
SMkMm* 0 >*>• V I 1-15 1-17 1-12 1 - * 1-19 1-41 1-Mi, 
XALCHIa ft i r . 28.0 - 3*t.1 49.1 26.0 -
(BAMKOU ft Ir . - - - - - - -
COAL- ft Op. »*9A 3^.0 57.5 55.1 33.3 59.1 89.2 
FI£U» ft Saa. 
SJ3RU3S. ft ito. 1-1 1-2 1*4 1-5 1-9 1-10 1-11 
C i 
labia 35- Avaraga parcantaga of aircon oryatala 
containing inclutions at aarlaa laral. 
Sarlai flTatapani flaid i Rankola flaid J Ararage * 
Manadara 
Panelist 
Raniganj 
Barakar 
Talchir 
23*8 
27.3 
21A 
31.7 
18.2 
•» 
-
-
10.5 
19.7 
23*8 
27*3 
21 .V 
21*1 
18.9 
labia 36* Areraga parcantaga of touuraallria crystal* 
containing incluaiona at aariei leval. 
Sariaa \ Tatapani fialdft Haakol* flaid ft Ararat* % 
8.8 
16.5 
12.2 
M.8 36.9 
Manadara 
Panchet 
KaniganJ 
Barakar 
Talchir 
8.8 
16.5 
12.2 
32.1 
• 
93. 
Table 37- AYwrag* percentage of garnet crystal* 
containing Inclusions at tha aerie* level* 
Series I Tatapani fi»14l ftasdcola f lald ft Average * 
Mahadcva - -
Panchat - • 
RaniganJ 10.1 - 10»1 
Barakar 17.1 33*1 25*1 
talchlr 11 .h 53*9 32.6 
Table 38* Comparison of average percental* of airoon, 
tour«aline, garnet and opaquesat the ssrlee level* 
8ariaa 
Mahadeva 
Panehat 
aaniganj 
Barakar 
Xalonlr 
I Zircon 
12.7 
h.6 
10,5 
12.2 
3*2 
I Touraallne 
7.6 
25.V 
21*0 
21A 
3-3 
I Garnet 
0A 
3*2 
2A 
15.7 
6V.7 
I Opaque 
70.8 
Jf2.1 
57A 
33.8 
12A 
b^ 
gcntral the average percentage of touraaline crystals with inclu-
•ioru decreases and sircon Increases froa the lover to upper 
series of the baa In. A decrease in the gar oat crystals with lneiu* 
•ions is also notod up to the Ranlganj sediments.. Thara ara no 
crystals with Inclusions of garnet la Panehat and Mabadeva sediment* • 
Average percentage of aircon decreases and touraaline 
Increases froa tha Barakar to Panehat rocks. Similarly average 
paroantaga of opaquas lnoraases and garnet decraasas In aaoh sarias 
froa tha base to the top of this basin (Table 38)* It is, tharafore, 
interpreted that tha ohangas noted in tha percentage of siroon, 
touraaline, garnet and opaques through geological tiae vara parallel 
to the changes in tha positions and petrography of Arohaan source 
rooks. 
Ked-brovn and green varieties of touraaline with inolusione 
Indicate a source area of granitic eosiposltlon (see Krynine, 19**6). 
The average percentage of touraaline crystals with inclusions 
decreases froa the lower series to upper series of the basin (Table 
36), probably reflects the aaount of contribution aade by granitic 
rocks continued to decrease gradually upward In the basin. 
The Peninsular Arehean rooks are mainly composed of gneisses, 
schists and granitic rocks* In general the rock composition of the 
basin reflect the rock composition of the source area In lverse 
order. It is, therefore, suggested In general, that the lower 
part of the basin most probably derived the debris mostly from 
granitic and schistose and froa gnelasese rocks, while the upper 
part of tha basin received the debris froa the oldest gneisses and 
schists. 
b o 
Besides, tourmaline, slreon and garnet as heavy minerals 
in these rooks
 f otter heavy minerals are also found In a rory wall 
amount. Chief among thorn aro easseterlte, apatite, aonasite and 
rutlle indicating an acid igneous (pegmetitic) source rooks, which 
have also boon supported by too praaanoa of blue tourmaline vita 
no inclusions (see Krynlne, ^oc.Cit.) In these sediments. The 
presence of epidote, s#hene, mlea and magnetite refleeta a soorea 
area of acid igneous composition* 
Garnet» staurolite, actinolite, epidote, mica and part of 
of the opaques (magnetite) point out towards a metamorphla terrain. 
In general9 the clastic debris are chiefly derived from 
acid igneous rooks and metamorpale rooks of different grades from 
the crystalline Arcbean complex. 
Probable poalUvn of tot iftnroa tragi 
the paleoeurrent studies suggest that the elastic material 
perhaps had been derived for lalohlr and Mafaadeva sediments froa 
the rooks which at present are exposed somewhere near to Jmypore 
and Baatar regions situated almost south to this basin (fig.13). 
Paleoeurrent data of the Barakar sediments reveal that the alas tie 
material was supplied from the rooks around K^nker arua exposed 
to south-southwest of the basin. Materials for the KaniganJ 
sediments came from a parent rooks which are exposed at present 
day somewhere near Cblndwara, nagpur and Bhaadara areas loeated 
to almost vast of the basin. 
In generalt the bulk of the rocks which at present are 
exposed In the source area are ohiefly composed of granites, 
granl tee -gneiss es, schists, and metamorphosed rooks. 
• •• .* .* .* .* 
• .• .• .* 
i^ o 
GHAPm IV 
la order of preponderance the sedimentary structures 
noted In the sediments include cross-beddings, ripple marks and 
varvite*. fibular, planar and trough cross-beddings are more 
common. 
la general tbe Xalchir and Barakar rocks show a firming 
upward character and systematic changes In textore and stractores 
from base to top* 
ralflfalr itrUi* 
Xhe Xalchir Series consists mainly of Boulder Beds, 
sandstones, clays and shales. Xhe Boulder Beds occupy mostly tbe 
basal part of the series* It is composed of big boulders to saa 1 
sand-slsed rook fragments, Intimately mixed together in a greenish 
groundmass (Pis*35 to ^ ) * In order of preponderance the rock 
fragments include various kinds of granite, gneiss, quartslte, 
schist, slate, phylllte, greenstone, chert, dolerlte, rein quarts 
and also of sandstone. Xhe pebbles and cobbles of granite, granite-
gneisses and quartsite are mostly well rounded in the Boulder 
Beds (Pis. 37 and &). 
Xhe greenish sandstones occupy mainly the middle and also 
upper part of the Xalchir Series. Very coarse and medium grained, 
massive and thick bedded sandstones, occasionally containing 
stringes of pebble and cobble, are found. Mostly medium to fine 
and also coarse and sllty sandstones, occasionally cross-bedded, are 
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BASEMENT ROCK 
FRAGMENTS 
RAFTED BOULDEBS 
PEBBLES,COBBLES AND 
BOULDERS 
f ig 14 Strahgraphic sections showing vertical Mhotogical association, texture 
and structure of Talchir rocks. Changes in the texture, structure and 
thinning out of lithological units can be seen Ca'to cl") m the current 
direction,'a' and'b','c'and d' are sections from Ramkola(Kandia village) ana 
Tatapam coal-fields respectively 
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BASEMENT ROCK 
FRA6MENTS 
RAFTED BOULDERS 
PEBBLES,COBBLES AND 
BOULDERS 
Fig 14Stratigraphlc sections showing vertical lithological association, texture 
and structure of Talchir rocks. Changes in the texture, structure and 
thinning out of lithological units can be seen fa'to "d") in the current 
direction,'a' and'b/c'and b' are sections from Ramkola (Kandia village) and 
Tatapani coal-fields respectively 
1(.L' 
setm in the upper part of the section* The sandstones are massive 
to ve i l bedded and sometimes contain the angular fragments of green 
elay of lalenlr Series. 
The green clay commonly occupy the middle and upper part 
of the stratlgraphie section* Ihe shales ara o l l n in colour and 
nave a breaking habit Into naadlaa and pencil Ilka fragments* The 
groan elay contain the rafted boulders from pa bole to boaldar In 
also. Clay bads ara aosiatlaaa ripple marked. Many tana of eye la • 
of wry fina alternating laminae of t i l t s tone and sl lty-cley 
constituting Tarves are found In fatapanl coal-field (Flg.Vt)* 
I he complete stratlgraphie sequence of Xalehlr Series 
exposed In both these coal-fields la shown In r'lg*1>t* In Aamkola 
coal-field section Uig . lV) , tna Boaldar Bads show vary crude 
stratification whereas In Tatapanl coal-field these bade have very 
regular bedding planes, rhe Boulder Bads and pebbly sandstones ara 
seen to ba gradually graded laterally Into sandstones, si ltstones, 
s i l t y shales and shales Uig.1>+.), a l l of which ara eonformable to 
one another. The rod and disc-shaped pebbles and cobbles In most 
of the cases show a marked preferred orientation In the pebbly-
sandstones and the Boulder Beds (Pl«39). Occasionally the beds In 
many of the sections show the graded texture (Flg.lU-)* 
giraftflir tftrifi* 
In general pebbly and coarse grained sandstones of this 
series are gradually replaced upward by medium and fine grained 
sandatones and the latter by thin alternating units of slltstonas 
and shales, which are replaced finally by carbonaceous shales and 
J( o' 
coal. Xhe sinliar f toning upward characters aro also described 
in the Barakar sandstones by Caaebyap (1970) and In the Old Bad 
Sandston* of Groat Britain by Allan (1970). 
In too Lower Barakar bods largo seals planar cross-beddings 
aro vary eosseon, tabular cross-beddings occur at few plaoo and 
trough cross-beddings aro wry raro (Pl.M)). In general tha also 
of planar eross-beddings is gradually reduced in tha middle 
Barakar rooks* 
Barakar rooks aro ooaposod of pebbly sandstones containing 
highly angular metaaorphie rook fragments. The tnlekness of thoso 
bads is variable and range from 10 to 100 feet, and bods of 1$ to 
50 foot thickness aro more common. Very coarse grained sandstone 
rarylng in thickness froo 10 to 100 foot and with a more frequency 
of 25 to 30 foet bods aro followed by 10 to 15 foot thick clay 
bods (Fig.15). 
Xhe pebbly sandstones aro followed by Tory coarse grained 
sandstones and latter by clay beds. These textural associations 
aro repeated at a number of times in the Barakar stratigraphie 
ooluan and soaotlmos pebbly sandstones aro followed by clay bads 
and coarse grained sandstones by medium grained sandstones or clay 
bads. Upward, in the stratigraphie section, the thickness of pebbly< 
sandstones are gradually reduced and rarles from 7 to 25 foot and 
beds of 10*12 fast thickness are more common. Xhese pebbly sand-
stone beds are followed by coarse grained sandstones which range 
in thickness from 5 to 90 feet, their common thickness being 15 to 
20 feet, fhose textural associations are repeated many tiaes, the 
coarse grained sandstones are sonstiaes replaced by medium grained 
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sandstones or clay beds which art often carbonaceous. Ftispars 
in the pebbly sandstones and coarse grained sandstones are commonly 
sabangular to subrounded and at places represented by cleavaged 
fragments. Large sized flakes of mica are very comaon In pebbly 
sandstones suggesting quick transportation through short distance. 
These beds are rmry thick bedded, mass ire and occasionally cross-
bedded, this sons may be comparable to 'A' facias of Allen (Loc.Cit 
p*300). It Is overlained mostly by medium grained and occasionally 
fine grained sandstones which are followed by oarbonaceous clays 
that In turn followed by medium and coarse grained sandstones 
alternating with carbonaceous clay. The clays show Impressions 
of plant fossil, vis, Vertebraria and son cracks polygons (Pls.M 
and **5)• 
The alternating beds, •C fades of Allen (Loe.Cit.) are 
extensively developed and cover major part of the stratigraphle 
column. It consist of alternating thin units of very fine grained 
sandstones or silty sandstones or coarse slltstones and massive 
carbonaceous d a y (Pis* ^2,^3 and Mf}. Sometimes coarse grained, 
massive and often cross-bed*d sandstones, ranging In thiokness 
from % to jQ feet, are seen In between these rocks* The significance 
of these coarse textured rooks in between silty sandstones and 
carbonaceous clays Is disc as»ad In the next pages* Sixteen such 
representative units are noted* 
The *C faoles of Allen (Loe.Cit.) are variable In thickness 
and range from one foot to fifteen feet In thickness* Generally 
It is massive In ease of small thiokness, but contain tens of 
42 
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small units where the thiokness Is great. Units of 2 foot thick 
aro most common» four to tight foot thick aro also toon* Sometimes 
lateral pinching Is noted. The bass of the unit is sharp with 
carbonaceous olay and Indicating a break In the sedimentation. 
Occasionally there is merging of one unit Into overlying finer unit. 
Climbing ripple laminae and different kinds of rippls narks are 
most oonmon. Sun-Cracks polygons In fins clay following the unit 
of climbing rippls laainae are occasionally exposed (Pis. k$ to k?)* 
The oarbonaceoas clays are aasslTs fflore abundant and varies 
from 2 to 25 foot In thickness* Fire to ton foot thickness era 
aore common. Ins argillaceous units of snail thickness of 2 foot 
can often bo soon. 
Other ssctions of the Barakar Series (fig.16) of Tatapani 
coal-field consist rery coarse to coarse grained sandstones that 
are followed by medium grained sandstones. This textaral associa-
tions Is repeated many tines and followed by nediun grained sand-
stone which aro orerlalned by fine or vry fine grained sandstones. 
The bods are massITS and thick bedded. 
fiaiUiinl §ffUi» 
The Raniganj stratigraphic colunn Is composed of pebbly 
sandstones, rory coarss grained sandstones, silts tones and olay 
bods. 
Tory coarse or coarse grained sandstones contain doainantly 
big elastics of felspar. Silts tones and clay beds aro mass ire. The 
pebbly or very coarse or coarse grained sandstones aro followed by 
siltstonea or clay beds. Medium or fins grained sandstones aro 
sometimes noted In the section. 
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In the complete stratigraphic column eighty set* of pebbly 
sandstone, very coarse or coarse grained sandstone and siltstone 
beds, sixty si ltstone or clay beds, thirteen medium and seven fins 
grained sandstone beds are counted. Coarse grained units are 
rarlable in thickness and varies fron 2 to 10 feet , beds of 5 to 10 
feet thickness are nor* common. Clay and siltstone beds range Iron 
1 to 25 feet , majority of them being fire feet . 
The beds are massire and thick bedded. A stream or channel 
eat ting that night nave a convex-downward shape, a deposit which 
f i l l them and have a covex downward base, are noted In the field 
(P1.W8). Irregular and uneven beds are frequently seen (PI. *+9 and 
50), Indicating deposition under fluvial conditions (lane, 1963)* 
large seals planer cross-beddings are common, snail scale trough 
cross-bedding and ripple narks of various kinds nay be »e9ti in the 
Upper ftanlganj rocks. Tabular cross-beddings are not found. Hocks 
of this series constitute a thickness of about 1,100 feet. 
Hocks of this Series are very poorly exposed and mostly 
covered by so i l and dense forests. In the Ledho stream cutting 
near Karandlha vil lage In Tatapanl coal-field only the upper part 
of stratigraphlc column of Pane he t Series Is exposed. Zt i s capped 
by Mahadeva Series of Jpper Oondwana sequence. 
Medium, fine and very fine grained sandstones, s l l ty 
sandstones and sl ltstones are commonly found, l'bu beds are well 
bedded to thinly laminated, fhey are dominated by ripple narks 
of several kinds. Urge scale tabular and planer cross-beddings 
are also seen. 
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l i t rock« ara low dipping and overlap on the Lower Ooadwana 
rocks. 2oa sandstonaa are rod, ferruginous, vary coarse grained, 
occasionally, pebbly and remarkably uniform lit texture both verti-
cally aa wall aa laterally, i'hin beds of red clays ara aoaatia*a 
associated with these aandstones. £he bads ara v*ty thick bedded, 
massive and their thickness sooetimes reaches upto 30 fast* fbs 
sandstones ara doain&taly crosa-bad iad, &arga seals planar cross-
baddlngs ara vsry coaaion. Vary large tabular and trough croaa-
baddinga ara alao noticed (Pis. 51 and 52). lo rippla narks ara 
found. 
the total thlck-waa of the column could not ba calculated 
because the beds ara low dipping and access into the area la 
di f f icul t . 
• . * •» . • • • 
* . • • * . • 
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For many years geologists bar* measured the grain sites 
of elastic sediments and muoh ha* been written concerning tba 
Interpretation of grain sise distribution curves* 
Ari thaw tic probability paper ha* proved r*ry useful la 
Tarlout geological studies, particularly In sedlmentology* fhie 
paper la deed for plotting cumulative carves end readings of 
percentiles. All the values are based on Krumbeln's phi-scale. 
Ihe fundamental logic behind the use of this paper and scale was 
described by Krumbein and Pettijobn (1936fp*228). 
Ihe else parameters used were those proposed by Inuan 
(1952) and modified by Folk and Ward (1957)* These have been 
found aore efficient in describing the slse characteristics of 
the sediments of normal and non-normal distributions* fhese 
measurements took into account also the "tail*1 of the distribution 
and used the percentile value of 5»l6950,e\ and 95 percent in the 
cumulative curves* Hence, they described the sise curves more 
faithfully and found to be closer to the moment measures used in 
conventional statistics* fhe geological Meaning of these 
paraneters is better known in the case of mean and standard 
deviation than in that of skewness and kurtosls* 
Ihe following formulae are used for graphical determination 
of sample statistics (after Folk and Ward.Loe.Clt*). 
Graphic Mean Ms « 016 + rto • a m 
Inclusive Graphic 
Standard Deviation 
llo 
tfh -m 
6.6 
Inclusive Graphic 
okewness 2( 0&> • 016 > 2(1*95 -ft) 
Graphic Kurtosls 2?&(6$ -6#) 
UmAimnt 
It will be closer to the dominant parent under condition 
of deposition where relatively nigh energy condition* prevail 
and little of the d a y population will ba deposit ad, and thua 
the Median over a Halted range will toe an indicator of toe energy 
of the environment of deposition, However, under conditions of 
low energy when all the clay population will be deposited, the 
percentage of contribution of clay and sand will be determined 
by the source of supply and tranaportational distribution, and 
thus the median could conceivably be of little indication of the 
energy of the environment, of deposition* 
ffriPftifl rti*/i (MlJ 
fhe graphic mean corresponds very closely to the mean 
computed by the method of moments* «U»an slse is a measure of the 
average expenditure of en^rgp by the depositing agent and Is 
dependent on the availability of source material* 
IftfiJr'AllTt gfmPtUc. •franflarfl fleTiftUflflC )• 
The formula for inclusive graphle standard deviation 
l i 
includes 90 percent of the else frequency distribution. It, 
therefore, represents quits a good measore of sorting, in inverse 
relationship with the standard deviation values* 
In a genetic sense ( A.G.I. Glossary of Geology, 1957»p.2A) 
the term sorting may be applied to the dynamic process by which 
Material having soae particular character is ties, such as similar 
else, shape, specific gravity or hydraulic values are selected 
from a heterogenous mass* it implies that a definite physical 
process has been operative and affected soae separation of parti-
cular material froa heterogenous mass. 
In other words sorting is an expression of the oonstoeey 
in the energy level of the depositing agent* The else frequency 
distribution of the source material, which is characterised by 
its own standard deviation, also affects the standard deviation, 
and hence sorting of the sediment* 
Inclusive graphic skewness is based not only on the 
central part of the discribatIon but also on the "tall" of the 
curve which is a portion wherein lies critical differences between 
the samples* Furthermore it Is geometrically independent of the 
sorting of the sample (Folk, 196?). Skevness measures the asymmetry 
of the frequency distribution* Symmetrical curves have skewness 
equal to aero, end those with excess of fine material have positive 
skewness, whereas, those with excess of Coarse material have a 
negative skewness* For a series of coarsely skewed samples the 
depositing agent operates at velocities higher than average for a 
117 
greater length of tl&e fcftan I t did at lo^or velocities* and the 
velocity fluetaatloos toward* the higher valuta occurred acre 
often than those of the low values ( tfanu, 196V). 
flntftilfl aarfcaiai (KQ)* 
Kurtosls represents the ratio between sorting la tha 
"tails" of the curve and sorting la tha central portion* If the 
portion Is battar sorted than tha "taila", tha corva Is said to 
excessively peaked or leptokurtlef If tha "tall"is battar 
sorted than the central portion, tha curve Is flattened or 
platykurtic. For normal distribution the kurtosls Is equal to one. 
Foot a series of ieptokurtic saoplss with kurtosls greater than 
unity, fluctuations in the velocity of the transporting agent 
has more sorting affect on tha central 50 percent of the else 
frequency distribution than on the "tails". ^iallarly, a noabsr 
of platykurtic samples reflects velocity fluctuations which 
affected the "tails" ouch more significantly than the central 
50 percent, and thereby indicating a «ore erratically fluctuations 
In tha aediua of transport. 
Folk and rfard (Lod.Glt.) and Mason and Folk (1958) gave 
verbal limits of kurtosls as r9ty platykurtic (YFK), I* values 
upto 0.67; platykurtic (FK)|&Q values varies froa 0.67 to 0.85f 
aesokurtle (MKJIKQ varies froa 0.85 to 1.15; leptokurtlc ( J O J K Q 
froa 1.15 to 1.5» vrr leptokurtie (mQfKg froa 1*5 to 3-0| 
and extreacly leptokurtlc UUOjK^, value ov r 3.0. 
1 l:> 
It Is well Known ract that the sixes of grains generally 
follow the log-normal distribution. Jdden (191V> wag the first to 
rsoogniss the log-normal distribution of the grains, Krumbeln (1938) 
also pointed oat that distribution of grain slses in the typical 
sand is approximately log-normal. Removal of random increment 
froa aaterial of finite slse that is subjected to a multiple stage 
abrasion process produces a log-normal distribution of grain slse 
(Cramer, 19t*6,p.220| Epstein, 19*f7). Toe validity of log-normal 
distribution hypothesis is known if cumulative curre plots as a 
straight line on normal probability paper, Sow it became a general 
practice to use the logarithmic of the grain else distribution 
(Harris, 195&I Rogers and Schubert, 1963). 
Zhe cumulative curre is divided into separate line segments 
ealled*oomponentsM(Harris, Loc.Cit.) by inflection points, This 
indicate that the sample contain the mixture of more than one 
population (harden, 1953>» and these components are sorted more 
than the sample (Waglor, 1962). In many cumulative curves the 
inflection point is a division between gravel bed load, sand bed 
load and wash load. The inflection point, therefore, indicates 
a change in the strength of the current. The number of the 
inflection points correspond to number of changes in hydrodynamio 
conditions. 
Grain slse analysis of 116 representative samples from 
Condvana sediments was done and their values are listed in tables39 
a-d and cumulative curves of these samples are plotted (Fig.17 to 22). 
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Fig is Cumulative curves of grain-size distributions of samples from Barakar sandstones of Ramkola coal-field 
on arithmetic probability scale Cumulative curves 'a'to'd'/e'and'f' indicate deposits from channel log,ohannel fill and 
flood plain respectively 
\v 1 1'n 
Fig-1* Cumulative curves ol grain-size distributions of samples from very coarse to very tine grained sandstones ot Barakar rocks of Tatapani 
cod-fiet) on arithmetic probability scale. Cumulative curves 'a* to a" and Y t o ' l " indicate deposits from channel log and channel f i l l , 
channel bar and point bar respectively. 
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The study of these cumulative curves of sandstone* reveals that 
size composition of these sediaents ranges **om hetrogenous mixture 
of gravel, sand and clay to one or two populations only. The 
samples9 therefore, represent coarse bottom deposit to fins 
suspended Material and fluctuations in the velocity of transporting 
current. 
The primary almost strong mode, the secondary weak mode, 
mostly of fins material, can be seen In the cumulative curves 
(Flgs«l7d,1oa,b,d,19b,20a and 22a.) of samples representing the 
river bed and other associated environments of deposition. These 
cumulative curves show a break near and between 10 and 20 
(0.05 - 0.25 « B . ) In Fig.l8d. These deficiencies in the material 
are reported from British Honduras river sands ( Kruegor, unpubliehe 
work) and from most of the fiarakar sandstones of South Karanpura, 
Bihar (flanarjee, 1963,p.320). The other samples 17d,1ob,d, 19b, 
20ai and 22a, show a break In general from 00 to hjt, Results of 
tfagler (1962) also shoved deficiencies In the vicinity of 30 or W0 
10, or 20 *nd -10. These deficiencies may be original or possibly 
due to Hydraulic conditions that might have prevented their (the 
intermediate site ranges) deposition In some particular place or 
with certain other sises (PettiJohn, 1957,p.50). 
The cumulative curves of Barakar, Hanlganj and Mahadevm 
sediments In Figs. 1oa, 19b, 20a and 22a have almost one dominant 
and one weak component and are, therefore, weakly blmodal. These 
samples are produced by simple mixing of two components having 
unlike variances (Fuller, 1962; Tanner, 196**). In general, this 
1 J.J 
The study of these cumulative curves of sandstones reveals that 
size composition of these sediments ranges from hetrogenou* mixture 
of grarei, sand and clay to one or tiro populations only. The 
samples, therefore, represent coarse bottoa deposit to fine 
suspended Material and fluctuation in the Telocity of transporting 
current* 
The primary almost strong mode, the secondary weak mode, 
mostly of fine material, can be seen in the cumulative curves 
(Fig*.l7d,l8a,b,d,19b,20a and 22a.) of samples representing the 
river bed and other associated environments of deposition. These 
cumulative curves show a break near and between 10 and 20 
(0.05 - 0,25 na*> in Fig.l8d. These deficiencies in the material 
are reported from iiritlsh Honduras river sands ( Krueger, unpublisbe 
work) and from most of the fiarakar sandstones of 5outh Karanpura, 
iiihar Uanarjee, 1963,p.320). The other samples l7d,lSb,d, 19b, 
20av and 22a, show a break in general from 00 to W0. Results of 
Magler (1962) a±so showed deficiencies in the vicinity of 30 or W0 
10, or 20 end -10. These deficiencies may be original or possibly 
due to Hydraulic conditions that might have prevented their (the 
intermediate site ranges) deposition in some particular place or 
with certain other sises (PettiJohn, 1957»p.50). 
The cumulative curves of Barakar, Hanlganj and Mabadeva 
sediments in Figs. 1ba, 19b, 20a and 22m have almost one dominant 
and one weak component and are, therefore, weakly bimodal. These 
samples are produce by simple mixing of two components having 
unlike variances (Fuller, 1962; Tanner, 196V). In general, this 
mixing reflects two hydrodynamle condition*. The proportion in 
which these two components have been carabine d should be an 
indicator of the relative strength of the tiro transporting currents. 
The dominant components range from 72% to 95$ $0 to S3* and 
7W$J in samples from Barak .r, Ranlganj and Mahadera sediments 
respectiTely. It means that these rooks are the final product of 
mixture of 5% to 28*, 12# to 500 and 26> of fine grained material 
(about 20 to M ) with 72* - 95*f 50* - 88* and 7 M of coarse 
elasties* 
rhe plotting of cumulative curve of components representing 
finer slsee, snows a straight 11ns (figs. 18a,19b, 20a and 22a). 
Straight lines in curves of arithmetically normal distribution 
in some oasts bars boon reported in the grain siae distribution 
of fins sand, silt and clay by many of the earlier workers 
(Doeglae, V*6| Humphries, 1961 anditogers, et al., 19©3>. Linear 
aims distribution curves on both the logarithmic and arithmetic 
probability paper are known from well sorted sands (Rogers, et al., 
1963). straight lines In grain also distribution curves correspond 
to a particular faetor or rather a group of factors in the physical 
environment of deposition (uoeglas, I*oc.Cit.). The straight line 
component of finer fractions following arithmetical distribution 
and Indicating a group of factors of physical environment daring 
deposition, therefore, reveals that the finer fractions warm 
depoeited by later infiltration in the coarser population in one 
instalment* 
14u 
Ihe frequency curve (Fig. 19a) ahove unimodal distribution 
and la nearly normal aa daflnad by their akewness and kurtoaia 
values. Its variance of components la astenttally equal to 
cumulative curve that baa two parallel tegmenta connected by a 
third abort aegment having a steeper Inclination (Tanner, Ioc.Clt.). 
Cumulative carve* In Fig* 19j tlio show mora or laas thla type 
of character. Ihe frequency carves of Figs. 17a, 18b, and c, 19c, 
d,k,20b,f,h, and lt show that both component variance art not 
essentially aqjal but have vary little variances. 
ttteep and long middle eoaiponanta of cumulative corves In 
Figs.18b,19c,k,20b,and d, indicate that tha material of the samples 
are comparatively better sorted. Ihe rait of tha curres hare a 
aarlaa of straight lines and aany Inflection points. Tha presence 
of eo aany inflection points and straight lines Indicate that tha 
samples were fully adjusted to depositional environments (Doeglas, 
Loc.Clt.). 
Grain aisa distribution curves consisting mixtures of 
three or less log-normal graln-slse population in various propor-
tions. These population are gravel, sand and clay (Spencer, 1963), 
which have different median and standard deviation. Moat of the 
samples representing river bad environments are mixture of gravel 
and sand. 
CHAPXiSH VI 1 4 -
Mechanism and Snylronment of deposition 
The grain slse distribution of any sediment depends upon 
the nature, texture and composition of the source rooks and the 
agency by which they were deposited. The site frequency data when 
subjeoted t; statistical treatment Indicate the mechanism and 
environment of deposition. Friedman (1961) and Viaher (1965b) nave 
used these data to separate the sediments deposited under various 
environments and prepared a modal for fluvial sediments based on 
cumulative carves and other sise data. The author, when compared 
the cumulative curves of ttarakar, itanlganj, Panchet and Mahadeva 
rooks with that model, a striking similarity in the cumulative 
carves with those of Visher (Loc.Clt.) Is noticed. 
Standard deviation, skevness, kurtosis and graphic mean 
are calculated and listed In tables M3,W0a and **0fo. Values of 
standard deviation and skewness fr>m the analysed samples are 
plotted (Figs .23 and 2k) following the technique of Friedman (i*oc. 
Cit.,p.51k-*29). 
Friedman (i«oc .Cit.,p. 520) plotted the values of standard 
deviation versus skevness of the various samples and on this basis 
separated the fluvial sediments from that of beach sediments. Values 
of standard deviation, kurtosis, skevness and mean are calculated 
from the sauples of Xalcnir, Barakar, i.aniganj, Panchet and Maha-
deva Series, (table k0,W0a and kOb). Values of standard deviation 
versus values of skevness are plotted (Figs.23 and 2k) from the 
representative samples of Barakar, Itanlganj, Panchet and Mahadeva 
14-
fable kO- Valuta la phi units of graphic aean, inclaslre graphic 
standard deviation, inclusive graphic skevness and 
graphic kurtosis of representative samples from Talchir 
sediments of Hankola and Tatapanl coal-fields. 
fiwtot foat ffiragftlc. mm 9 3frandard, diYUUQo '•"J'f r V M MWJ*H%T\ 
1 - 1 
1 - 2 
1 - k 
1 - 5 
1 - 7 
1 - 9 
1 -10 
1 -11 
3 - 2 
3 - 3 
3 - 6 
3 - 9 
3 -13 
3 -1k 
3 -15 
3 -17 
3 -18 
3 -20 
3 -22 
3 -23 
3 -2k 
3 -30 
3 -31 
3 -32 
3 -3^ 
3 -35 
3 -39 
3 -k3 
1.60 
1.28 
1.28 
1.68 
0.28 
1.01 
1.k9 
1.k8 
2.7k 
2.27 
1.93 
1.68 
3.00 
3.53 
2.30 
2.03 
2.15 
3.75 
2.78 
3.3^ 
3.21 
O.38 
3.5k 
3.53 
3.73 
2.56 
2.11 
2.95 
2.60 
2.01 
2.50 
2.37 
2.02 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
,88 
15 
>9k 
73 
,80 
2.16 
2.09 
2.16 
1.31 
1.06 
2.15 
1.85 
1.52 
0.89 
1.22 
1.22 
1.06 
2.36 
0.95 
0.70 
0.76 
1.50 
1.k7 
1.23 
0,81 
"O.kOk 
"0.210 
"0.182 
"0.220 
*0.1l*6 
*0.083 
"0.157 
"0.16k 
"0.3k8 
"0.31k 
"0.128 
"0.25k 
"0.130 
"3.079 
"0.11»f 
"0.107 
"0.080 
*0.185 
"0.213 
*o.i5o 
*0.195 
*0.210 
*0.210 
+0.290 
*0.085 
"0.18k 
•0.00k 
"0.171 
0.81 
0.81 
0.71 
0.90 
0.9k 
0.75 
0.80 
0.91 
1.81 
1.71 
t .10 
0.86 
1.03 
1.20 
1.kk 
1.27 
2.10 
1.20 
1.18 
0.91 
0.86 
2.22 
1.03 
1.09 
1.09 
1.35 
0.85 
0.90 
0.392 *.53 
14-
labia U-0 A- Values in phi units of graphic man, inclaiive graphic 
standard deviation, inclusive graphic skavntss and 
graphic kurtosis of representative saaplas from Barakar 
sediments of Ramkola and Tatapani coal-field. 
Saaple No. 6 Graphic mman 0 standard deviation 
2 -13 
2 - l £ 
2 -15 
2 -16 
2 -17 
2 -18 
2 -19 
>f I 8 
if -10 
h -12 
** -13 
W -15 
^ .16 
if -18 
Jf -19 
V -20 jf -21 
if -22 
V -23 
h -2*f 
i, -25 
if -29 
if -30 
W-31 
y -32 
^ "
32 
V -36 
if-39 
if -ifO 
if -if1 
if -ifif 
if -if6 
if -if7 
if -if8 
if -50 
* -51 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
2 
0 
26 
31 
*3 78 
10 
55 
15 
51 
5? 06 
55 
21 
18 
11 2.06 
0.88 
11 
70 
IfO 
00 
68 
0.65 
1.83 
2.if0 
0.53 
2.62 
3.30 
2.71 
2.78 
3.20 
& 
0A8 
1.89 
1.if0 
2.06 
0.62 
1.if0 
3.52 
2 
0 
2 
2 
0 
1.91 
1
' 1 7 
1.9fc 0.78 
0.97 
1.23 
-0.291 
•0.197 
•0.198 
-0.091 
-0.119 
1.37 
1.85 
0.if3 
1 . i * 
1.if8 
8.12 
1.29 
1.55 
0.90 
0.954' 
1.26 
o.5o 
0A8 
1.71 
1.71 
1.20 
0.if9 
0.73 
0.23 
0.30 
0.96 
0.6% 
0.95 1.08 
0.70 
0.9V 
0.77 
0.38 
0.# f 
O.ifif 
0.if2 
O.ifif 
0.36 
0.57 
0.98 
0.73 
0.53 
1.71 
0.28 
0.53 
0.39 
-0.215 
-0.097 
•1.950 
-0.227 
-0.592 
-0.063 
-0.180 
-0.221 
•0.180 
•0.260 
0.093 
•O.3OO 
•O.38O 
-0.1f95 
-0.330 
•O.3O9 
•0.590 
•O.O32 
•0.088 
•0.290 
•0.150 
•0.128 
•0.1if3 
•0 .29* 
-0.071 
•0.007 
-O.OO5 
-0.097 
•0.129 
•O.187 
-0.071 
•O.lifO 
-O.O^f 
•0.110 
-0.120 
•O.331 
-0.1M} 
•0.02»f 
-O.lifO 
-0.236 
1.02 
0.81 
1.60 
1.20 
1.70 
1.00 
0.7? 
1.10 
0.90 
0.76 
0.90 
1.20 
0.79 
1.30 
1.20 
1.60 
1.80 
1.00 
1.20 
0.68 
1.03 
1.50 
1.30 
1.10 
1.20 
1.30 
1.25 
1.11 
0.91 
1.00 
1.01 
1.03 
0.97 
1.10 
1.if0 
1.20 
1.10 
1.10 
0.96 
1.20 
1.20 
1.09 
0.68 
1.30 
1.09 
1.09 
14, 
labia VO b- Valuta in phi units of graphic M a n , inclasive graphic 
standard deviation. inclusive graphic ikuvMSB and 
graphic kurtosls of representative saaples froa RanlganJ. 
Panchet and Manadeva sedaloMnts of Rankola and Tatapanl 
coal-fields. 
Sample Mo. ft Graphic siean 4 Standard deviation 4 Skavnessft Kurtosls 
5 - 1 
5 - 2 
5 - 3 
5 - V 
5-5 
5 - 6 
5 - 7 
5 - 8 
5 - 9 
5 -10 
5 -11 
5 -1V 
5 -15 
5 -16 
5 -18 
5 -21 
5 -22 
5 -25 
5 -27 
5 -29 
5 -31 
5 -35 
5 -36 
5 -VO 
5 -Vi 
6 - 1 
6 - 2 
6 - 3 
6 - V 
6 - 5 
7 - 1 
7 - 2 
7 - 3 
7 - V 
7 - 5 
1.13 
0.35 
0.06 
0.17 
2.18 
0.56 
0.67 
1.29 
0.98 
0.76 
1.26 
0.10 
1.30 
0.03 
0.61 
0.98 
O.83 
1.79 
2.10 
0.11* 
1.78 
1.V5 
0.90 
1.27 
1.93 
3.52 
2.17 
2.62 
2.35 
3.31 
1.13 
2.16 
2.05 
1.12 
0.76 
1.6V 
1.96 
1.50 
1.61 
0.86 
1.60 
1.50 
0.78 
1.M) 
1.22 
1.52 
1.81 
1.25 
1.V8 
1.65 
0.99 
1.VI 
0.90 
0.52 
1.09 
0.81 
1.15 
1.56 
1.31 
0.35 
0.39 
0.37 
0.77 
0.65 
0.VV 
1.29 
1.31 
1.07 
1*22 
1.56 
•0.V50 
•0.0O3 
•0.210 
•0.16V 
•0.056 
•0.1V2 
•0.171 
•0.277 
•0.VV0 
•0.399 
•0.101 
•0.109 
0.060 
•0.077 
•0.250 
•0.036 
-0.227 
•0.065 
•0.V16 
•O.139 
-0.066 
-0.103 
•0.217 
-0.086 
-0.230 
-0.236 
•0.500 
-O.OO5 
•0A60 
•0.1V0 
•0.358 
-0.13V 
-0.1 VO 
•0.070 
-0.820 
0.97 
0.86 
1.10 
1.10 
2.60 
0.98 
1.20 
1.06 
1.03 
1.10 
0.93 
1.03 
1.02 
1.10 
1.V0 
1.2V 
1.00 
1.V0 
1.00 
1.60 
2.70 
1.50 
1.00 
1.00 
1.60 
1.09 
1.30 
1.03 
1.00 
1.10 
1.20 
0.88 
1.V0 
1.20 
1.00 
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Series* It It clear from the Figs.23 and 2M- that all these 
sampleg except few samples. covered the field of Friedman1a river 
sand (Loc.Cit., FigA)* Thus, it la suggested that the samples from 
Barakar to Mahadeva sadineats Indicate the fluvial facias* 
ffrejaaaliM of dtgqgUlva 
Ibc transport mechanism of all types of elastics by a river 
is described in detail by Moss (1963) and Gilbert (1970). the river 
vater lift saall particles froa bottom and hold then in a aspens ion 
while they more forward with the general current* The finest parti-
cles sink most slowly and are carried further before they fall down. 
the larger ones are lifted and then dropped. 3 till larger ones are 
only half lifted and they are rolled over without quitting the 
bottom. Finally there is a limit to the power of every current so 
that the largest fragments at its bed are not moved at all* the 
true inference is that the velocity determines the else Halts of 
the detritus that a stream can move on by rolling or oan hold in 
suspension* 
tftf faUtrn of fiiitfa* 
In the present study the author has used CM Pattern of 
Passage (1957.196V) to determine the mechanism of transportation 
and environment of deposition* Passega (Loc.Clt.) used in bis 
technique the parameters which were obtained from the grain sise 
distribution corves* These parameters are the coarsest one 
percentile grain size ( O and toe median fifty percentile grain 
sise (M). One percentile and fifty percentile of the analysed 
samples are calculated and listed in tables V2.*f2a and h2b. Zhese 
parameters when plotted on a logarithmic paper give a characteristic 
14 . j 
Table k2- Values, 
Talchir 
a l l in Blorons, of G and M for aaaplee froa 
sediments of Raakola and Xatapani coal-fieldi. 
Sample number. 
1 - 1 
1 - 2 
1 - h 
1 - 5 
1 - 7 
1 - 9 
1 -10 
1 -11 
3 - 2 
3 - 3 
3 - 6 
3 - 9 
3 -13 
3 - 1 * 
3 -15 
3 -17 
3 -18 
3 -20 
3 -22 
3 -23 
3 - * 
3 -30 
3 -31 
3 -32 
3 - > 
3 -35 
3 -39 
3 -*3 
3 -Mf 
d One percentile (Oft F i f t y 
8,000 
8,000 
16,000 
8,000 
8,000 
7 t200 
8,000 
if, 000 
15,000 
9,000 
18,000 
12,800 
if, 000 
2,225 
8,000 
8,000 
6,000 
222 
5#200 
710 
330 
9,000 
250 
1 * 
177 
if, 000 
3,000 
2,227 
700 
percentile 0 0 
In nicrona. 
250 
330 
> 0 
260 
390 
555 
322 
3M) 
125 
190 
250 
250 
117 
82 
190 
227 
218 
76 
1»f0 
115 
117 
1,000 
93 
95 
73 
125 
2 > 
125 
268 
14 >J 
labia k2 a- ¥alua», all la nlcrong, of C and M for taaplat froa 
Barakar •adiaanta of Eaakola and Xatapani ooal-fleldi. 
Saapla nuabar. 
2 - 1 
2 - 2 
2 -»f 
2-5 
2 - 7 
2 - 8 
2 - 9 
2 -10 
2 -11 
2 -12 
2 -13 
2 -Hf 
2 -15 
2 -16 
2 -17 
2 -18 
2 - 1 9 
if - 5 
h - 8 
»f -10 
if -12 
Jf -13 
»f -15 
V -16 
if -18 
h -19 
if -20 
«f -21 
h -22 
»f -23 
If -2ft 
Jf -25 
If -29 
h -30 
Jf -31 
>f -32 
!r-2 
^ -39 
if -i«.o 
»f Jf1 
if -Mf 
if -46 
>f Jf7 
if -Jf8 
»f -50 
>f -51 
11 One parcantile CC 
0 i n miorona. 
1 ,808 
9,800 
6,If 00 
8,600 
12,800 
8,000 
1,076 
2,152 
5,200 ( ,000 
7,200 
2,310 
5 * 
If, 000 
2,250 
2,800 
1,076 
2,180 
1,5^2 
5,000 
1,509 
7,$00* 
2,152 
3,360 
30* 
3,25^ 
270 
M 3,720 
3,716 
1,»f05 
8M> 
715 
3,175 
556 
192 
m 
u?£ 
190 
352 
3,25^ 
71 if 
81 ^  
2,152 
1,066 
8Hf 
190 
) Q F i f ty paroantila Ut) 
4 i n microns. 
if 06 
936 
572 
1,076 
1,VI0 
1,23^ 
260 
290 
300 
350 
3&0 
$87 
198 
250 
17 
210 
160 
690 
525 
710 
90*f 
23k 
1,000 
177 
655 
260 
600 
190 
SS 
68% 
392 
315 
2 13 710 
163 
101 
153 
150 
108 
103 
91 
iMf 
662 
333 
352 
17 
662 
3?2 
83 
150 
labia if 2 b- Value*, all in aicrona, of C and M for aamplaa froa 
Aanlganj, Panchat and Mahadara aadimanta of Baakola 
and fatapanl eoal-flaldt* 
I In BWOMI t la alflraMi 
5 - 1 
5 - 2 
5 - 3 
5 -»f 
5 - 5 
5 - 6 
5 - 7 
5 - 8 
5 - 9 
5 -10 
5 -11 
5 - 1 * 
5 -15 
5 -16 
5 -18 
5 -21 
5 -22 
5 -23 
5 -25 
5 -26 
5 -27 
5 -31 
5 -35 
5 -36 
5 -»f0 
5 - M 
6 - 1 
6 - 2 
6 - 3 
6 - h 
6 - 5 
7 - 1 
7 - 2 
7 - 3 
7 - » * 
V-\ 
8,000 
8,800 
6,1*00 
10,if 00 
1.377 
7.600 
3.7»* 
1,280 
3.7Mf 
2,650 
3.030 
6,700 
2,930 
6,700 
8.000 
2.152 
15.200 
>f,000 
1.280 
2.760 
518 
2.7M) 
3.7Wf 
3.616 
3.150 
* i * H 
190 
W80 
556 
360 
I8»f 
2,152 
2,1*f0 
796 
2.530 
10,000 
8Jf00 
936 
930 
1.279 
960 
235 
762 
600 
1*20 
710 
686 
t52 
1.152 
if 06 
1.152 
638 
572 
1.VI0 
W48 
300 
518 
258 
290 
33fc 
760 
378 
250 
83 
2W5 
163 
227 
83 
205 
536 
2*f2 
>f62 
2,151 1.000 
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pattern of the agent of deposition, Passega (Uxj.Cit.) established 
the CM pattern after studying the conditions of flow, discharge, 
sediments concentration and other factors, based on samples collected 
frosi the Mississippi river, (U.S. Waterways i&perlmental station, 
1939) 1 £noree river Uniatein and others, 19*+0) and other rivers* 
Ihe CM pattern of Fassega (Loe.Cit.) coatains nS, ^,?>i,OP and OH 
segments. 
It represents the suspended elastics in the upper part of 
water column of the river channels* This column is uniform both in 
maximum particle sise and in total concentration. The suspended 
material from this column is passed over from the river channel to 
the flood plain resulting in vertical accretion* 
Qtt aagmanti 
fhis represents the sediment of subaqueois bank deposit, C 
values of this segment are similar to those measured for sediments 
transported in graded suspension in the lower part of the water 
column. Material shows the best sorting, atleast in their coarser 
half part. fhe cumulative curves of grain sise distribution of this 
segment generally end bluntly on the coarser side, sharply defining 
the values of C. All these curves have fairly similar anapes. 
Ptf aeiftent* 
Particles of P^ segment are found only on the river bed and 
waivr in suspension (but bottom suspension)* These particles probab-
ly are transported by rolling* Their rolling is aided by movement of 
abundant fine material (Hijulstrom. 1939)* This type of deposits 
should be found in channel fill section of ancient sediments. 
15o 
OF »ad Ql~ segmental 
3egment OP represents an Increase In the amount of rolled 
material and Oil Indicate* almost entire material transported by 
rolling on toe channel bed. 
Samples representing "Pelagic" pattern are deposited in bank 
swamp environment, The value of C at the point of inflection in CM 
pattern is designated as Cs and correspond to the largest particles 
which can be transported In graded suspension* the value* of C u are 
for the coarse particles which can be transported in uniform suspen-
sion. 
Dlecaaaloni 
Grain else distribution data from representative samples 
from Talchir to Mahadeva sediments are very veil suited for CM 
pattern presentation. 
CM Turbidity pattern! 
Grain size distribution of twenty-nine samples representing 
Talcair sediments have been studied. The values of the coarsest one 
percentile and the median 50 percentile are obtained from grain slse 
distribution curves and plotted on a logarithmic paper. The agent 
of deposition known from this plotting are turbidity currents and 
tractive currents (Fig.260. The turbidity currents are produced 
under high gradients. The high gradient possibly be the result of 
Heroynian Orogeny which not only had effected a greater part of 
Europe but also some of the countries of Asia. Perhaps the relief 
of the source area that supplied the debris for the basin under stud] 
was also elevated. The unimodal current direction during the Talehlj 
period also suggests high gradient. Beds in the stratigraphlc 
ir> 
• CM PLOTS OF RAMKOLA 
GRAIN SIZE IN MICRONS 
MEDtAN(M) 
Fig. 25-Values of Cand M of representative samples of Talchir rocks 
are plotted on Passega's(1957)pattern and the areas of tractive 
currents and turbidity currents are shown. 
1 5 , 
section sHov graded texture (Flg.lW). 
QH f'Urii\ naUtrn 
C and M values of the samples collected from pebbljr sand-
stones, very coarse and coarse grained sandstones of the Sarakar, 
Baniganj arid Mahadeva sediments, lie outside the OH and OP segments 
of the CM diagram (Figs* 26 and 2 7) of Passage (Loc.Cit.). The 
numbers of the samples which are in OH and OP segments of CM diagram 
arei 2-1,2-**,2-5.2-6,2-10,2-11 ,2-12,2-15I2-16,2-17»2-I8,2-19, IK3I 
if-»f,U-5,W-lO,V-12A-13tl*-l6,W-i8,if-19,W-22A-29l^-30t,*-5lf5-1t5-2, 
5-3t5^i*^t5-7,5-9,5-lO,5-1l,5-l2,5-lM-l5t5-l6,5-l8,5-20,5-2l, 
5-22,5-29,5-31 i5-35t5-36,5-M>, 7-1,7-2,7^,7-5 and 7-6. the pebbles, 
gravels and very coarse elastic material of the samples were too 
coarse to be carried in suspension and were transported by rolling 
process on the river beds. These samples, therefore, indicate an 
environment of channel log deposit. 
Mostly the fine grained and also medium to coarse grained 
samples from the Barakar, £aniganj and Mahadeva sediments covered 
the field of P^ segment of CM diagram. ?he coarse and medium 
grained samples in the CM diagram are shown by ^ -36,U-i+8, and W-7, 
W*7t**-50 numbers respectively, fine grained samples are shown by 
2-9,2-13A-8,^-231^-2^,^-25^-311**-38,5-515-8,5-25,5-27,5-M and 
7-3 numbers. One sample *t-7 has the graded texture. It is,this 
evident from the character of P^ segment of CM pattern that medium 
and fine grained elastics are moat probably transported by bottom 
suspension on the river beds, and the coarse grained elastics trans-
ported probably by rolling process in the river channels. These 
samples, therefore, represent a deposit from ancient river channel 
fill. 
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Samples collected from atratigraphic column mostly from 
middle and upper part of the Barakar and from upper Fanehct roc-* 
include fin* and wry fine grained sandstones • CM plotting of these 
gamplaa cowered the <#i segment of Passage. diagram. these samples, 
therefore, lndloata a deposit of point and channel bar of the river 
(saa aoyse, 1968). Iha samples W-15,^-20,^-21 A-33t^-^A-^t 6-1, 
6-2,6-3,6-** ,6-5 and 6-6 have comparatively batter sorting and show 
significantly an abrupt and In the coarser material of tba oumula-
eurves, and thus define the C values. 
Saaplas from the upper part of the Barakar stratlgraphlc 
column (Fig.15) are vary fine grained and show better sorting, these 
samples 2-lV,W-32,**-39,V-M> and M t 1 , lie In the field of RS segment 
of Passage diagram. the clastic material of these samples was trans-
ported In the uniform suspension water column of the river channel 
and was carried away from the main channel to the flood plain for 
depoaltion. these samples, therefore, represent the flood plain 
fades. 
Some of the plotted points show a slight dispersion from 
typical fluyial CM pattern, which Is due to a fluctuation in the 
total amount of stream energy which deposited these sediments* A 
few of the samples also cower the beach field of Friedman (ioo.Clt.) 
diagram due to their better sorting. It seems that the separation 
limits between fluvial and beach sediments as proposed by Friedman 
are arbitrary. 
ftiAiIi ma Q Surra of QmalAV 
A transportation mechanism of coarse and fine elastics of 
the Oondwana sediments may be ascertained by comparing the grain 
15. 
sise distribution curves with Doeglas (19*»6) &,A,I and C curves* 
Doeglas (tuoc.Clt.) synthetic »C* curves coital a a dominant propor-
tion of mixtures of gravel, pebble and sand-slsed claaties with a 
••ry little amount of fina material. these curves indicate tha 
dapoaitional mechanism mainly of rolling and also of suspension 
deposit on the river bed, and represent an average river channel 
deposit. The curves of the coarse grained sandstone samples from 
Baraltar, Bmnlganj and Mahadeva sediments are plotted after the 
technique of Doeglas (toc.Clt.)* It is clear from Figs.28 and 29 
that the samples 2-1,8-2,2-**,2-5-2-8,2-10,2-11,2-12,2-15,2-16,2-17, 
2-19, »*-iOf^-i2fW-i3^-iM-i6t5-l ,5-2,5-3.5-^,5-5.5-6,5-9,5-H , 
5-12,5-1**.5-l6,5-20,5-21,5-22,5-36,5-M),7-2 and 7-5 more closely 
follow the trends of 'C curves* Most of the samples lying outside 
OH and OP segments of CM pattern of Passega and the afore-mentioned 
samples are the same, it is, therefore, suggested that these coarse 
elastics were deposited by the river channel and associated environ-
ments. 
T garni* 
Grain slse distribution curves of flam grained sandstones 
samples, W-20.V-21 ,W-33,»*-M*,M»>6, 6-1,6-2,6-3,6A,6-5 and 6-6,are 
compared with Doegals *X* curves (Fig.30). The '7f curves of 
Doeglas indicate a material deposited by suspension process. It is 
obvious from this figure that these plotted curves show a strong 
resemblance with 'T* curves* These samples also cover the graded 
suspension •# segment of CM diagram. It is, therefore, concluded 
that these samples were deposited by the suspension process in the 
fluvial environment. 
15., 
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For very fin* grained sandstone samples 2-lW,W-32,W-39, 
V-ifO and ifr-M, the curves are plotted (Fig.31)* these curves 
very closely follow the trends of T curves and l ie in H3 sus-
pension segment of CM diagram. It If, therefore, inferred that 
tn<*se samples deposited under a uniform suspension environment* 
There are many samples which show mixture of eoarse and 
fine grained elastics in variable proportions, the curves of 
these samples l ie in Doeglas *Ht and •!• curves (Flg*32)« these 
samples are more or less the same which l ie in PQ segment and 
thus indicate a combination of different strength of transporting 
agents, the mechanism of deposition of these elastics may be 
rolling and bottom suspension on the river beds. 
JTirlronmenU 9f flipojUlOT 
the results of grain sise distribution, mechanism of 
transportation, sedimentary structure and textural association 
clearly indicate environments related to glacial and fluvial for 
the sediments of the basin under study. Rocks related to glacial 
deposit indicate oatwash, reworked outwash, fluvial and also 
i 
lacustrine environments. Fluvial beds represent mainly environ-
ment of channel and flood plain, which at times associated with 
marshes and lakes. 
IsJLofalr a tries* 
the oldest Arehean rocks were uplifted along their older 
faults by Hercynlan Orogeny (see Krishnan, 1968,p.275^ in upper 
Carboniferous period, the elevated portions were covered by 
glaciers due to precipitation of lee. the glaciers take their 
load from naked areheans, descend down and spread out their lobes 
1 85 
In less oold and low lying treat. The Ice started to melt and 
water began to sort the till as outwash. 
The Boulder Beds haw very crude bedding planes in Ramkola 
coal-field (Fig. 1 if), and they hare the appearance of glacial 
outwash (Pis.53 and 5*t)« The outwash could hare been derived 
fron till by mild sorting of melting ice water. Regular bedding 
planes in the Tatapani coal-field indicate sorting of the material 
or reworked outwash. 
Landim and Frakes (1968) proposed parameters for discri-
minating between till, mud flow and outwash. These parameters 
are standard deviation, mean and kurtoals. The values of kurtosis, 
standard deviation, mean and skewness are calculated for Talohir 
sediment8 and recorded in table *+0. The standard deviation and 
mmanv give the best separation of outwash and till when plotted 
graphically. Standard deviation and mean of representative samples 
of Hamkola Tatapani coal-fields are plotted (Fig.33). These 
samples completely lie in the outwash field of L&ndlm and Frakes 
(Loc.Clt). In Tatapani coal-field, the plotting of standard 
deviation versus mean indicates partly outwash and partly reworked 
sediments (Flg>33>. The samples from reworked sediments have 
better sorting as compared to the outwash deposits. On plotting 
the kurtosis versus mean of these samples it is observed that 
majority of samples lie in outwash field whereas only a few overlap 
the till field (Flg.3^). 
An equation has been established by Landia and Frakes 
(Loo.Clt.) for calculating the discriminant indices of till and 
outwash deposits. The author has used the following discriminant 
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D(Mt, ,SkItk0> « -0.00256 M^ • 0.03501 > 0.02578 Skj - 0.015^9 kg 
The discriminating values of D(Ms, , Skj, kQ) greater than 
0.08133 clearly indicate a sample from till and values of 
D(Ma, , Skj9 JCQ) last than 0.08133 sug&est an outwaah sample. The 
discriminating values tor 29 representative samples hare baan calcu-
lated and recorded In table M . It la obvious from table U1 that 
all the discriminating Taloet are less than 0.08133, suggesting 
strongly that these samples are representative of outvash deposits. 
It Ist therefore, concluded on the basis of these plotted data and 
the discriminating values, that these samples are from outvash beds* 
The kurtosis values of Aaakola coal-field samples, which are 
less than one (Table *f0), reflect a more erratic fluctuations In 
the current velocity of transporting medium. The kurtosis values 
of most of the samples of Tatapani coal-field vary from 1.03 to 
2.22, Indicating a fluctuation In current velocity and better 
sorting on central 50 percent of grain else distribution curves. 
The percentage of broken and perfect euhedra of sircon 
crystals are calculated from wry sample. The percentage of perfee 
euhedra deoreases with the Increase of distance of transportation 
of the elastics. The distribution of perfect euhedra of sircon In 
Talehir beds is quite Irregular (Table 52). It is obvious that 
the distance of transportation or rate of erosion was not equal 
throughout the Xalchir period. It is therefore, suggested that 
most probably the front of ice lobe was oscillating during the 
deposition of these sediments. The Boulder Beds* pebbly sandstones, 
coarse and fine grained sandstones and clay beds are the indicators 
of the discharge of melting water from the glacial front. 
Table Vl- Discriminating ralu«s for samples from Talchir 
sediment,* of Ramkola and Tatapani coal-fielda. 
3amPi« number. ft Diaer^inaUm ra^lST 
1 - 1 0.0565V 
1- 2 0.06628 
1 - h 0.02177 
1 * 5 0.06300 
1 - 7 0.05^30 
1 - 9 0.06320 
1-10 0.0V766 
1-11 O.O36M 
3- 2 0.01917 
3- 3 0.03538 
3- 6 0.0V789 
3- 9 0.051^5 
3-13 0.01387 
3-1V 0.007M* 
3-15 O.OV353 
3-17 0.03577 
3-18 0.01310 
3-20 
3-22 0.01182 
3-23 0.02006 
3-2^ 0.01 OHf 
3-30 0.05267 
3-31 
3-32 
3-3^ 
3-35 0.02030 
3-39 O.03308 
3-M* 
17 
The occurrence of varves and ripple marks at the base of 
the Tatapanl section thick deposit* of green clay (Fig. 1 if) in 
clearly Indicates the existence of shallow lakes. Xhe ripple 
•arks most probably might hare been developed at the base of the 
i 
lake by the movement of faint currents. The pebbles and cobbles 
of schists and angular chunks of green shale In sandstones In the 
upper part of the section show occasional. Increase In turbulance 
of glacial water and concomitant erosion. The presence of green 
colour In sandstones and clay beds was probably due to the absence 
of appreciable amount of organic matter In such a cold climate 
(Grim, 1951 »p.231). 
The scratches and striations of glacial origin on pebbles 
and cobbles are almost absent, which may be due to quick wearing 
away of the tills and these are rarely preserved In outwash depo-
sits (Flint, 19*7, P.13^>-
The variation In grain slse, the wedge shape of the beds, 
the rapid lateral changes In fades, the presence of crude bedding 
planes,rafted boulders, pebbles and cobbles, the results of plotting 
of standard deviation versus mean and kurtosia versus mean and the 
discriminating values strongly suggest that these deposits represent 
outwash, reworked outwash, fluvio-glacial and glacio« 
facias• 
lacustrine 
Bmriftir atrlM' 
The rugged topography and high rook barriers of the source 
area were gradually reduced by the drastic action of 
Talchir period. tfpto the end of this period the lee 
disappeared and the source area was converted Into a 
lee In the 
gradually 
land of 
1( J 
marshes and lakes. A crude and inefficient drainage system 
oonnactad with the series of lakes and marshes v u developed. 
4ith the passage of tine a network of tributary stream system 
was spread up and extended away fro* the main channel. These 
streams out new valleys and the sedimentary load in High gradient 
streams continued to Increase, a'ith the passing of time the supply 
of the sediment was balanced with that of the stream capacity. 
Finally» the channels would hare been formed with smooth floor of 
high gradient. Pebbles, cobbles and coarse sand covered the channel 
floor and they were continuously transported and reworked. This 
type of high gradient streams with very low sinuousity most 
probably were present during the Lower Barakar period (Fig»35-C>. 
The position of the samples collected from the Barakar 
rocks is shown in the stratlgraphle columns (Fig.i5). ?he grain 
size distribution of these pebbly, gravelly, massive and thick 
bedded sandstones indicate a deposit of channel log. These sand-
stones show a close resemblance to the channel sediments of the 
modern streams described by Flsk (19U»)| Bundborg (1956)I daras, 
MaeKansle and McCubbin (1963)| Harms and Fahnestock (1965) end 
Basumalliek (1968). 
Jpto the begining of the Jpper Barakar period the source 
area was continued to be lowered by the dwindling process of land* 
mass and a meandering river system with flood plain was developed 
(Flg.35-D and U). These flood plain deposits may be formed by any 
channel of any size or any type (Leopold and wolman, 1970). The 
thin sheets of fine sandstones, sllty sandstones and siltstones 
dominated by ripple and climbing ripple marks (Pls.^29^39MfVW6 and 
h?) indicate that the strength of flood water was quite sufficient 
DIFFERENT STAGES OF EVOLUTION OF STREAM 
AND ITS VALLEY, REPRODUCED 
Afttr Strahler (I960) 
Flg.35 
to carry the heavy loads of sediment and to spread It by the 
ripple currents on reaching in the areas of calm and quite water. 
During the continuous supply of fine sand, the ripple surface was 
quickly hurried and preserved. The continuous preservation of 
original rippled layers results in the formation of superposed 
ripple narks or climbing ripple laminae (McKee, 1965)t which are 
grouped into three classes by Walker (1963)* These climbing ripple 
laminae are comparable to Walker (Loc.Cit.) type class one and two, 
the later are more common (P1.U6). The type two of climbing ripple 
laminae indicates partial erosion of up-stream side rippled layer 
by the movement of sediments as bed load before this rippled layer 
could completely be preserved and hurried (Walker, Loc.Cit.). Every-
where these ripple dominated layers are covered by a rwey thin layer 
of sun cracked polygons (P1A5). This indicates that clay was the 
last material to be deposited after each flood period (McKee, Loc. 
Cit.). These beds are thin bedded to thinly laminated, parallel 
continuous and more or less regular (McKee, 1939; Dunbar and 
Rogers, 1957)* These beds also show poor to fair sorting or almost 
unimodal cumulative curves (Fig. l8e and f) and graded texture 
(McKee, Loc.Cit.| Tvenhofel, 1939) Sundborg, Loc.Cit.). These thin 
sheets of silty clay, si Itstone, and sllty sandstone are generally 
parallel to the axes of channel coarse grained deposits, known from 
paleocurrent studies. It shows that water flooding from the main 
channel into the flood plain moved directly down the valley (see 
Leopold and Wolman, Loc.Cit.)• 
Grain sise distribution indicates that these flood strata 
were deposited by suspension process. These thinly laminated 
strata are comparable to fine grained sediments accumulated by 
suspension la waterlogged flood-basin* along the aide of the 
preaent day river channels (Flak, 19Mf,l9^7j And e n on, 1961, see 
Allen, 196^| Alien, 196V). A very close resemblance of these 
deposits i s found with the flood deposits described by NeXee (Loc. 
Cltl; Happ, Rittenhouse, Oorden and Dobson (19M»j Jahns d 9 W t 
Sbantser (1951) and McKee, Crosby and Berryhill (1967)* 
Sixteen units of coarse grained, occasionally cross-bedded 
channel sandstones are found enclosed among these flood strata 
(Fig.15). From grain s i se distribution of these samples (8,10,11, 
12.15,16,17,18 and 19) a channel environment of deposition i s 
inferred. These samples, therefore, represent the abandoned older 
channels of the main river which were lef t out in the flood palln 
perhaps as cut-off from the meanders or any other part of the river 
channel. These deposits in general represent Allen (Loc.Cit.) 'C 
faciei (Fig.36). 
The Qondwana coal of India i s generally believed to be 
of transported origin (Pasooe , 1959,p.911; Niyogi, 1966 and 
Krishnan, 1968,p.279). Analyses of the f ie ld data suggest a swampy 
origin for coal and carbonaceous matter. Niyogi (Loc.Cit.) also 
suggested an origin in shallow lakes and swamps for coal and 
carbonaceous matter. The association of carbonaceous clay with 
ripple dominated siltstones and s l l t y sandstones in Upper Barakar 
rocks indicates that the carbonaceous matter mixed with clay was 
transported from the swampy area to the flood plain. The occasion-
al presence of plant fo s s i l , Vertebraria (Pl.Wl), in carbonaceous 
clay indicates a short distance of transportation. Swamp deposits 
are sometimes found to be enclosed in between carbonaceous clay, 
silt/ tandstone and ailtstone sequences. Such deposits are charac-
terised by, massire clay containing abundant plant fossils, Verteb-
raria, silts tone beds frequently associated with mas sire clay 
indicating occasional flow of water for maintaining the swaap and 
i 
massive clay in the form of lenses rather than regular and continu-
ous beds. These characters are similar to the swaap deposits des-
cribed by Une, (1963). 
It is, therefore, inferred that an area of extensive swamps 
in flood plains with a network of rivers was drained mostly from 
the south-vest. The fluvial channel deposits of Lover Barakar 
period were graded upward into a flood plain and paludal deposits* 
Similar changes in the fluvial fades are also noted by Vis her 
(Loc.Cit.) and Allen (Loc.Cit.). 
The different portions of Barakar startigraphic column 
(Fig.15) ahov a strong resemblance in textures and structures to 
the different fluvial fades of alien (Loc.Cit,). Sediments deposi-
ted during a complete life of a river hare been differentiated by 
Allen (Loc.Cit.) into six facias namely, A9a1fa2,B-,C and 0. (Fig. 
36). Allen1 s (Loc.Cit.) fluvial *A' fades ie well represented in 
the lover part of the section, 'C* fades la best developed and 
dominantly represented in the upper part of column, whereas 'B ', 
•B2'V'B«' and 0 fades are absent in these rocks. 
Gradually teotonism became accelerated and the uplift 
produced a vory youthful topography of rugged ridges with marked 
relief. The rivers, perhaps similar in character and in type to 
FACIES 
Fig.36-Allen's(1970) multiple composite 
fining-upwards cyclothem. 
TIME LINE 
EROSIONAL 
SURFACE 
IV J 
the Lower Barakar rivers,started carrying vary coarse debris for 
Banlganj sediments and spread pebbley sandstones over Barakar 
flood strata. The coarse detritus of pebbly sandstones, very 
coarse and coarse grained sandstones could be transported by rivers 
of high gradient (Leopold and Wolman, Loc.Clt.). Moat probably 
these nigh gradient rivers Bight have existed throughout the Rani-
ganj period. 
The grain size distribution of twenty-three coarse grained 
samples indicates an environment of channel log deposit. Five 
medium grained samples reflect an environment of channel fill depo-
sits. These coarse and medium grained deposits are followed by 
silty sandstones or siltstone beds indicating an environment purely 
of suspension. These suspension deposits or flood deposits can 
be formed in any kind or slse of rivers (Leopold and Wolman, Loe. 
Cit.)« A fluvial channel deposit In most of the cases is followed 
by a flood deposit mostly throughout the Kaniganj period. For 
similar lithological association Potter and Slever (1956) suggested 
that deposition of coarse debris first oecured In channel area and 
subsequently finer elastics over non-channel area. Lyons (1906) 
also described that the present Mile river developed toe flood 
plain deposits in 1,000 years over a channel coarse deposit. The 
fluvial fades of Kaniganj sediments are similar to Allen (Loc.Clt.J 
•A' fades. (Fig.36). 
fanghjt virtue* 
The deposition of Panchet beds started with the uplift in 
the source area (see Xrlshnan, Loc.Clt.,p.275). The newly born 
17 D 
stream had started to transport the coarse debris das to high 
gradient and deposited the pebbly sandstones* Such coarse grained 
beds are also exposed in Auranga, Hutar and DaltonganJ coal-fields 
and occupy a greater portion of stratigraphio sequence of Panehet 
Series (Israili. 1967)* These fields are very close and situated 
on the eastern side of the field under study* These pebbly sand-
stones beds are not exposed in this field* Only a snail and upper 
part of the section is exposed* which composed of very fine grained 
and silty-sandstones dominated by ripple marks. The high gradient 
rivers during the Lover Panehet period gradually becane a low 
gradient rivers of moderate sinuouslty towards the end of Panehet 
period* The moderate sinuouslty of the river is also known from 
the palaeoeurrent data of this series* The ripple dominated 
sllty sandstones were deposited by the suspension process as point 
and channel bar in the river known from the grain slse distribution 
of six samples* 
MdHKlfTa dries' 
Another cycle of uplift was started at the beginning of 
Trlassie period and towards end of this period the deposition of 
Hahadeva sandstone started (see Krishnan, loo.Cit..p.27$). The 
abundance of cross-beddings is a distinctive feature of this series* 
Tabular and trough cross-bedlings are often noted (Pis*51 and 52). 
The probable environmental significance of such type of cross-
beddings is discussed in detail by Allen (1963e*p*93-11tf)* Grain 
slse distribution of six very coarse grained samples indicates that 
these elastics represent an environment of channel log deposit* 
Hirersof moderate sinuouslty known from the palaeoeurrent data 
and palaeoeurrent map (Pig.37) appear to have deposited these 
sandstones* 
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ciupm vu 
The aim of this study is to investigate the variation 
in gradient and in tht direction of pale os lope which V M responsi-
ble for descending down the elastic debris for tht Gondwana sedi-
ments, the position of the soures area and the paleogeograpay. 
It is found convenient to represent th« paleoourrent 
data of each grid as ross diagram, which summarised both ths M a n 
vector and current direction variability, so that the significance 
of it aaj be evaluated at a glance, These ro§e diagram* indicate 
a vertical and lateral variability of currants* The ro«e diagrams 
aay represent the paleocurrent data from any part of ths strati* 
graphic column, which are shown in peleocorrent aap (Fig.37), it 
is clear from this diagram that paleocorraat pattern of sediacnts 
in the basin show a complete non-uniformity and remarkable changes 
in the current direction through time (Fig.38). Average paleo-
ourrent direction of sedinent transport and the variability of 
current of each series are shown in Fig.39. Xhe direction of 
paleoourrent is known from the foreset beds of cross-beddings, 
asymmetry of ripple Barks and imbrication of rod and disc-shaped 
pebbles and cobbles based on total of h,$&* esimuthal data. 
lalfiftjr ?trJ.il' 
The paleoourrent pattern of the Talebir sediaents %a 
Inferred mainly froo the asiauth of 2,353 rod and disc-abaped 
pebbles and cobbles. Xhe scatter of the current from the main 
direction is represented by the standard deviation* which ie 
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best known with reference to the resultant vector ratter than 
vector Man* An inverse relationship between the standard 
deviation and •actor magnitude is known froa tabla U^, The 
•taodard delation of these current attributes varies froa 21°to 
69°. In twelve outcrops it varies froa 39 to *+9, m seven 
outcrops froa U>9° to 69° and frosi 21° to 380 In six outcrops. The 
average of lateral and vertical current variability in various 
outcrops appear to be very lev. The higher standard deviations 
(W9° to 69°)» aost probably, are the result of a slope of lover 
gradient which permitted the greater current direction variability 
(Potter and Olson, 199>* and Pelietier, 1958). Perhaps the gradient 
was locally lowered with tiae in the Upper Talchir period* The 
standard deviation of this series is 55° and 60° for rod end 
disc-shaped pebbles and cobbles respectively (Table **i), thus 
shoving almost the saae degree of scattering of ourrents. Small 
outcrops tend to have a uniform flow pattern than the large out-
crops, possibly due to small number of readings (Potter and 
alever, 1956). Ibis high standard deviation (55°and 60) might 
have resulted from the large number of asiauth readings (2,353) 
collected from the stratlgraphie column of the Xalcbir rocks 
(Potter and Olson, Loo.Git.). These sediments, therefore, indicate 
a more composite paleocorrent pattern. Xhe asiaath values in each 
sampled outcrop are slightly variable and always point alaost to 
the north* The resultant vector mean of this series 4s 1^° and 
h° W2 known from rod and disc-shaped pebbles and cobbles respective-
ly (Table kk). The values of these resultant vector mean coincide 
yry closely and thus indicate a strong northward current direction 
18. 
labia W3- Victor aaan, rector atroogth, 
deviation of aaiautna of eroaa-bodding 
variant* and standard 
t imbricated rod 
mud diac-shapad pebble and cobble of laicbir sandstones, 
Orid nus&erft VoetaF 
in ft 
aap. ft (QT) 
9 Vector 
ft strength 
ft (L in %) 
4 Standard ft 
ft deviationft 
ft ( 8 ) ft 
TT 
Varianceft (S«) ft 
io. of 
axiauths. 
3 
5 
W 
3 
W 
5 
1 
1 
2 
2 
15 
15 
1W 
13 
13 
12 
12 
11 
11 
10 
337°12f 
359°5**' 
1«*°3o' 
l*° 
19°36' 
23°12* 
&\2 
h\°3k{ 
31°2**' 
22°26' 
5*W 
20°5W< 
5**Q18' 
26°12' 
38°30' 
9*°^ 
66°** ' 
38°36' 
65°51* 
300° 
78.3 
79.»* 
67.»f 
63.8 
58.7 
58.0 
85,0 
73.8 
69.5 
73.2 
61.8 
77.9 
79.»* 
68.1 
62*3 
85.8 
1
 83.8 
9»*.1 
' 68.7 
100.0 
69 
39 
k& 
51 
W2 
56 
31 
* *
3 
Mf 
33 
57 
k6 
38 
U6 
hO 
29 
32 
21 
M* 
• 
M33 
1,558 
2,373 
2,626 
1,803 
3,152 
1,000 
1,885 
1,965 
1,100 
3,3^9 
2,1*fr2 
1,W63 
2,126 
1,636 
898 
1,032 
W60 
1,975 
. 
106D 
68D 
890 
83R 
63R 
50ft 
WOD 
if 2» 
23& 
560 
55B 
1630 
850 
1960 
85& 
850 
31B 
S50 
16R 
2Ra 
continaad.•••••• 
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Table »*3-(continued). 
Grid number! Vector I Vector ? Standard I I 4o. of 
la I aean utrcngtb I deflation ft Varianceft aslttuths. 
{ V e c t o r F
aean |etren«th 2 
(Or ) | U In %)] —p. 1 (OrV ["(Vfi"g)| (8)
 7
 |
 ( a 2 } I (n) 
9 ^ 9 ^ 8 ' 59.7 *9 2,532 520D 
9 3W9%8' 70.9 57 3t27»* 179R 
a 3 5 8 0 * ' 59.3 55 3t<*6 860 
8 328° 5 69.1 kk 1,976 $* 
7 320° 97.5 1^ 200 6X 
>o, • 6 333 & 68.1 1*9 2,WOO 23Si 
6 326°W2* 5^.0 57 2,688 500 
lable Mt- jlccalts of Talchir sandstones aalauthal data. 
I 
Vector J Vector ! standard { Variance ! lo. of 
aean } strength j deviation I ,s2) ! asiouths. (O^ T | U In %) \ (8) \ u } I (n) 
o * 58.2 55 3i070 707H 
^ 2 ' 58.6 60 3t5^0 16W6D 
Hotel- H,D,X and am Indicate asiautns of labrleated rod and 
disc* shaped pebble and cobble, cross-bedding and ripple 
mark respectively for tables hi to 51. 
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for the Talchir sediments* The plotting of aslmuthal data in 
the form of circular histogram* or rot« diagrams show a slight 
deviation from the dominant main current direction, as is 
evidenced by the unlmodal frequency distribution of the current 
data in this series* Shis unlmodal current pattern indicates 
that the elastic debris flowed down fro* the land of the source 
area to the adjacent low lying basin on the slopes of high 
gradiant (Pallatiar, Loc.Cit.). The presence of high gradient 
palaoslope is also known by the presence of fluxo-turbldltc 
sequence in tha Talchir sediments* The deviation in the maan 
•actor within an outcrop and also in other outcrops is small* 
It la i therefore, auggaatad that tha gradiant of paleoalopes was 
mors or lsss same through out the deposition of the Talchir sedi-
ments* 
A slight deviation from the normal in the diradtion of 
current pattern in Tatapanl coal-fiald has been noted, This 
deviation most probably may be due to the presence of some local 
topographic barriers that might have been standing oat in the 
basin of deposition* 
It is* thereforev suggested that an almost constant 
paleoeurrent pattern and a high gradient palaoslope were maintained 
throughout the Talchir period in this basin. 
fltrikfjr wtrlti* 
A total of 1,163 dip asiauthal data are recorded from the 
Barakar sediments* Paleoeurrent data with their statistical 
constants are given in table *+5 to W5c. £he paleoeurrent JuMi 
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fablo **?• footor aaan, vector atran«tn, itandard Aviation and 
•arianea of aaiautba of aroti-badding, rippla nark. 
lribrleatad rod and diac-ahapad pabbla and oobblt of 
Lovar Barakar sandatonaa. 
OrId ouabarj 
l a 
7 
15 
16 
17 
17 
1d 
18 
19 
21 
55 
7«*tor 
aoan 
23^12' 
350° 
358°30' 
27%2 
16°18* 
7%8' 
16°V8' 
357 \a 
68° 
V0° 
• vactor 1 jnwj 
93.3 
100.0 
97.0 
7 7 ^ 
^ • 1 
66*5 
65*0 
96*6 
85.W 
98.3 
nrrf^nrr.B 
donation 
(8) 
16 
• 
*3 
39 
VI 
51 
51 
11 
30 
1V 
] Tarianet 
| (S2) 
26© 
• 
1,868 
1,591 
if79> 
2,613 
2,60V 
133 
* 5 
200 
" T l © . of 
» • aalsutns 
J (a) 
6X 
2X 
701 
V9» 
31« 
2VQR 
2009 
3X 
111 
6X 
labia V5a- Eaaulta of bovar Barafcar aandatonas aslauthal data* 
Vactor 
a* an 
Vactor Standard 
dariation (a) 
Varianoo 
(82) 
*>. of 
aalauttia. (a) 
9^8' 
19°oi 
9° 
86.7 
67.6 
6V.9 
V3 
50 
50 
2*012 
2,V93 
2,52V 
98X 
2V90 
271*1 
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tablo W5b- Yaotor aaan, vector strength, Standard deviation and 
variance of aaiautha of orosa- bidding, ripple aark, 
imbricated rod and diao-t haped pabbla and cobble of 
Upper Barakar fandetones. 
Grid number 
in 
amp. 
Vectort Vector « Standard-
•can J etrenftnj deviation! Variance 
(q,, ) j U in *)j ( 3 ) t ( 32) 
*o. of 
atiautha 
(n) 
20 <&°ko' 73.7 M* 1#955 9W 
22 68°^' 86.2 28 786 29&B 
23 
2*t 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
* 
35 
72°ol 
*>ffr' 
?f 
&>%2 
69<V2 I 
5**° 
27°3© 
57°lrf 
63°o4 
58°36 
32°30 
75°06' 
67°12l 
83.7 
97.6 
8t.3 
79.3 
90.0 
98.0 
60.0 
* . 8 
85.0 
8V.7 
87.7 
90.0 
75.0 
33 
21 
31 
35 
17 
9 
* 
17 
20 
* 
-
17 
M 
1,097 
M+5 
1»025 
1,2M 
320 
80 
1,200 
320 
1*00 
1t173 
-
300 
1f700 
W3X 
30Ba 
16X 
29R» 
25Ra 
5X 
5tta 
29fia 
201 
i 
7211a 
hX 
mm 
10B« 
continued 
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tatol* ^ - ( o o n t i n u t d ) 
Orid aaabarft Victor 9 V«otor 8 Standard f I 
ft ataa ft itr«n«th ft l a ft ataa ft ftrtnfth ft d e l a t i o n ft Variance ft Mb* of 
map. ft (0T ) ft (L l a % )ft (S) ft ( 8 2 } ft aaiaut 
i I ft f 11 ft Vav 
36 70°3Ol 93.5 23 533 *•* 
37 70® 100.0 
38 76®20' 90.6 25 
M 3^7® 87.5 27 
M 26® 96.0 9 
^3 31®06' 92.5 21 
M> 9® 90.0 23 
39 350® 100.0 
k7 33®12' 95A 13 
i»6 tcPta* 86.0 32 
V8 ^ 1 2 ' 89.2 28 
h9 281®*/ 92.0 
i 
52 »f9®12' 90.0 
22 
51 3^°30 92.3 18 
50 350° 100.0 
11 
LO,-« 
622 
760 
80 
W50 
550 
-
181 
1,080 
828 
505 
338 
-
133 
688 
3aa 
20X 
5Ha 
8Ra 
8X 
2X 
11X 
10Ba 
1VX 
19Z 
13Ba 
U 
3Ba 
78a 53 26w36 85.7 26 
1W 56® 91.3 20 tjt 23X 
continued 
ISO' Tab la VJb- (continued). 
I " • ' 
arid nuaber I Victor X Vector 2 standard I 2 *o. of la J Stan l atrongta «OPT 
••»• I (Or ) I ( L in *) l (8) I ( 8ai I ™ 
] standard ! 
I deflation {Variance 
I > ) i C B " 
9 
5>f 
55 
12 
8 
63 
Ut 
^5 
277%2 
50° 
3fc2°3o' 
67°12I 
32° 
*°12 
65°*i 
22° 
96.6 
100,0 
9t.2 
95.7 
9N-.0 
95.3 
92.5 
96.0 
11 
4ft 
20 
13 
1W 
17 
22 
12 
13} 
m 
hOQ 
17^> 
200 
4 
500 
160^  
3* 
2fta 
61 
7X 
10X 
V3a« 
8am 
5X 
Tabie W5e- Baeulta of Upper Barakar aandatonee aalauthal data. 
V e c t o r 2 V e c t o r ] Standard 1 Variance} *>• of 
aoaa ! atreagtn i delation {
 ig2 \ I aaiauthg (Q, ) { Uln* ) j ( 8 ) I w } I (n) 
56°30 
wo9 
86.2 
65.8 
33 
5>* 
1#065 
2,920 
328Ba 
217X 
I S . 
attributes to dete mine the current of these sediments include 
the foresct beds of the cross-beddings» asymmetry of ripple 
marks and Imbrication* in the rod and disc-shaped pebblea and 
cobbles. Ihe rose diagram (Fig.39) indicates th« dispersion and 
resultant vector of the Barakar sediments* 
fbs degree of scattering in aaob unit araa variaa from 
9° to kk°. Standard deviations for cross-beddings and ripple 
marks between 10°- 20° ara most common, between 20° - 3O0 art 
common, between 30°- h0° and M)° - 50° ara vary rara (Tables U5 
and VJb). Average standard deviation of 98 and 217 ^ross-beddings 
for the Lower and tha Jppar Barakar sediments i s W30 and 9*° 
respectively. (Tables ^5* and ^5c). Average standard dsriation 
for 271 rod and 2**9 disc-shaped pebbles sad cobbles froo tha 
Lower Barakar sediments i s 50°Clabia W5a). The average standard 
1
 a 
dsriation for 328 rippla marks in the Jppar Barakar rocks i s 33 
(labia W5o). Ibis variation in tha standard deviation value* of 
the Barakar sedlmtnts indicates a fluvial origin and point out 
towards a gentle palaeoslope (hamblin, 1*58, p. 531 PalUtier.Loc.Cit. 
p.1i*3-10V6| Pot tor, at a l . , 1958,p.10M end Marioh, I960). 
The raluaa of standard deviation or variance comparable 
with fluvial deposits are described by Potter and Pettijohn 
(19631 Table »*-2>. Froa the variance of Lower and Upper Barakar 
sediments i t i s elear that a more or less sane type of paleoslope 
was in existence that governed the transportation and! sedimentation 
daring this period. The local variations in the vector seen for 
i 
eaeh grid are shown in paleocirrent map ^Flg.37)« In general 
there i s a homogeneity in the currents that deposited the Lower 
Barakr sediaents. The standard deviation of the lower Barkar 
sedloents indicates a unidirectional current pattern which 
i 
transported these aoarse elastic aaterial on a highly dipping 
gradient. The resultant vector M a n of tbe lover Barakar rocks, 
obtalaad fro* 9B cross-beddings la 9(V8*, for 271 rod-shaped 
pebbles and cobbles la 9° and for tf*9 diao-shaped pebbles and 
eoboles la 19°06 (labia V5a). These resultant rector Means ara 
In Tar/ eloae agreement and strongly suggest an alaost northerly 
dlraatlon of sediment transport during tiis lower Barakar tines. 
i 
fhe resultant raetor aeans for 217 eroas~beddings and 328 rlppla 
•arks ara MJ° and $6°30 respectively in tbs tfpper Barakar tlaes 
i 
indicate a nortb-east dlraetlon of aedioent transport (labia W5c). 
This notable shift In the palcoeurrent dlraetlon frosi tbe lover 
to Upper Barakar parlod Is accompanied by a ebanga in facias too* 
Palletier (Loc.Cit.) bad discussed tbe existence of swaaps and 
small Ukas In the areas of low gradient where meandering streaas 
vara present, tbe standard deviation of the Upper Barakar rooks 
Is not similar to the aeandering rlrer. It la quits likely tbat 
the gradient was gradually lowered and tbat aeandering rivers of 
aoderate sinuousity wars developed and abort channel segments of 
meandering rivers Might have occupied this field. firlnkaaa(l9S3) 
bad discussed tbe possibility of occurrence of such short channel 
segments of aeandarlng of tba streaas. 
It Is suggested tbat tba currant direction was towards 
north and north-east at tba tlaa of deposition of tba lower and 
Upper Barakar rooks, and tbat tba Barakar elastic debris was 
supplied from tba source area tbat persisted as high land which 
19:» 
continued to supply the material op to the end of the deposition. 
laflaimlU Itfltl* 
The attribute* used for the determination of palaeoourrent 
directions of the lianlganj rocks include aslmuths of the cross -
beddings, asymmetry of the ripple marks, imbricated rod and disc-
shaped pebbles and cobbles, a total of 265 dip aslmuths are noted 
and reoorded in table h&* 
A aarked blmodal current pattern in these sediments la 
observed* Variance data of paleoeurrent* indicate a consistency 
in the direction of current flow* standard deviation varies from 
11° to 3^° for 93 cross-bedding data, 22° to «*3° for 106 rod-shaped 
pebbles and 18° for 17 ripple narks, have been noted froa the sain 
channel sediments* Dispersion for secondary veak our rents varies 
froa 23° to **6° for 59 cross-beddings and 30° to 36° for 39 ripple 
marks is also noted (Table W6). Average standard deviation froa 
the main channel sediments Is represented by 29° for 93 cross-
beddings, 18° for 18 ripple marks, M ° for 106 rod-shaped pebbles 
and cobbles (Table W . It is obvious that the average values of 
standard deviation of main current are quite low, which appear to 
•how a good correspondence, and Indicate a markedly uniform pattern 
of paleoeurrent* 
The variance components which are also analysed indicate 
that at every place the current variability is very small in varloui 
outcrops, within an outcrop and even at the series level. The 
current aslmuths have striking preferred orientation* There is 
in general a uniformity in paleoeurrent flow In this area* The 
uniform aslmuths of current vectors suggest that a steeper 
lc 
labia *6- Sector mean, raotor itrangth, Tarlanea and standard 
deviation of aiiaatha of croia*b<*ddlng, rippla mark, 
imbricatad rod and diac-ahapad pabbl* and oobbla of 
Banlganj aand*ton*a. 
» v 
Grid ntaabor 
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hf 
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60012' 
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35o06* 
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68°0i 
o . 
3k 9i 
166°5C 
Vactor 9 Standard fi 6 
•trangtn 1 dariation ft Variance} 
U in %) \ ( S ) { (s2) | 
9*.1 
100.0 
83- 3 
80.0 
95.* 
89 . * 
90.0 
7 * . * 
80.0 
88 . * 
72 . * 
95.0 
72.6 
18 
-
3* 
38 
20 
22 
11 
3* 
37 
22 
* 3 
17 
Ut 
350 
«• 
1,19* 
1,*66 
*Q0 
526 
120 
1,183 
1,**0 
*92 
1,862 
300 
1,915 
lib. of 
asiBuntb* 
(n ) 
17Ba 
1KB 
15X 
2QX 
1 U 
38X 
10X 
*9R 
15& 
13* 
296 
*D 
3* 
oontinaad. 
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labia V6- (continued). 
Vactor | Vactor 1 Standard" »o, «r 
asiwntna (n) 
Grid nuabar" 
in 
vap. 
•tronfta ft deviation | Variance (0T ) JCLlnl ) 1 ( 8 ) * -^ ' 
1 ft 
(S 2 ) 
t*6 
n 
kk 
6V 
oo 
18»>%8 
13^2* ' 
167*18' 
138°36' 
135°12' 
88,0 
65.0 
90.0 
80.6 
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28 
56 
23 
36 
30 
800 
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9X 
5X 
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Table %7- HttvUta of KanigmnJ asiauthal data. 
i Vactor ft Standard ft Variance 
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58*12 
69°05l 
51°36f 
&W 
1*° 
138° 
88.3 
* . 1 
68A 
95.0 
80.0 
82.0 
29 
18 
M 
17 
37 
36 
86V 
350 
1.679 
300 
1.^03 
1.38^ 
93* 
101a 
106E 
hl> 
59* 
ym* 
ISO 
palaoalpa might hat* baan In axlstanca, via tna strata* which 
flows* orar this palsoslopa had r«ry low sinuoustty (Pallatlsr, 
l-oc.Clt.). The ross ilm<r>ma (fig.39) of uaniganj palsoeurrsnt 
systsa indicata a uai.forai.ty la too flow of carrtat toward* tha 
north-oast. Xfea unifora orientation of dip aslautb* and tbair 
i 
persistence throughout the aanigaoj t lM strongly suggest.. a 
stabi l i ty la the palaoalopa (Paliatiar, &oe.Cit.)t and a south-
west poaltlon of the source araa for th* Aaniganj detritus. 
The resultant rector of this paleocurrent pat torn obtained 
froa 217 dip aslautbs taken froa aain channel sediments ara 58° 12 
for 93 cross-beddings, 69°05 for 18 ripple aarks and 51°3» for 
106 rod-sbaped pebbles (labia **7). The resultant diractiona of 
paleocurrent9 wbcn considered together. the coincidence appaar 
to bo good. Xhe current responsible for tha transportation and 
da positIon of tha KanlganJ scdlaente flowed south-west to north-
•aat froa an uppar land to a lower land* fbe resultant raotor 
aeans of secondary weak currents ara 1A° known from 59 cross-
beddings and 138° obtalnad froa 39 rlppla aarks (Tabla k7)» Shis 
weak secondary currant appaar to have flowed down In tha south-
•aat direction towards tha main channel. 
Iba structure of rector aaan and rarlanee components of 
the lalchir, Barakar and Baniganj sedlaeats point th« diraction 
of currant In a broad way towards north and north-east and indi-
oata that a systaa of rlTara wara flowing towards tha Xathys 
gaosynollna during this parlod. 
Tna Ranlganj sadlaants raflact an uplift In tha sourca area. 
Ibis uplift produce a west-south-west to east-north-aaat antranobad 
19 
channel patterns of steep paleoalope. This channel system 
crossed tale area and deposited pebbly sand*tones owmt a eloping 
plain. the abundance of pebbly sandstone bada indicates a moderate-
ly laoleed channels (Potter and t> lever, liOc.Cit.). 
• total of 133 dip aaiautha froa the cross-beddings and 
asymmetry of rlppla mark* ara recorded froa the Pencbet sediments 
and their results ara shown In tabla kS* the roaa dluigrams lndlaata 
tba total dispersion and resultant rector aaan of palaocurrent 
pattern (Fig.39). 
Variance component* of eaeh grid are aaall (Table W). 
Dispersion of cross-beddings and ripple marks varies froa 9° to 
21° and 9° to 15° respectively. Standard deviation between 9° to 
15° ara aost common. Average standard deviation of (M cross-
beddings and 69 ripple marks ara 52° and 3»° respectively (Sable W9) 
The dispersions of ripple aarka ara smaller than the cross-
beddings. The striking feature of the paleoeurrent pattern of 
these sediments la the uniformity of current asimutha In indivi-
dual outcrop or grid, Indicating a uniform flow of current pattern* 
The close reaeablance between the variance component of cross-
beddings and ripple aarka indicates the same gradient of paleo-
alopes. The asymmetry of rlppla aarka la noted froa the thin 
strata and dip aalauthg of foreset bada taken froa coarse grained 
and thick bedded sandstones. 
A marked polymodal palcoeurront pattern for these sediments 
la observed. The vector mean of outcrops of cross-bedJlngs and 
ripple aarka varies froa 121°30 to 250° and 1 A ° to if7°12'. 
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labia k&- Victor mean, ••ctor at length, Yarianca and standard 
dariation or aaiautha of crosa-badding and rippla 
•ark of Panoaat aandatonaa. 
Srid 
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Vaotor l vaator I standard"? I
 toof 
( 0 ) | U in * ) j (8) |
 ( 8 2 } J ( g ) * 
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9 
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9 
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m 
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labia M>9-> Aaaalta of Panehat aandatonaa aaimuthal data, 
Vactor I Vaotor 9 Standard I f ' 
aaan ft atrangtn ft darlation ft Varianea ft to. of 
152°30' 65.6 52 2,736 ©W 
209°36' 81.1 ^ 1,19^ 69Ra 
1S9 
A moderately significant modal transport direction of ourrent la 
known from (h crosa-bed lings and 69 ripple marks to bo 152°30 
and 209°36 respectively (Table U-9). A southerly transport 
direction i s aaggested for these sediments. 
A non-homogsnalty in the vector swan of cross-beddings 
and ripple marks la noted. This vaiabxe directional behaviour 
of currents suggests lower regional slope and a river of moderate 
sinuousity in this area (Felletier, Loc.Cit.), as la evidenced by 
the presence of swaps, snail lakes and flood beds in this area. 
In general, the directions of currents wars gradually 
changing from north to east from faleblr to HaniganJ times. This 
i 
southerly direction of flow of carrents appears to be abnormal 
In these sediments. The only possible explanation may bo that the 
sampled area ml^bt have boon occupied by a part or segment of 
meandering rivers which vara flowing most probably from the wast 
or the north-west. This ourrent direction was also noted by 
iaral l i (1967) from the adjacent eo&l-flalds of Daltonganj, Mutar 
and Aurangabad. 
the MahadoYa sediments contain only the arosa-bed ;ings 
which are developed In massive and thick-bedded sandstones. Ihe 
currant pattern i s known only from the cross-bedoings. A total 
of 335 dip aslmutbs fron foresat bads are recorded and are shown 
in table 50. 
The sampled area have a variable current behaviour and 
a basin wide non-homogeneous current pattern. A wide dispersion 
In the eaimuths i s found at many places and at soma places they 
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labia 50- Victor M a n , raotor atrangth, rarianoa and standard 
daTiatlon of oroat-badding aalautba of Mabadara 
•1 
Orld raiabar 
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labia 51- AasuXta of MaJbadora sandstonos aalauthal data. 
Vactor I Vactor 1 Standard I t 
mean f • trangth f daviation ft Varlanca f Ho, of 
3^9° 7»*.3 ±7 2,063 3jfcx 
2(n 
are confined to a narrow range. There it a aignifioant variation 
In tht standard deviation of aslmuthal data of the cross-beddings. 
For 30 cross-bedding measurements the ataadard delation cooes to 
17° aad for 62 It la 53° (labia 50). Xhis variation In the standard 
doTlatioit probably raflaota a river of aodarata ainuOuaHy. Fottar 
and Slaver (Loc.Clt.) and Pellatiar (ioc.Cit.) have suggested that 
slnuousity of a rirar lnoraaaaa with tba decrease In tba gradlant 
of ragloaal slopes, which allow greater variation of ourrents. Xhe 
paleoeurreat pattarn of Mabadava aanda Indloata a gradual obaaga 
In tba current direction, these changes probably reflect tba man* 
daring portion of tba river (Fig.37). 
All tba observations are shown la tba roae diagram which 
indicate tba fluctuations of a current In tba lover Mabadava timet 
fro* tba main current, A resultant vector aean of Jk9° la obtained 
from 355 dip aalautha of cross-bedoings (labia 51). Xhe systaa 
of thase rivers, which crossed this basin and deposited their 
aediaents, flowed from tha upland down a paleoalope to a lower land 
distinctly almost from south to north and suggest a dominant and 
immediate source area to tha south. 
A uniform low gradlant paleoalope and a system of streams 
of moderate sinuousity vaa In existence aa revealed by its vaotor 
structures, variance oomponenta and orientation of cross-beddings. 
It is, therefore, auggeeted that the paleoeurrent pattern 
In each series la quite different and vaa mainly controlled by 
tectonic streams and both the source area and basin of deposition 
were taetonleally tans table. 
* •* •• .* .• 
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CHAPXJsli Mill 
fantonlc frame work of sariImentation and flUmafcla floitroli 
Isotonic history of the source ar#a directly oantrol the 
oat.tr* >f topographyt climate, rats of erosion, supplj of debris 
and distance of transportation. Hate of stJdimentatioi, subsidence, 
character, composition of sediments, texture and llthalogieal 
associations of the sediments are also related to the 
history of the basin. 
tectonic 
Detrltal felspar i s an index of climate and relief . 
Felspars are decomposed under vara and humid climate at low relief* 
Ihe percentage of fslspar represents the indsx of maturity of 
sediments. Arkoae and f* Is pat hie sandstones are formed when tits 
felspars escape alteration and weathering before burial. Escape 
of felspar without decomposition i s accelaratea by high relief , 
absence of vegetation, extreme cold or arid climate and in rare 
eases in warm and humid climate (Barton, 1916} Keed, 1926| Krynine. 
1935>* Howorer, occasionally felspars may be partially weathered 
under afore-mentioned conditions (iiarton, Loc.Cit.J. i he re fore, 
felspars or arkosle rocks reflect the tectonic history of the 
source area and also of the basin of deposition (Krynine, Loe.Cit.). 
The percentage of poly crystalline quarts (Slatt and Christie, 
1963) and rock fragments hare also been Used to indicate the tectool 
sra of the source area. The average percentage of perfect and 
broken crystals of sircon and tourmaline at the series level also 
give SOBS clues about the tectonic mobility of the source area. In 
2i,rJ 
some eases the degree of roundness of zircon and touraaline crystals 
may also reflect the tectonic nobility of] the provenance. 
Fox (1930,193**) sag,©sted that the Oondwana sediments vara 
deposited In block faulted basins, and that "the aaln fault seems 
to hare been formed simultaneously with the dapoaition In tha basin" 
Uriah nan, 19**?f p. 282). 
Sediments la tha baa in from lalcbir to Mabadeva Series 
contain mainly quarts and felspar and represent tha arkose rook 
type In bulk composition. Ihia thick wedge of arkoaa dapoalt in 
a tectonic baain lndleataa a strongly positive granitic terrain 
probably, developed along normal large icale faulta adjacent to tha 
basin (Fig.13). 
The arkoaa depoaita indicate rapid eroain, sedimentation 
and subsidence in the tectonic baain. Iheae deposits can be formed 
under aoist temperate conditions or tropical conditions with SO 
degreee temperature and an annual rainfall of 120 Inezes (Barton, 
Loc.Cit.i Krynine, Loc.Clt.). The offeet of climate on felspars is 
negligible in the formation of the arkose. 
The pale ©current studies indicate a lew atandard deviation 
In the current pattern at the time of deposition of the Talchlr 
sediments* It nay possibly be due to the steep gradient of the 
basement rocks caused by orogenie movement at tha beginning of the 
period. The climate during the tower ialcblr period was cold 
(frigid) and with the advance of time it gradually b«uame warmer 
as Indicated by the presence of varred depoaita in tt<> basin 
(Flg«1>»),but during the greater period it was cold at suggested by 
the green colour of the rooks (Krishnan, 1968, p.278). 
At the end of the Taleblr period thur* vat * gradual 
uplift as Indicated by the praaaaca of vary thick baddad pebbly 
sandstones of Barakar directly orarlying Xelchir green elaya. Tha 
Barakar rocka ara characterised by great thickness and rapaatad 
sequences of its various units* In thaaa sedlacnts tana of rapaatad 
sequences of pebbly sandstones and clay bada indicate rapaatad 
sinking of ttoe baa In at tha tiae of deposition of Barakar eedlaenta 
(7ig.l5)« Ln this parlod there was a rapid erosion, luick trans* 
portatioa and burial dua to high relief of tha source araa. fbe 
confirmation of tha above sedimentation prooaas la supportad by 
tha pressnoe of big mica flake* In tha pebbly aandatonaa. 
i>ua to renewal of uplift, the gradient of the etreaaa 
beeaae steeper resulting in toe deposition of ooaraa debris* Ins 
streajas seen to be aore or less straight or of very low sinuouslty 
as Mentioned earlier during the Lower Barakar period. Due to 
uplift at the beginning of the deposition of Barakar rocka the 
position of the source area slightly shifted from aouth-vest*south 
to vest •south-vest as indicated by a shift In the direction of 
the currents (Fig.13>. 
In the Jpper Barakar period the source area vas gradually 
lowered in relief and perhaps the fall line shifted back to vest* 
south*veet due to erosion and probably this position Was maintained 
throughout the deposition of Barakar rocks as evidenced by, 1> the 
presence of fine elastics in great thickness, 2) meandering atreaas 
3il lag in sagging of the basin and presence of swampy^ coal (Ahead, 
1961 ,p.A) t M formation of broad plain with the svaaps and marshes 
favouring accusal*tion of peat and its transformation into coal 
(Krumbeln and Bless, 1951). 
2i.5 
the Banlganj period started. again *!*» a renewal of uplift. 
Xhe uplift Is euggeated by, 1} the presence of highly pebbly 
felspathle sandstones overlying the silty sandstones and fUtatoaaa 
of flood strata (Figs.15 and 16), 2) a slight shift la tba eurraat 
dlrootlon towards west-south-west (Figs.13 and 39), 4) * «ni-
dlroetlonal eurraat pattern as indicated by Its standard deviation 
and verjr low sinuousity of the rivers transporting r*ry eoarse 
debris at a steeper gradient (Leopold and Wolaan, 1970,p.2l8). 
In the lower part of Aanlganj seetlon the pebbly sandstones 
are highly eoarse textured while In the rest of BaniganJ section 
these beds are fairly eoarse textured and alternate with fine 
sandstones. This seetlon represents a thickness of about 1,100 
feet* Frosi this lithological association, great thickness of 
pebbly sandstones eontalnlng large fragments of subaagular to 
subrouaded felspars overlain by siltstones, It Is Inferred that 
there was a continuous sagging of the basin. 
She presence of Olossopterls and Oangaaopteris flora and 
coal la Barafcar and Banlganj rooks suggest that the climate was 
definitely warmer and aore huald for the production of luxuriant 
vegetation (Irishman, loo.Cit.). Tropical and teaperate ellaate 
with an annual rainfall of aore than 100 laches was In existence 
In Barakar and RaniganJ for the coal-forest (Ahmad, 1961 )• The 
dpper Barakar section consists predoalnantly of the flood deposited 
.*.*. i M i - U n . « , „ ^ U X .t «,. U « o, t * - + * — * — — -
these sediments. 
the upper portion of the Fanehet Series (lower fralssle 
period) Is only exposed In this basin, the standard deviation 
of current data Indicate a aeanderlng of the river flowing over 
2i,li-
ft low gradinet flow. This meandering of rivers indicates a source 
area of Moderate relief daring this period. The presanoe of abundant 
red coloured sandstones and shales in these bads indicates a general 
aridity in tha araa (Kruabeln and Slots» Loc.Clt. p.369). 
la tha upper Tlasalo period tha sediments of Mahadeva Series 
startad daposltloa in tha basin. At tha and of uppar Triangle 
parlod (Rhaetic) tha sedimentation process oaae to an and, and tha 
sedlaenta of tha basin vara uplifted by tha upper Triasaio uplift 
(Kriannan, Loc.Cit.,p.275). Tha rad colour of Mahadeva sediments 
also indioatas an arid climate (Krishnan9 Loe.Clt.9p.279)« Tha 
ji 
Triaaaic parlod is also known as a parlod of general aridity 
(Krlshnan»JbO0,Cit*v p.279). 
Tha pareantaga of rook fragments in thasa sediments not 
only saggasts tha rapidity of aroaion of tha source araa but also 
indioatas tha dagraa of teotonlsa. Tha average percentage of rock 
fragaants of aaoh •arias is shown in tabla 30* Tha Talchir Scriesv 
which contain 26.956 of rook fragments, baing tha maximum of all 
series, Bay raraal a greater dagraa of tsotonlsa during tha Talohir 
parlod. Barakar Series containing 9,5% of rook fragaants lndleatas 
a lesser dagraa of teetonlsa than in Talchir times. The Banlganj 
Series baring 15.9^ of rock fragaants also reflect a renewal in tha 
uplift. Panehat Series contains a ainiaua of 2*& of rock fragaants 
and hence suggests aoderate relief of tha sourea area. 
Tha average pareantaga of felspar and quarts also throw 
Li 
sadiaantation froa Talohir tlmee to MahadlsTa times, except during 
tha fianiganj series, (Tabla 31) indicating a gradual decrease in 
soaa light on tha tectonic history of tha sourea araa* In general 
tha felspar decreases and quarts increases upward in this basin of 
2u\ 
tbe degree of teetonlea* 
Tbe percentage* of prianatie auhedral crystal* and broken 
pyraalde of alroon and tourmaline arc calculated froa eaeb of tbe 
reproaentatlTe eaaplee (Tablet 52,52a,52b,52c,53t53e and 53»)* Per-
centage of broken or unbroken cryttala of garnat 00044 not bo oaleu-
latad beeauae gar not a were eoapletely broken daring their transporta-
tion. Xbera it B O ayateaetie variation* In tha percentage of 
prieaatlc aubadra of alroon and tourmaline eryatala Item tba baae 
to tba top of oach aorlaa (labiaa 52,52a,52b,52e,53»53a and 53b). 
It aay bo aoon tbat too average percentage of parfaet eubedral 
eryatala dacraaaaa from too falohlr tbreugb Berakar, KanlgaaJ to 
Panebat fterlee ( lablaa 55 and 56). It aay, therefore, bo oonoluded 
tbat tba rata of aroalon continued to decree*a froa tba Taleblr 
to Panobat porlod or In othar words tba dagraa of tectoniea 
gradually daollnad froa tba Taleblr to Panebat parlod. 
Tba dagraa of roundaeee of ilreon, tourmaline and garnat 
eryatala of oaob repreeentative eaaplee ara aeaeured and tabulated 
la tablea 52,52a,52b,52c,53t53a,53b,5^»5i*e and 5^b. It is found 
in every aaaple froa oaob aarlaav except In the Panebat, tbat 
angular gralne doaln te over eharply angular, aubaagular and 
eubrounded gralne* It la obvious Iron table 57 tbat J tba average 
percentage of angular slreoa la aacta aerlee daoraaaaa gradually froa 
tba taleblr to Panebat Sariaa. Xble daeraaaa in the percentage aay 
be due to tba proportionate daeraaaa In tba degree of teetoalaa or 
rate of eroeion in tbe aouree area during Talchir, Barakar, Haalganj 
and Panebat parloda. 
It la shown in table 58 tbat tbe percentage of angular 
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labia 55« Avaraga paroantaga of perfect and brokan aubadra 
of siroon at tha aarlas Ural. 
123 
Sarlaa. 
Panahat. 
ttaniganj, 
Barakar. 
falahlr. 
} Parfact oryataia. } Brokan or retail* 
M>.3 
**7.5 
51.1 
59.5 
52.2 
50A 
**8.7 
labia 56* Araraga paroantaga of parfaot and brokan aubadra 
of touraallna at tha aariaa laral. I 
flarlaa. { Parfaot oryataia. ] Brokan oryit&la. 
i 
Mahadara. 
Faaehat. 
Ranlganj. 
Barakar. 
Xalchir. 
i.k 
2.1 
2.1 
t . 6 
98.5 
97.7 
97.7 
* . 9 
labia $7- Araraga porcantafa of angular alroon at thajaariaa laral. 
8 . ,u. . {uup*m tuu\ *«koH n.i4j JLm ' 
Mahadara. 
Panchat. 
ftaniganj. 
Barakar. 
lalohir. 
M.3 
36.8 
50.3 
69A 
71.6 
V9.4 
51.2 
1*3 
6.8 
0.3 
9.5 
61A 
t 
Tabla 58- Araraga paroantaga of aagular touraallna at 
laral. tha aarlaa 
8arlaa< t Tatapani f laid I JUuakola fialdf" Araraga, 
Mahadara 
Panchat. 
ftaalganj. 
Barakar. 
laichip. 
6lf«5 
lf6,6 
58.9 
69.W 
. 
37.^ 
2Z$ 
grains of tour»aline decreases upward in the basin supporting 
tao above observations on teotonisa. 
In the and i t i t concluded that the source area and tbt 
basin of deposition vara technically unstable froa upper Carboni-
ferous to too and of Tariaaeic poriod add in general, i t is 
suggested that the aoreaent rata of na gat ire and positive area was 
not very slov t as indicated by the nature of sediments which oontaia 
abundant unstable minerals. Anaad (Loc.Clt.) also holds the saae 
opinion* 
• • * • • . • • * 
• . * . * 
a 
f he sedlaenta of this basin consist of mixed esseablags 
in various proportions of , Boulder DSdSt massive, thick to veil 
bedded, pebbly, very COATS* to vory fine grained sandstones, 
s i l t y sandstones, siitst.>nes, gr««n d a y s , claystones* shales» 
esrbonecous sn-ile and coal* The sandstones are poorly to 
aoderately cross-bedded. 
Pattern of grain siae distribution, sedimentary struc-
tures, composition and geowetary of lltbologleai unite suggest* 
a glacial , f luvlt l le and associated environment* oil deposition 
for these beds* 
Grain s l s s distribution pattern of Moulder Beds and 
sandstones of twenty-nine representative samples from Talchir 
Series indicates that these rocks consisting mainly of fi^xo-
turbiditea, which wars deposited by turbidity and tractive 
currents. fhe presence of crude and regular bedding planes, 
rafted boulders| cobcles and pebbles, the wedge snaps of beds, 
the rapid lateral changes in grain s ise and faciea, the results 
of plotting of drain s i s s paraaeters clearly ladleate that 
Talchir merles represents outvash, reworked outv&stn, f l jvio-
glacial and glacio-lacostrine f a d e s . Xhe thickness of lioulder 
*»eds» sandstonea and shales i s proportionate to the amount of 
water discharging fron the front of mating ice-lobe and, 
therefore, suggests that the ice-lobe was oscillating daring the 
falohir period* 
Grain else distribution pattern of 52 representative 
samples fro* Barakar, HanlganJ and Haheiieva Series* which art 
very coarse* coarse grained, thiok beddiid, massive and occasionally 
cross-bedded, indicates that these samples constituted the channel 
log deposits* which covered tba channel floor of thai Gond*ane 
rivar(a>. fhirty-one representatives from coarse, medium, fine 
and very fine textured sandstones fro* iiarakar, Kaniganj, Panehat 
and Mahadeva aeries indicate that those sandstones tjrju* da pea i tad 
as channel f i l l , point and channel bars in thaaa river ( • ) . fas* 
tural characters of fina and very fine grained» sheet like sand* / 
stones suggest their deposition by suspension process in the 
interehannel flood areas* 
la general, the grain s ise composition of Gondwam sedi-
ments ranges fro* heterogenous mixture of gravel, sand and clay 
to one or tvo population only, which generally folio* the log-
normal distribution. Mostly the samples representing river bed 
and associated environments are mixture of gravel and sand* It i s , 
therefore* suggested that these samples in general, represent 
coarse channel floor deposit to rmry fine grained suspended materi-
al in the interehannel flood-plain areas and thus* reflect great 
fluctuations in the velocity of transporting currents of the 
Gondwana river(a). 
fhe pattern of paleocurrents in this basin snows a complete 
aoa-oalfonaty « « o—taat * » • » . t„ tt. t l n c t l ^ or tr»n,port.-
tion of these sediments through the time* These sands tones vera 
deposited chiefly by teetonically controlled stream^ or system 
of streams* Xbe structure of vector mean and variance components 
of Xalohlr, iiaraKar and Eanlganj sandstones suggest transportation 
direction were in general towards the Xethys geosynoline* Talehir 
2c V 
J-Oi/er aarakar and Kaniganj sediments were transported chiefly 
by unlmodal p&leocurrents
 9 which were flowing over high gr adit at 
pelaooelopes* Jpp#r fterakar* upper Pancbet and Mahedeva sand-
stones were transport*d by the current* flowing over low gradient 
pa leos lopes. In general* it It concluded that paleoeurrent 
pattern of each series la quit* different and controlled techni-
cally* 
ibm average percentages at toe scries lava! of quarts* 
polyerystalllne quarts, felspar, rock fragnatic*, perfect or 
broken crystals and degree of roundness of sireoa ana tourmaline 
suggest that the (1) degree of renewal of uplift of the source 
area aftar ttie deposition of each series was gradually declined 
(11) rate of supply and transportation of debris for the sedi-
mentation of each series vaa not uniform (ill) position of the 
source area supplying the debris vas changing f»r every series 
due to teotonlsm (IT) rate of positive and negative movement vas 
not slow* 
After the deposition, these sediments were sank, perhaps 
along older faulting planes of peninsular shield, by the tension 
which was already in existence long before the Himalayan orogeny* 
fhe distribution pattern of light and heavy minerals 
shows * sy^taa&tie change frost base to top of this basin* The 
distinctive alner&ls are aircon, tourmaline* garnet, opaques* 
©pidote, actinoUte, staurollte* quarts* felspar and rock frag* 
aents* In general* at the series level* alreon* garnet* felspar 
and rook fragments decreases whereas tourmaline* opaques and 
quarts Increases from base to top of the basin* These changes 
2£8 
in a broad v*y vara paraxial to tha changes which resulted through 
geological time by the position* and composition of tha source 
rooks* 
Quarts
 t felspar and rock fragments ratio indicates that 
mineralogically these rocks aro qaita immature and rang* from 
felspathic-lithic-vaoke, felspathic-lltharenlte to arkost vaoks 
and arkoaa. The petrography and palaeocurrent data suggest that 
dabria vmrm derired chiefly frost acid igneous roeks and netaaorphlc 
rocks of different gradas froa crystalline Arohean conplex. 
• . * • • • * • • 
1. Broken pyramids of sireonv tourmaline and 
perfect aubadra of sireon In fiarakar sedi-
ments In 0.125 •»• grade s i s . 
(X ?0 . ) . 
2. Broken* s-ibroanded. rounded and perfect 
crystale of aircon in Barakmr sadiasnts In 
0.125 *«• grade s i se . 
(X 70. ) . 
3# Broken crystals of tourmaline la Jianiganj 
sediaents in 0.250 BUB. grade al*e. 
(X 70 . ) . 
i*. Qpaques and broken pyramids of sireon In 
JianlganJ sediaents in 0.125 *»• grade s i se . 
(X 70 . ) . 
5. Broken, subrounded, rounded and perfect 
crystal* of sireon and broken crystals of 
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poorly sorted arkose of Taleblr Series. 
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Museovlte-quarts-sohist (center) In poorly 
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(X 75.)* 
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(X 7 5 . ^ 
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A general Tlaw of outwash facias with raftad 
boulders in tha Lower Xalchir Boulder Bad9 
Xandia village* Haakola coal-fisid. 
A cloae-up Flaw of bouldars of granites* gneisses 
a to. in Outwash fsolas of Lower Xalchir Farias. 
A oloaa-up view of raftad bouldars of granites 
and other aetaaarphies in outwash facias of 
Lower Xalchir Farias. 
rabbles and eobblcs in general snow a marked 
Preferred orlantatlon in Lewor Xalchir Bouldar ad, Xandia vi l lage, Haakola ©oal-fiald. 
Large soals tabular crosa-bedding in aadiia-
gralned Lower Barakar sandstona shown in a -c -
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Shrinking crack polygons with Vertebrarla in 
upper Barakar clay stone, approximately W alias 
south of udharl v i l lage , Haakola coal-field. 
Thin and parallel sheets of s i l t s tone, al l ty 
sandstona and fine sandstona of flood plain 
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Bun crack polygons on the surface of a sheet of 
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thick bedded Mahadeva sandstone shown In a-c 
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52. £a#gs scale trough crosa-bsdding In aasslvs and 
thick bedded Mahadeva sandstone, shown in a~«-
as wall as a«b plans* Approxiaately 3 alias eaat 
of Dhoai v i l las* , Tatapani coal-fisld. 
53.5**. Qutwaab facies In the middle lalcnir Boulder Bed, 
near Kandia vi l lage , Haakolu coal-field. 
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